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ABSTRACT 

Learning vocabulary and understanding texts present difficulty for language 

learners due to, among other things, the high degree of lexical ambiguity. By developing 

an intelligent tutoring system, this dissertation examines whether automatically providing 

enriched sense-specific information is effective for vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension of second language learners. The system developed in this study 

contributes to an extended understanding of how NLP techniques can be applied more 

effectively in an educational environment.    

  The system allows learners to upload texts and click on any content word in order 

to obtain sense-appropriate lexical information for unfamiliar or unknown words during 

reading. The system consists of three components: (1) the system manager controls the 

interaction among each learner, the NLP server, and the lexical database; (2) the NLP 

server converts a raw input text to a linguistically-analyzed text; (3) the lexical database 

is used to provide a sense-appropriate definition and example sentences of a word to the 

learner. To obtain the sense-appropriate information, the system first performs word 

sense disambiguation (WSD) on the input text. Pointing to appropriate examples tuned 

for language learners, however, is complicated by the fact that the database of examples 

is from one repository (COBUILD), while automatic WSD systems generally rely on 

senses from another (WordNet). The lexical database, then, is indexed by WordNet 
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senses, each of which points to an appropriate corresponding COBUILD sense. The fact 

that every sense inventory has its own standards of sense distinction poses a serious 

problem in integrating these inventories into one. To redirect an input WordNet sense to a 

corresponding COBUILD sense, thus, a word sense alignment algorithm was developed, 

following a heuristic of favoring flatter alignment structures.  

  With this system, an empirical study was conducted with 60 intermediate learners 

of English as a second language to examine whether this system can lead learners to 

improve their vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. The findings show that 

learners demonstrated higher performance when receiving sense-specific information. 

Furthermore, the qualitative examination of the effect of automatic system errors show 

that, although learners showed learning regardless of the appropriateness of lexical 

information, they still showed relatively greater learning when given appropriate lexical 

information.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Natural language processing (NLP) technology is rapidly evolving to be utilized in an 

increasing number of modern day applications, such as but not limited to machine 

translation, information retrieval, speech recognition, and dialog systems (Jurafsky and 

Martin, 2000). One interesting application is to apply various NLP techniques in an 

educational setting to help language learning, which is known as Intelligent Computer-

Assisted Language Learning (ICALL). Research on developing ICALL systems has often 

focused on supporting learners by encouraging them to practice grammatical forms and 

functions with individualized feedback (e.g., Heift’s E-Tutor, 2001; Nagata’s BANZAI, 

2002; Amaral and Meurers’ TAGARELA, 2006). However, research on ICALL systems 

specific to the handling of semantic processing (e.g., Bailey and Meurers, 2008) still 

remains largely unexplored.  

As NLP has progressed to the point of enabling the processing of many semantic 

properties in natural language, ICALL research should be able to aid language learning; 

this involves understanding the meaning of words and sentences by utilizing more 

advanced NLP techniques (e.g., word sense disambiguation). As one way of pursuing this 

objective, this research aims to explore how NLP techniques can be applied in a learning 

environment which specifically involves the meanings of words, by supporting 

vocabulary learning and reading comprehension for second language learners.   
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 The ability to retain vocabulary is a fundamental tool for the utilization of any 

language. Lack of adequate vocabulary and their associated meanings can seriously 

hinder learners in their efforts at learning a language. Of all other major components in 

second language proficiency, sufficient vocabulary is viewed as the most crucial for 

achieving proper reading comprehension (Chanier and Selva, 1998; Coady, 1997; Grabe, 

1991; Groot, 2000; Hirch, 2012; Laufer, 1997; Milton, 2009; Tozcu and Coady, 2004). 

This explains why a myriad of comprehension problems in second language reading 

involve the problem of interpreting words that are unknown or used in unfamiliar ways. 

This is certainly exacerbated by the prevalence of lexical ambiguity. Landes et al. (1998) 

report that more than half of the content words in English texts are lexically ambiguous, 

with the most frequent words having a large variety of meanings. Consider example (1) 

of the meaning contained in the word deliberately and example (2) for cradle. 

 
 

(1) Psychologists have done experiments that involve asking people to yawn 

deliberately in crowded rooms and auditoriums. 

(2) The plan encourages everyone to consider the impact of a fashion item from the 

cradle to the grave.  

 

 The word deliberately is one that is frequently encountered by learners who may 

already recognize its most prevalent sense, carefully. However, learners may become 

confused or fail to grasp the intended meaning (i.e., intentionally) in context, and this 

may lead them to completely misunderstand the sentence - i.e., there are experiments 

involving careful yawning in crowded places, rather than there are experiments involving 

intentional yawning in crowded places - where the latter require acquiring the meaning of 
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the word, intentionally. Example (2) also shows a context in which learners may be 

confused by the word cradle used in a way that is related to a more frequent meaning (at 

least metaphorically) but is clearly distinct. Learners who understand the meaning of the 

word cradle to be defined as a baby’s bed with high sides would comprehend the 

sentence as People are encouraged to consider the impact of a fashion item for all ages 

from the item for the babies to the one for the dead, instead of People are encouraged to 

consider the impact of a fashion item from the beginning (its design) to the end (its 

disposal).  

 The confusion witnessed at this fairly elementary level takes a turn for the worse when 

a word carries an even greater variety of meanings. The word, face, for example, is listed 

in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) with twelve different nominal senses (e.g., human face, 

facial expression, side, surface, boldness, etc.); although not all are equally prevalent, 

there is still much potential for confusion. The diverse meaning of a word indeed makes it 

difficult for learners to determine which meaning is the most appropriate when reading a 

text and learning a word in the context of the reading.  

 Therefore, research is needed to overcome the problems caused by lexical ambiguity, 

i.e., multiple senses for a word. Of the many approaches to this question, this dissertation 

asks the specific question: is it be helpful to provide sense-specific lexical information in 

learners’ reading, in order to improve reading comprehension and vocabulary learning? 

By sense-specific, the study refers to information applicable only for one given sense 

(meaning) of a word. There are systems which automatically provide sense-specific 

lexical information (e.g., the REAP tutor (Heilman et al., 2006, Kulkarni et al., 2008), 

GLOSSER-RuG (Nerbonne and Smit, 1996)) in an attempt to alleviate a learner’s 
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confusion with multiple meanings of an unknown word and avoid further 

misunderstanding of a reading. They use NLP technology (e.g., word sense 

disambiguation) to make it feasible, but their approaches have encountered several 

problems that require treatment. For example, GLOSSER-RuG (Nerbonne and Smit, 

1996) employs a part of speech (POS) disambiguation system in order to provide 

definitions of the words. The limitation of its POS disambiguation lies in the fact that it 

does not disambiguate all the senses of a word in the same POS; thus, if there are several 

senses of the same POS for the word, it simply presents all of them, affecting only a 

small difference from systems without any word sense disambiguation (WSD). This is 

the one defining element that differentiates the system built for this study in that the 

WSD module classifies all senses of words thoroughly, i.e., classifies the senses of the 

word even within the same POS.  

 As a more effective system for sense understanding, the REAP tutor contains high 

performance via advanced WSD. Although the WSD system of the REAP tutor shows 

high accuracy, it is based on an annotated training data, which means their WSD 

approach only handles words in the annotated data. Accordingly, it still may restrict 

learners from the opportunity of learning any word in a text (e.g., words not in the 

annotated data) and may not be very effective for assisting learners’ reading 

comprehension. Also they built their own annotated data to handle as many words as 

possible, but constructing annotated data itself is quite expensive in time and labor. The 

WSD approaches of the REAP tutor and the present study are fairly different; the WSD 

approach taken in this study is not based on annotated data and thus provides sense-
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specific information for any content word in a text, which may be more helpful in reading 

comprehension and learning more words from a reading.   

 Likely of higher significance is that the quality of lexical information presented to 

language learners may assist or hamper learning. First, the provided lexical information 

should contain both definitions and examples of the word. Since the definition displays 

the meaning of the word explicitly and examples show the meaning implicitly (Segler, 

2007), presenting both should help language learners by providing more illustrations of 

the meaning. Second, the more examples the learner sees of the words in the context, the 

more clearly vocabulary acquisition is obtained. Rapaport and Kibby (2002) show that 

through encountering several examples in contexts, learners can acquire a word’s 

meaning by continually creating and revising a “hypothesis” about its meaning. This is 

possibly due to the fact that example sentences in various contexts may illustrate a word’s 

meaning more fully (Black, 1991), which leads to successful “semantization” of the word 

(Beheydt, 1987). Yet, the previously-developed systems (the REAP tutor (Heilman et al., 

2006, Kulkarni et al., 2008), GLOSSER-RuG (Nerbonne and Smit, 1996)) do not fully 

account for the significance of the quality of lexical information presented to language 

learners; GLOSSER-RuG appears to note the necessity of both definitions and examples 

to assist learners whereas the REAP tutor seems to overlook the role of examples in 

acquiring the meaning of words. The REAP tutor offers lexical information from a 

conventional dictionary, thereby focusing more on providing definitions.  

 In particular, the quality of examples is of key importance. Examples should make use 

of simple vocabulary familiar to the learners so as to be easily understood. If the structure 

or vocabulary of examples is overly and unnecessarily complex, they will be 
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inappropriate for aiding learners (Kilgarriff et al., 2008; Segler, 2002). In view of this, 

example sentences taken directly from corpora or web pages appear to be less appropriate 

as the information presented by them may be less accessible to language learners (Groot, 

2000; Kilgarriff et al., 2008; Segler et al., 2002). As seen in (3), the example for use of 

the word face extracted from the web may confuse learners in understanding and learning 

the word face; the example is complicated in structure (e.g., containing a subordinate 

clause) and also it has a few words that learners may find unfamiliar (e.g., plenty, 

inappropriately, assure, etc.). Worse still, the use of deliberately in (4) is more 

complicated in structure (e.g., containing a relative clause with missing relative 

pronouns) and words (e.g., thwart, investigation, hacking, etc.).  

 

(3) You will see plenty of people dressed inappropriately, but be assured that they 

have lost face in the eyes of the Thais around them. (East Asia Travel, Jan 15, 2008)  

(4) It finds the company deliberately tried to thwart the 2005-2006 Metropolitan 

police investigation into phone hacking carried out by the News of the World.  

                          (The Guardian, July 19, 2011) 

 

 In terms of the quality, the examples provided in GLOSSER-RuG are not quite 

helpful. It provided example sentences as a means of helping learners understand the 

meaning of a word in a reading. But it extracted examples sentences from corpora which 

are not controlled in terms of structural and lexical complexity. So, learners may further 

need to use a dictionary to look up unknown words in example sentences. This is not very 

effective for language learners as it may distract more from the focus on their reading and 

consequently disrupt their stream of reading comprehension (Koyama and Takeuchi, 
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2004; Laufer and Hill, 2000; Leffa, 1992; Luppescu and Day, 1993; Prichard, 2008). 

Indeed, such example sentences from corpora or web sources do not cater to the needs of 

language learners, although they may, in fact, represent truly authentic use of such words. 

By comparison, however, examples made up by lexicographers based on their intuitions1 

for learner dictionaries typically control syntactic and lexical complexity (Segler et al., 

2002). The REAP tutor uses this form of examples; they extract definitions and examples 

from a standard dictionary built by lexicographers. However, those examples entirely 

made up by lexicographers are likely to lose the authenticity and naturalness in the actual 

usage of words.  

 Kilgarriff et al. (2008) claim that it may be too difficult to consistently find sentences 

which satisfy all required criteria of a good example in corpora. So “editorial 

intervention” is needed to some extent, such as to delete an irrelevant clause, simplify 

complex names, etc. If so, examples taken from corpora and modified in some way to 

simplify lexical and grammatical complexities would be ideal (Segler, 2002). Such 

examples can be authentic, display appropriately the target meaning of the word, and be 

grammatically simplified without losing any of their illustrative value. In sum, it is seen 

as beneficial to use a resource in which examples are extracted from corpora, in order to 

ensure authenticity, and modified by lexicographers, in order to control lexical and 

structural complexity. In the present study, therefore, the Collins COBUILD Student’s 

Dictionary (Sinclair, 2006) is selected to extract these types of good examples. The 

content in COBUILD is based on actual English usage derived from the analysis of a 

large corpus of written and spoken English, thereby providing authentic examples while 

                                                
1 Lexicographers are educated native speakers of the language so their intuition about the typical usage is 
precise (Laufer, 1992). 
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retaining control of lexical and structural complexity to some extent for the benefit of 

language learners (Sinclair, 2006).  

 One can easily spot the difference between the COBUILD examples in (5) and (6) 

from those in (3) and (4); the COBUILD example in (6) is structurally and lexically 

simple and provides additional context (calmly) to understand the meaning of 

deliberately.  

 

(5) To cancel the airport project would mean a loss of face for the present governor. 

(6) The Japanese have acted calmly and deliberately. 

 

 Yet, using COBUILD examples (and definitions) for vocabulary assistance brings a 

practical problem in terms of developing the actual system in this study. In order to 

provide sense-specific lexical information for the words, a state-of-the-art WSD system is 

employed (Chapter 3): the system is based on the WordNet sense inventory. 

Unfortunately, the sense inventories used for disambiguating the sense of the words (i.e., 

WordNet) and for displaying sense-appropriate lexical information to learners 

(COBUILD) do not match. The fact that every inventory (i.e., dictionary) has its own 

standards of sense distinction poses a serious problem in integrating these inventories into 

one. Herein lies the challenge of this research; the standards of sense distinction are 

different between WordNet and COBUILD, which requires the current study to explore a 

method to map word senses between the two. That is, in order to consistently present 

relevant lexical information, the system must link up senses between an automatic WSD 
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system employing WordNet and a sense inventory containing lexical information more 

appropriate for language learners, namely the COBUILD dictionary (Sinclair, 2006). 

 

 In sum, although vocabulary knowledge is critical for language learning, learning 

vocabulary and understanding texts present difficulty for language learners due to the 

high lexical ambiguity frequently found among different words. Some studies try to 

overcome these problems by employing NLP technology, but they are still limited in their 

ability to offer an effective setting for supporting learners’ vocabulary acquisition and 

reading comprehension. In addition, different resources used for disambiguating the sense 

of a word and for presenting lexical information of the word to learners pose a practical 

challenge in linking these resources by the corresponding sense of the word. The 

discussion to this point thus suggests a need for research to help resolve and improve on 

these limitations by automatically providing enriched sense-specific information to 

language learners as a means of supporting their vocabulary acquisition and reading 

comprehension.  

 

 In this study, an online system is developed to provide vocabulary assistance to 

learners of English as a second language (ESL) for difficult words during reading and 

evaluated to test the expectation that this system may offer an improved path for learners 

to improved vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. The system performs 

this role by allowing learners to click on unfamiliar/unknown words and see lexical 

information (i.e., target word definitions and examples) relevant to the particular usage 

given the context of reading. The system aims to assist with any content word.  
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As a brief overview, the overall system consists of three major components: a system 

manager, an NLP server, and a lexical database. These are closely interconnected to each 

other in order to optimize execution of the related tasks. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the 

system manager controls the interaction among each learner, the NLP server, and the 

lexical database.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.1. The system architecture 

 

When the system manager receives a raw text (passage) as an input from the learner, 

it first sends the input text to the server, which then returns an analyzed text (i.e. 

tokenized, POS-tagged, and sense-tagged) back to the learner, along with content words 

that made to be clickable. Then, when the learner clicks on a word while reading, the 

system manager sends the word with its sense information (i.e. WordNet sense) to the 

lexical database and brings the word with its sense-specific lexical information (i.e. 
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COBUILD definition and examples) back to the learner from the lexical database. One of 

the critical functions of the system is to ensure that the lexical database redirects 

WordNet senses for each word to the appropriate COBUILD information. More details 

on each component are provided in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 To develop this system, advanced technology for word sense disambiguation (WSD) 

is utilized to enable the system to identify the meaning of a word chosen by a learner in a 

text during reading. A lexical database is also developed to present learners with sense-

appropriate lexical information extracted from the COBUILD dictionary (Sinclair, 2006). 

The system is able to provide enriched sense-specific lexical information for any content 

word in any text, achieved by automatically mapping WSD system output (based on 

WordNet senses (Fellbaum, 1998)) to corresponding sense-appropriate lexical 

information in COBUILD. This automatic mapping between WordNet senses and 

COBUILD senses is performed based on a word sense alignment (WSA) algorithm newly 

developed in this research. To examine the WSA algorithm, an evaluation data set is 

constructed by pooling human judgments using a method of crowdsourcing (i.e., an 

online survey). The online system developed in this research is finally tested on groups of 

students leaning English as a second language (ESL). 

With the hypothesis that automatic provision of enriched sense-specific information 

of a word can facilitate learners achieving more successful vocabulary acquisition and 

reading comprehension, the overarching goals of this research are thus posed as follows: 

 

1. Build a system, utilizing techniques of natural language processing in order to 

identify the sense of any content word in a text (Chapter 3) 
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2. Build a lexical database based on a method of word sense alignment developed in 

this study in order to support enriched sense-specific lexical information for 

language learners. As an offshoot, a data set is also developed to evaluate word 

sense alignments generated by the system (Chapter 4) 

 

3. Examine the validity/reliability of the system for language learners’ vocabulary 

acquisition and reading comprehension in a real educational setting; for this 

empirical purpose, further research questions are as follows (Chapter 5): 

(a) Does sense-specific lexical information facilitate vocabulary acquisition to a 

greater extent than: a) no lexical information, and b) lexical information on all 

senses of each chosen word? 

(b) Does sense-specific lexical information facilitate learners’ reading 

comprehension?  

 

 The main contribution of this last point is to investigate whether high quality sense-

specific lexical information presented in an intelligent system helps learners in their 

vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. In a broader context, the system 

developed in this study contributes to an extended understanding of how NLP techniques 

can be applied more effectively in an educational environment.     

 

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a theoretical background 

of this research and reviews the capacities and limitations of related research. Before 

explaining how to build the central component of the system (the lexical database), 
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Chapter 3 describes the technical functions of the system: the system manager and NLP 

modules such as the tokenizer, POS tagger, lemmatizer and word sense classifiers. Then, 

the primary component in the system, the lexical database, is explained in detail in 

Chapter 4: it presents a WSA algorithm and discusses how to build the lexical database 

based on the algorithm. Also, the evaluation of such an algorithm is treated as a topic in 

its own right. To demonstrate the validity and reliability of the system in an actual 

educational setting, Chapter 5 describes how to conduct an empirical study of evaluating 

the system which provides sense-specific lexical information to learners of English: this 

chapter addresses the methodology and discusses the results. Lastly, Chapter 6 briefly 

summarizes the present study and its findings, discussing its implications and suggestions 

for future research. 
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II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH   

 

 This chapter addresses previous research regarding vocabulary acquisition and reading 

comprehension related to the overall goal of the present study (2.1). It also reviews past 

work on Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL) that is relevant to 

the general framework of the present study’s overall goal (2.2). Previous research on 

word sense alignment, a specific topic within a lexical database approach, is discussed 

separately in its own right in Chapter 4.  

 

2.1 Vocabulary learning and reading comprehension  

 This section discusses previous research regarding second language vocabulary 

acquisition through reading (2.1.1) and reviews studies that have investigated the effect 

of dictionary use in vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension (2.1.2). This 

section also looks into previous work on vocabulary assessment that is related to the 

vocabulary test design used in the empirical study (2.1.3) 

 

2.1.1 Vocabulary learning through reading 

 Successful reading comprehension is crucially dependent on knowledge of vocabulary 

(Haynes and Baker, 1993; Coady et al., 1993; Laufer, 1997; Nation and Coady, 1988). 

Laufer (1997) specifically claimed that a vocabulary of at least 5,000 words is necessary 

for learners to comprehend any text successfully. Therefore, it is not feasible for learners 

to attain all necessary vocabulary (e.g., 5,000 words) by means of formal instruction 

alone. Rather, it would make sense that learners acquire more vocabulary through 
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reading, because reading allows for a greater chance of being exposed to more words. 

This is supported by previous studies that claim that ‘incidental vocabulary learning’ or 

learning vocabulary through reading, is more effective for second language vocabulary 

acquisition (Huckin and Coady, 1999; Joe, 1998; Krashen, 1989; Matsuoka and Hirsh, 

2010; Nagy, 1997; Nagy et al., 1985; Nation and Coady, 1988; Paribakht and Wesch, 

1997, 1999; Schouten-Van Parreren, 1989; Wode, 1999). Vocabulary learning by means 

of reading is regarded as not only incidental but also fundamental (Huckin and Coady, 

1999). As such, a reading provides an ideal environment for vocabulary acquisition.    

 In addition, reading with vocabulary activities (reading plus) leads to better 

acquisition of vocabulary than does reading without vocabulary activities (reading only) 

(Laufer, 2001, 2003, 2005; Paribakht and Wesch, 1997, 1999). Moreover, vocabulary 

acquisition is not achieved if learners are exposed to an unknown word only once (Rott, 

1999; Rapaport and Kibby, 2002). In other words, low-incident words in reading are less 

likely to be learned. Peter et al. (2007, 2009) have suggested a “vocabulary test 

announcement” as one way to enhance the learning of words in a reading text, 

particularly the low-frequency words. In their study, they informed their learners that 

vocabulary tests would follow the reading task. They found that this announcement, 

which occurred before the reading task, made learners more focused on words presented, 

which in turn resulted in a substantial increase of their vocabulary learning. Thus, Peter et 

al. (2007, 2009) regarded vocabulary acquisition as intentional, as demonstrated by their 

methodology. Based on these previous studies, it is worthwhile to note that vocabulary 

learning through reading is more effective than through formal training alone. 

Furthermore, “vocabulary test announcement” enhances vocabulary acquisition from 
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reading. This dissertation benefits from these results in terms of the design of the 

empirical study (as discussed in Chapter 5), as it sets vocabulary learning in the context 

of reading and administers vocabulary posttests with a test announcement before the 

reading task.  

 

2.1.2 Dictionary use  

 The previous section addressed the idea that learners can acquire vocabulary more 

effectively through reading. If this is the case, when they encounter unknown or 

unfamiliar words while reading, by what means do they learn the meaning of those 

words? Some previous studies have suggested that guessing the meaning of words in 

context could yield actual learning of those words (Fraser, 1999; Li, 1988; Paribakht and 

Wesch, 1999; Sternberg, 1987). However, for a second language learner, guessing the 

meaning of words in context is less successful than using a dictionary to achieve 

acquisition of those words (Bensoussan and Laufer, 1984; Haynes, 1993). Use of a 

dictionary is a more effective way of learning word meanings, as shown in a number of 

studies focusing on the value of dictionary use in vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension (Bogaards, 1998; Koyama and Takeuchi, 2004; Knight, 1994; Luppescu 

& Day, 1993; Prichard, 2008; Summers, 1988).  

 Most of these studies (Bogaards, 1998; Knight, 1994; Luppescu & Day, 1993; 

Prichard, 2008; Summers, 1988) empirically demonstrated that using dictionaries not 

only improved learners’ reading comprehension, but also facilitated increased vocabulary 

acquisition. In Luppescu & Day’s (1993) study, Japanese speakers learning English 

performed better on reading and vocabulary posttests when they used dictionaries while 
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reading. Likewise, Knight (1994) showed that learners of Spanish performed better on 

reading comprehension and vocabulary posttests and demonstrated a longer retention of 

the learned words when they used dictionaries. In the same vein, Summers’ (1988) study 

also showed that groups using dictionaries outperformed those who did not in reading 

comprehension and vocabulary tests. Bogaards (1998) also noted that dictionary use was 

still more helpful than contextual guessing in finding appropriate word meaning in 

context. More specifically, Koyama and Takeuchi (2004) showed that using an online 

dictionary distracted learners less, which resulted in a shorter amount of time needed for 

reading.  

 However, some studies have argued that dictionary use during a reading task can 

induce ineffective vocabulary learning and reading comprehension (Bogaards, 1998; 

Knight, 1994; Luppescu & Day, 1993). For example, Luppescu & Day (1993) observed 

that the group using dictionaries while reading took twice as long to complete the reading 

task than did the group not using them. It takes more time for learners to determine the 

proper sense of a word with several sense entries, as learners are required to keep the 

original text in mind for comparing the unknown word with the several possible senses 

listed in the dictionary. This in turn results in a slower reading pace. Bogaards (1998) 

also pointed out that dictionary use could lead to ineffective vocabulary learning and 

reading comprehension because learners often failed to select the contextually correct 

meaning from the dictionary’s multiple sense entries. As a whole, these researchers 

(Bogaards, 1998; Knight, 1994; Luppescu & Day, 1993) found that using a dictionary 

while reading often interrupted learners from focusing completely on the text, even if it 

resulted in a better performance on reading and vocabulary posttests. 
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 It has been suggested that utilizing electronic dictionaries can be one way to alleviate 

the problems of longer reading time and distraction from reading (Ellis, 1995; Prichard, 

2008). Leffa (1992) compared the use of a computer-mediated electronic glossary to that 

of a traditional paper dictionary for reading comprehension. Leffa (1992) found that 

learners who used electronic glossaries showed an increased efficiency in reading 

comprehension when compared to learners who used paper-based dictionaries. Leffa 

(1992) also found that while electronic dictionary users understood 86% of the text in 

50% less time, the traditional paper-based dictionary users understood only 62% of the 

text. In a similar vein, Lyman-Hager et al. (1993) demonstrated the superiority of 

electronic dictionaries over paper-based ones by showing that learners using online 

dictionaries scored significantly better on a vocabulary quiz than did learners using paper 

dictionaries. Indeed, online dictionary use does not disturb learners’ reading 

comprehension process, but rather enables them to switch attention between a dictionary 

and a text without requiring much working-memory (Ellis, 1995).  

 However, the problem of confusion with numerous sense entries (Bogaards, 1998; 

Luppescu & Day, 1993; Tang, 1997) has not been solved. For example, Luppescu & Day 

(1993) found that dictionary use caused confusion for learners when a word had multiple 

sense entries. This confusion often led to improper reading comprehension and 

ineffective vocabulary learning (Bogaards, 1998).   

 As discussed above, there are clearly advantages to using dictionaries for reading 

comprehension and vocabulary acquisition. However, there are still some limitations of 

dictionary use that have not been overcome. These problems raised in second language 
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research can be resolved by utilizing advanced natural language processing technologies, 

as discussed in section 2.2. 

 

2.1.3. Assessment of vocabulary learning  

 As stated previously, vocabulary knowledge plays an essential role in language 

learning. It is accordingly important to determine appropriate measures for assessing a 

learner’s vocabulary. In second language learning, there are generally two measurements 

for assessing knowledge of vocabulary: how many words learners know and how well 

learners know those words (Nation, 2001; Read, 1998, 2000; Qian, 1999). Of the two, as 

Read (1993) addressed, simply measuring learners’ vocabulary size is not meaningful for 

testing how well learners know the particular words; especially when words have 

multiple meanings, a test of approximate vocabulary size is not sufficient. As such, Read 

(1997) suggested two approaches to assess effectively how much learners know about the 

words. The first approach is a multi-dimensional measure of word knowledge. As 

discussed in several previous works (Coombe and Hubley, 2003; Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 

2000; Wesch and Paribakht, 1996), this approach tests learners’ vocabulary knowledge 

by analyzing various aspects of words, such as meaning, spelling, pronunciation, 

morphological and syntactic properties, and so on.  

 While the first approach is not appropriate for the present study, the second approach 

seems to be beneficial in terms of vocabulary test design. This second approach tests 

learners’ vocabulary knowledge at each stage of learning. In other words, how well 

learners know a word is assessed at each of the developmental stages of vocabulary 

knowledge.  
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 In terms of eliciting students’ perceived knowledge, this approach is similar to the 

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) developed by Wesch and Paribakht (1996). The 

VKS measures learners’ level of vocabulary knowledge using a five-point scale, in which 

1 is ‘not familiar at all’, 2 is ‘familiar but meaning is not known’, 3 is ‘synonym or 

translation is given’, 4 is ‘semantic appropriateness in a sentence’, and 5 is ‘semantic and 

grammatical appropriateness in a sentence’. Although the VKS is a self-report assessment 

in that learners measure their own vocabulary knowledge, the procedure was intended to 

assess learners’ incremental vocabulary knowledge gains, thereby demonstrating their 

knowledge of target words (Wesch and Paribakht, 1996). Since it is helpful to track 

learners’ vocabulary learning (Kim, 2008; Read 2007; Wesch and Paribakht, 1996), the 

idea of the VKS aids in vocabulary test design in the sense that tests are formed to 

examine degrees of learners’ knowledge of a target word. For example, the study in this 

dissertation has four vocabulary tests: one test is related to the VKS #2, another is related 

to the VKS #3, and the remaining two are related to the VKS #4. Although it assesses 

various degrees of learners’ vocabulary knowledge, the present study’s main interest is to 

examine if they learn the meaning of words in context, as is related to the VKS #4. 

 This in turn raises the issue regarding which test format should be used. The test 

format is important for vocabulary testing (Coombe, 2011) and thus should be carefully 

determined. Coombe (2011) suggested three points to consider when designing the 

format of vocabulary tests: the format should 1) be familiar to the learners, 2) be easy to 

grade, and 3) have “positive backwash effect,” which means that a test provides learning 

effects similar to those from teaching (Hughes, 1989; Nation, 2001). The four vocabulary 

tests of the present study do have a “positive backwash effect”; by taking four tests about 
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the same target words, learners receive the effect of repetition of these words, thereby 

yielding their acquisition. In terms of the remaining two suggestions, familiarity for 

learners and ease of grading for teachers, the most commonly used format is the multiple 

choice question (MCQ). MCQs are advantageous in that they 1) are a familiar format to 

students, 2) are reliable because each question has one clear answer, 3) are practical by 

allowing teachers to grade easily, and 4) can be applicable for testing proficiency at 

various levels. (Coombe, 2011).  

 However, despite these advantages, MCQs do not quite fit the scope of the present 

study’s test design, as the pretest should avoid exposure of target words to learners as 

much as possible. To account for this, the present study adapts the method used in Kim’s 

(2008) study, in which she gave a word bank and sentential question items with a blank; 

learners have to use a word from the word bank in order to fill in the blank in the 

sentence. All words (both target words and distractors) in the word bank play the role of 

distractor to one another. The test design satisfies the two points of Coombe’s (2011) 

suggestion, as the format is familiar to students (i.e., gap filling, matching), and there is 

only one correct answer, which can be easily graded. The tests designed in the present 

study are explained in more detail in Chapter 5.  

 

2.2 Intelligent Computer Assisted Language Learning (ICALL)   

 This section first addresses ICALL research involving semantic processing to date 

(2.2.1) and reviews ICALL systems for vocabulary acquisition and reading 

comprehension, which are directly related to the present study (2.2.2).  
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2.2.1 ICALL from grammatical to semantic processing  

 With the development of NLP technology, research on ICALL has largely focused on 

providing practice of grammatical forms for language learners (e.g., Heift’s German 

Tutor, 2001; Heift and Nicolson’s E-Tutor, 2001; Nagata’s BANZAI, 2002; Amaral and 

Meurers’ TAGARELA, 2006). Some ICALL systems (e.g., Heift’s German Tutor, 2001) 

were designed to provide feedback on learners’ grammatical forms by simple pattern 

matching between learners’ answers and target answers that were pre-programmed in the 

system. This indicates that these types of systems do not deal with the meaning of the 

learners’ answers. They thus have a limited scope, as they cannot handle learners’ errors 

that do not match pre-stored “target-like” answers or errors that are grammatically correct 

but semantically inappropriate. These kinds of ICALL systems, which process linguistic 

exercises by simple pattern matching, perform well provided that there are no 

grammatical variations beyond their pre-programmed scope. By embedding more 

sophisticated NLP techniques, ICALL systems become able to not only determine how a 

learner’s intended expression should be matched with a target-like answer in the system, 

but also to convert the learner’s expression into a more target-like one without ruining the 

intended meaning (see discussion in Dickinson et al., 2008).   

 By precisely diagnosing learners’ errors and providing detailed individualized 

feedback, ICALL systems have become “intelligent” in supporting language learning. 

However, when a task of ICALL systems involves semantic processing, it becomes much 

more challenging to make it feasible. There are a few ICALL systems that attempt to 

handle tasks involving semantic processing (e.g., Herr Kommissar (DeSmedt, 1995), 

AutoTutor (Graesser et al., 2001), FreeText (L’haire and Faltin, 2003)). DeSmedt 
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(1995)’s Herr Kommissar is worth noting because it provided relatively sophisticated 

semantic processing; it was designed as a role-playing detective game in which a learner 

played the role of a detective and asked the system to find a crime. When the system 

received the learner’s question, it performed lexical identification, syntactic analysis, and 

semantic interpretation in sequence. For the semantic interpretation aspect, the system 

mapped the results of its lexical and syntactic analyses to an internal model of the input 

meaning, and then the knowledge representation schema (KRS), the concept ontology 

embedded in the system, examined the semantic results. Although it was able to handle a 

learner’s input semantically, the semantic processing was still complicated such that the 

domain of the system was restricted in order to maintain semantic consistency. Other 

works (e.g., AutoTutor (Graesser et al., 2001), FreeText (L’haire and Faltin, 2003)) tried 

to semantically match a learner’s response and the target answer of the system, but their 

works also showed that it was still quite difficult to make full semantic processing 

feasible. For example, Graesser et al. (2001) acknowledged that “AutoTutor cannot 

interpret student contributions that have no matches to anticipated content in the 

curriculum script”. L’haire and Faltin (2003) also addressed that FreeText had limitations 

in detecting meaning errors from a learner’s response if the response was not contained in 

the semantic component of their system.  

 This brief review of representative ICALL systems for language learning to date gives 

insight into how NLP techniques have been employed in actual language learning tasks 

and to what extent NLP techniques can support language learning that requires more 

complicated operations such as semantic processing. Most significantly, it is worth noting 

that there is a trade-off between the ability of ICALL systems to provide meaningful and 
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precise processing for language learning activities and the flexibility that ICALL systems 

allow for doing so (Dickinson et al., 2008). Although the current NLP technology is still 

too limited to handle every kind of language learning activity (Bailey & Meurers, 2008), 

especially those that involve a high degree of semantic processing, a learning task related 

to the level of word meaning processing can be made feasible using current NLP 

techniques (e.g. word sense disambiguation). For example, ICALL systems involved in 

vocabulary learning and reading comprehension show relatively effective handling of 

word meaning by employing advanced NLP technology (e.g., the REAP tutor (Heilman 

et al., 2006)). The ICALL systems to support vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension are reviewed in the following section. 

 

2.2.2 ICALL for vocabulary learning and reading comprehension 

 Studies in second language learning have shown that vocabulary assistance is fairly 

influential in vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. ICALL has also noted 

that vocabulary knowledge is one of the most important components for language 

learning and has thus been an issue (Goodfellow, 1995; Harley, 1996). However, little 

research has been done on actually building ICALL systems to provide assistance for 

vocabulary learning and reading comprehension (Ma, 2009). It seems that the reason for 

this shortage of ICALL systems for vocabulary learning and reading comprehension is 

that such systems require more sophisticated NLP technology due to semantic processing, 

such as the processing of word meaning. Despite this shortage, there are several ICALL 

systems supporting learners’ vocabulary acquisition (Gamper & Knapp, 2001; Groot, 

2000; Heilman & Eskenazi, 2008; Nerbonne & Smit, 1996; Shei, 2001). While some 
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systems focused only on vocabulary learning (e.g. Groot’s CAVOCA (2000), Gamper & 

Knapp’s ELDIT (2001), Shei’s FollowYou! (2001)), other systems pursued vocabulary 

learning along with other language learning tasks such as reading comprehension (e.g. 

Heilman & Eskenazi’s REAP tutor (2008), Nerbonne & Smit’s GLOSSER-RuG (1996)).  

 The systems focusing solely on vocabulary learning (e.g., Groot (2000), Gamper & 

Knapp (2001), Shei (2001)) showed the typical use of a simple style of vocabulary 

learning exercises (Groot, 2000) or the simple use of an online dictionary (Gamper & 

Knapp, 2001; Shei, 2001). These systems were designed to provide general training for 

memorizing word meaning. For example, CAVOCA (Groot, 2000) was developed to 

bring a learner’s conscious attention to the learning of new words. CAVOCA consisted of 

three stages in the vocabulary learning process: deduction, usage, and examples. In the 

deduction and usage stages, a learner was exposed to several sentences in which a target 

word occurred. The learner was then required to do a few exercises, such as finding 

synonyms and the correct use of a target word, and then received feedback immediately. 

In the example stage, the learner was exposed to passages containing the target words 

from the previous two stages. As a sense of the target word provided in all three stages 

was already fixed for exercises and feedback, word sense disambiguation was not an 

issue for this system. In general, CAVOCA exhibited an example of how to make good 

use of example sentences for vocabulary learning. CAVOCA is different from other 

systems (e.g. ELDIT, FollowYou!, GLOSSER-RuG) in utilizing example sentences for 

vocabulary learning as it used example sentences for exercises, whereas ELDIT, 

FollowYou!, and GLOSSER-RuG used example sentences as explicit lexical information 

for a word. 
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 Unlike CAOVCA, ELDIT (Gamper & Knapp, 2001) provided texts containing words 

to be learned. It allowed learners to practice new words by linking them to corresponding 

dictionary information, such as different meanings of the target word, collocations, 

translations, and illustrative examples extracted from the electronic learner’s dictionary, 

which was developed in conjunction with the larger program. While GLOSSER-RuG and 

the REAP tutor gave definitions with the correct word sense when learners chose a word 

(explained in more detail later), ELDIT gave all sense definitions and example sentences 

regardless of sense for a given word in the text. Likewise, FollowYou! (Shei, 2001) 

provided definitions, collocations, synonyms, and example sentences when a learner 

clicked on a word in a text. However, the provided information was not sense-specific but 

rather was for all senses of a given word. Gamper and Knapp (2001) and Shei (2001) did 

not specifically discuss the quality of example sentences.  

 As shown, these systems used a computer as a simple tool of pattern matching for 

grammar practice or as an electronic dictionary for providing lexical information. These 

systems did not employ NLP techniques involved in semantic processing to handle 

various learning situations. Despite having tried to approach vocabulary learning in a 

reading text, these systems also overlooked the important role of the specific meaning of 

a word in a context.   

 On the other hand, there are some systems that have been aware of the importance of 

meaning disambiguation in vocabulary learning and reading comprehension (Heilman et 

al.’s REAP tutor (2008), Nerbonne & Smit’s GLOSSER-RuG (1996)). These systems 

have been implemented to disambiguate the meaning of a word by employing NLP 

technologies such as word sense disambiguation (WSD). Such systems hold the promise 
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of alleviating some problems of acquiring words while reading by providing information 

specific to each word as it is used in context. 

 GLOSSER-RuG (Nerbonne and Smit, 1996) was designed to support learners’ reading 

comprehension; it was developed to assist learners when they selected unknown or 

unfamiliar words while reading. It provided dictionary definitions of the words from a 

bilingual French-Dutch dictionary and example sentences extracted from corpora. In 

order to present definitions and examples of the correct sense for a given word, 

GLOSSER-RuG first disambiguated the sense of a word in the text on the basis of its part 

of speech (POS). POS disambiguation is helpful in distinguishing verbal and nominal 

uses, for example, but is, of course, ineffective when a word has more than one sense in 

the same POS (e.g., face). Nerbonne and Smit (1996) did not address this problem caused 

by multiple senses in the same POS; GLOSSER-RuG simply presented definitions for all 

senses if the given word had several senses associated with the same POS. In terms of a 

typical function of WSD, their disambiguation method was not truly well-functioning. It 

was not able to disambiguate the multiple senses of a word in the same POS, whereas the 

present study’s system performs WSD at the level of word sense in full degree, by 

disambiguating each individual sense of every word.  

 Meanwhile, GLOSSER-RuG seemed to note the importance of presenting examples in 

addition to definitions; in order to present these examples, it extracted them from corpora, 

which provided examples more concretely. However, GLOSSER-RuG did not control the 

lexical or structural complexity of the examples for language learners, which indicates 

that they overlooked the quality of example sentences in terms of informativeness, 

readability, and typicality (Kilgarriff et al., 2008; Segler, 2002). In the case that learners 
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wanted to look up unknown or unfamiliar words in the examples, GLOSSER-RuG 

provided assistance in getting this lexical information by means of a dictionary. This 

solution could have a negative effect on learners’ reading by disturbing their pace 

(Bogaards, 1998; Knight, 1994; Luppescu & Day, 1993). Unlike GLOSSER-RuG, the 

present study’s system intends to provide examples that are authentic as well as 

grammatically-controlled for language learners without losing their illustrative value. 

 As a more advanced system with many NLP subcomponents for handling various 

functions (e.g., selecting reading texts according to learners’ preference and proficiency, 

supporting vocabulary learning, building assessments, etc.), the REAP tutor (Heilmand et 

al., 2006; Heilman & Eskenazi, 2008; Kulkarni et al. 2008; Dela Rosa and Eskenazi, 

2011) presented a more effective approach in providing a definition for the correct sense 

of a given word in context to support vocabulary learning. The REAP tutor utilized an 

advanced WSD method and, as a result, showed high performance in providing sense-

specific information of a word. However, the REAP tutor had a limited scope; it provided 

sense-specific information exclusively for pre-determined words to be used for learning, 

and learners thus were not provided with sense-specific information for other words in 

the text. When considering the purpose of the REAP tutor to be assisting in vocabulary 

learning as well as its high performance of WSD (e.g., 88%), this approach is fine for the 

system to perform its task. However, the WSD methods employed in the REAP tutor 

required training data to classify the sense of words, and if the words were not contained 

in the training data, their WSD did not function. It was thus limited in its ability to extend 

coverage to any content words in a reading text, and was thereby less effective as a 

system for additional assistance in reading comprehension. Consequently, it restricted the 
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chances for learners to gain additional words beyond those that were predetermined. In 

the present study, the system provides sense-specific information for any content words 

in a text.  

 In addition, the REAP tutor did not provide specific examples; it simply provided 

definitions and examples (if any) extracted from a dictionary (i.e., Cambridge Advanced 

Learners Dictionary), which indicates that it initially overlooked the importance of 

example sentences for vocabulary learning. A later study, in the line of REAP tutor 

research by Kulkarni et al. (2008) became aware of the importance of example sentences 

in vocabulary learning; they recommended that example sentences be included in future 

projects. Moreover, Kulkarni et al. (2008) demonstrated that the REAP tutor was 

effective for vocabulary learning by providing readers with sense-specific lexical 

information for words. They experimented to see if there was any difference in 

vocabulary acquisition achievement when a definition with the correct sense was 

provided, as compared to when all sense definitions for a given word were provided. 

They found that when sense-specific definitions were provided, vocabulary acquisition 

was facilitated to a greater extent.  

 As reviewed thus far, there are only a few systems that specifically utilize WSD to 

process word meaning for vocabulary learning and reading comprehension. There 

remains much work on ICALL research for supporting vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension to be done. As an extension of this research, the present study’s system 

strengthens beneficial aspects of GLOSSER-RuG as an aid for reading comprehension 

and of the REAP tutor as an aid for vocabulary learning, thereby developing a more 

effective system to facilitate vocabulary learning and reading comprehension for second 
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language learners. In addition, the system developed in the present study is fairly light, 

focusing on the word level so that it does not require any complicated processes such as 

processing meaning of a whole text in order to provide a text fitted to a learner’s level or 

interest. This in turn yields more consistent results.  

 

2.3 Summary and conclusion 

 For second language learners, it is infeasible to attain all words from formal learning 

practices such as drill tasks to memorize word meanings. Rather, extensive vocabulary 

learning can be achieved through reading; when vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension come together, they yield a synergistic effect. More enhanced vocabulary 

learning through reading can be accomplished by provision of more examples for a given 

word.  

 When learners perform tasks related to vocabulary learning or reading comprehension, 

the most prevalent problems are caused by learners’ insufficient vocabulary knowledge. 

These problems can be reduced by the use of dictionaries, both paper and electronic. 

However, dictionary use still cannot resolve problems caused by lexical ambiguity (i.e., 

multiple senses of a word). ICALL research provides a solution for this problem by 

utilizing NLP technology. Some ICALL systems have tried to provide sense-specific 

lexical information by employing WSD technique, and their positive effect for learners’ 

vocabulary learning and reading comprehension has been demonstrated by previous 

studies. Drawing upon the merits of these previous studies, the system of the present 

study is developed to assist vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension for second 

language learners.  
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III. THE SYSTEM 

 

 The system built in the present study consists of a system manager, an NLP server, 

and a lexical database. This section describes in detail how those components were 

developed and what functions each performs to execute the overall goal of the study: the 

system manager (3.1), the NLP server (3.2), and the lexical database (3.3). 

 

3.1 System manager 

 The system manager has the function of enabling a continuous interchange of 

information among a learner, the server, and the lexical database. Without the system 

manager, the server, the learner, and the lexical database cannot interact with each other 

to achieve the final goal of the system.  

 The system manager is realized through the web interface that is built in HTML 

(Hypertext Markup Language) as shown in Figure 3.2 for the page in Figure 3.1. The web 

page contains URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) and CGI (Common Gateway 

Interface) scripts, which control all transactions between the server and the learner. For 

example, in Figure 3.2, one of the URLs on the source page is 

http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_11.html, which shows a path to the source page and 

this is embedded in “Fashion Victim GS” on the page in Figure 3.1.  So, when the learner 

clicks “Fashion Victim GS” in Figure 3.1, the embedded URL directs the learner to the 

page, “frame_11.html”.  Likewise, a CGI script is executed when the learner clicks. For 

example, when the learner clicks a word in a text as shown in Figure 3.3, the CGI script, 

“brdg.py”, is called as shown in Figure 3.4. Then the CGI script is executed as 
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programmed in real-time on the server. It passes the value (i.e., word) chosen by the 

learner, runs its task on the server, and delivers its output to the learner (more 

descriptions are followed with the example, brdg.py, in Figure 3.5). All CGI scripts used 

in the present system were written in python.  

 The following is a step-by-step explanation of the system manager. After entering 

their personal information (e.g. name and email), the learner is directed to the main page 

for choosing a reading text, as shown in Figure 3.1. After the learner either uploads his 

own reading text from a local computer or chooses a text from the list of texts, the system 

manager sends the chosen raw text to the server.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Web page to choose a reading text 
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 As shown in Figure 3.2, the file from the local computer is uploaded by the learner 

and goes through a processing stage. The upload process is controlled by a CGI script 

(upload.py), which is called immediately after the file has finished uploading to the 

server (NLP processing, word sense disambiguation, linking all content words to the 

lexical database, etc.). Every text in the list is linked to its source page by URL.  

 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE> Have fun!! </TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
 
<BODY bgcolor = "#FFFFCC"> 
<h1> <i> <font color="#003366"> V-Tutor  </font> </i> </h1> 
 
<form> 
<p> <h2> <b> 
<img src="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/pic.jpg"> 
</b> </h2> </p> 
</form> 
 
 
<p><b><h2>  <font color="#003366"> Q. Choose your reading text using one of following two options:  </font> </h2> </b> </p> 
 
<form enctype="multipart/form-data" action="upload.py"  method="post"> 
 
<p><b><h3>  <font color="#003366"> (1) Upload your reading text file.  </font> </h3> </b> </p> 
<input type="file" name="filename" > 
<br> 
<input type="submit" value="upload"> 
</form> 
 
<p><b><h3>  <font color="#003366"> (2) Choose a topic from the following:  </font> </h3> </b> </p> 
 
<p><b> Gold Standard </b></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_11.html"> Fashion Victim_GS </a></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_12.html"> Sleep Research_GS </a></p> 
 
<p><b> Sense Specific </b></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_11_1.html"> Fashion Victim_SS </a></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_12_1.html"> Sleep Research_SS </a></p> 
 
<p><b> All Senses </b></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_11_2.html"> Fashion Victim_AS </a></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/frame_12_2.html"> Sleep Research_AS </a></p> 
 
<p><b> No Sense </b></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/showtext_11.html"> Fashion Victim_NS </a></p> 
<a href="http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/showtext_12.html"> Sleep Research_NS </a></p> 
 
 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

Figure 3.2. Page source of the example web page (Figure 3.1) 
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 When the server processes the raw text and returns an analyzed text (Figure 3.4), the 

system manager moves the learner to the next page (Figure 3.3), presenting the text with 

information about the senses for all content words hidden and set to be clickable (Figure 

3.4). As shown in Figure 3.3, the main task page is divided into three frames. The top 

frame provides a guide among web pages (e.g., main menu, reading text, vocab test); 

each of those buttons embeds a link (URL) to the relevant page and moves the learner to 

the page upon clicking. The left frame presents a reading text and the right frame displays 

lexical information for the word that the learner clicks in the reading text on the left 

frame. All content words in the reading text are set to be clickable so that upon being 

clicked it will provide relevant lexical information.   

 

 

Figure 3.3: Presentation of information by the learner’s clicking 
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 When the learner clicks on a word, the system manager delivers the word with its 

associated information (e.g., part of speech, sense number) to the lexical database (i.e., 

html repository, see section 3.3 and Chapter 4). After receiving the word’s sense-specific 

lexical information (e.g., definition and examples) from the lexical database, the system 

presents it to the learner (Figure 3.3) on the right frame. Whenever the learner clicks a 

word during their reading, the system manager passes every clicked word to the server 

(i.e., a user database) to record the learner’s performance for later reference. 

  As shown in Figure 3.4, all content words in the text have their own POS and sense 

information appropriate to the context hidden in the code of the page (shaded parts). So, 

when the learner clicks the word, the CGI script (brdg.py) is called, passing the parameter 

(shaded part in Figure 3.4) to the server (1) to display the relevant html page on the right 

frame in Figure 3.3 and (2) to store the word the learner clicked.  

 

… 
<a href"#" onclick="parent.Content.location='brdg.py?passing_word=price_n_1.html'">prices </a> 
have  
<a href"#"onclick="parent.Content.location='brdg.py?passing_word=stimulate_v_1.html'">stimulated </a> 
<a href\"#" onclick="parent.Content.location='brdg.py?passing_word=exceptional_a_2.html'">exceptional 
</a> 
<a href"#" onclick="parent.Content.location='brdg.py?passing_word=growth_n_5.html'">growth </a> 
in  
<a href"#" onclick="parent.Content.location='brdg.py?passing_word=expenditure_n_2.html'">expenditures 
</a> 
on  
… 

Figure 3.4. A part of an analyzed text 

 

 That is, as presented in Figure 3.5, the CGI script, brdg.py, performs its task in that it 

retrieves the relevant html page of the parameter (i.e., clicked word) received from the 
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web (shaded part in Figure 3.5) and stores the parameter in a user database (record.txt) 

for later tracking of the learner’s performance.  

 

#!/usr//bin/env python 
# brdg.py : when a user clicks the word in the web, this calls relevant html page received as parameter 
and stores those clicked words and action time in the server (record.txt) 
  
import cgi 
import cgitb; cgitb.enable() 
import time 
import urllib2 
 
form = cgi.FieldStorage() 
word = form.getvalue('passing_word') 
r_word= word.split('_') 
 
record =open('record.txt', 'a') 
record.write('==word_clicked=============\n') 
today = time.ctime() 
record.write(today) 
record.write('\n') 
record.write(word) 
record.write('\n') 
 
 
url = 'http://cl.indiana.edu/~se48/Lexicon_htmls/'+ word           
usock = urllib2.urlopen(url)  
data = usock.read() 
usock.close() 
 
 
print "Content-type:text/html\r\n\r\n" 
print "<html>" 
print "<head>" 
print "<title> hello </title>" 
print "</head>" 
print "<body>" 
#print "<h2> hello %s </h2>" %(word) 
print data 
print "</body>" 
print "</html>" 

Figure 3.5. brdg.py 

 

 Upon the learner’s completion of the reading, the learner may participate in taking a 

test of what they have learned. The tests are linked by URLs embedded in the button in 

the top frame (Figure 3.3). Thus, when the learner clicks the button for the test on the top 

frame, the system manager takes the learner to the web page of the test, delivering a 
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relevant test from the server to the learner (for the use of tests and materials, see Chapter 

5).  

Fundamentally, the system manager plays the role of a communication bridge by 

handling the flow of information among the learner, the server, and the lexical database.  

 

3.2 Natural language processing server   

The natural language processing (NLP) server consists of NLP modules and they are 

built in a UNIX environment. The NLP server functions as the linguistic intelligence of 

the system, processing the input data to present all requested information to learners. 

When the server receives a raw text (passage) from the web (learner), the NLP modules 

in the server – i.e. namely, the tokenizer, POS tagger, lemmatizer, and collocation finder 

convert the raw input text into a linguistically-analyzed text in that all necessary 

linguistic properties such as POS, lemmas, and collocations are annotated. Then, based 

on these linguistics properties, the word sense classifier disambiguates a sense (based on 

WordNet senses) of all the content words in the text. With a WordNet sense yielded from 

a WSD classifier, the server looks into the Index in the lexical database (see Chapter 4) to 

find a COBUILD sense corresponding the WordNet sense. Finally it returns the input text 

with a context-appropriate sense number (COBUILD) for every content word, with those 

sense numbers hidden from the learner, linked to the lexical database. The server also 

stores all words clicked by the learner during the learner’s reading to track their 

performance later.  

The NLP pre-processing functions associated with linguistic annotation including 

tokenization, POS tagging, lemmatization, and collocation finder are described in the 
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following section (3.2.1). One of the major NLP modules, word sense disambiguation 

(WSD) is discussed in the section 3.2.2. These modules employed in the NLP server are 

considered to be state-of-the-art or can be updated to be so depending on future 

developments. 

   

3.2.1 Linguistic annotation  

 In the annotation phase of converting a raw input text to a linguistically-analyzed text, 

the system relies on several basic NLP modules for tokenizing, lemmatizing, POS 

tagging and identifying collocations. This section discusses those linguistic annotation 

tasks and the issues that arise at each step.  

 Before delving into those NLP modules, one remark should be made regarding the 

linguistic annotation in this research. As stated earlier, those linguistic annotation tasks 

are pre-processed prior to WSD. That is, the WSD system is applied to a pre-processed 

text. However, some WSD systems take a raw text as an input, some take a linguistically-

annotated text from the pre-processing step, or some take either a raw input or a 

linguistically-annotated one. Thus, if the WSD system requires a linguistically-annotated 

text, then the modules described in the following sections (3.2.1.1 to 3.2.1.4) are applied 

in the pre-processing stage.  

 

3.2.1.1 Tokenization   

When the system receives an input text, the first task is to break it down into smallest 

parts which are called tokens. Accordingly, the system first splits the input text into 

tokens, which often correspond to words. This processing is called tokenization and this 
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is necessary for further processing such as POS tagging. Since tokens can be typically 

identified using whitespaces, it can be considered trivial for a language like English 

which delimits words by whitespaces.  

However, simply splitting a text by whitespace is not a fully reliable solution for 

tokenization. For instance, if the text is split by whitespaces, a word in a possessive form 

is not separated (e.g. {world’s}  [world’s]), which should be split into a word and a 

possessive marker (e.g. [world, ’s]). Likewise, contracted forms such as n’t words (e.g. 

can’t, doesn’t) should be handled with their appropriate forms respectively (e.g. [can, 

n’t], [does, n’t]), and so should other contracted forms (e.g. 's, 'll ). Apostrophe used in 

contracted/possessive forms and apostrophe used as a punctuation mark are treated 

differently; though it is rare, there is a case of using apostrophe as a punctuation mark, 

indicating certain forms of plurals (e.g. Mind your p’s and q’s) and in this case the 

apostrophe is treated as a separate token.  

Indeed, punctuation marks need be treated as a separate token. Thus, if a word is 

followed by a punctuation mark such as a period or a comma, punctuation marks should 

be separated from the word as a token (e.g. {waste.}  [waste, . ], {ground,}  [ground, 

, ]). However, at the same time, abbreviations (e.g. A., D.) and hyphenated words (e.g. 

World-wide, high-level) should be handled differently. That is, if abbreviations and 

hyphenated words are tokenized as punctuation marks are treated, they are tokenized 

inappropriately - e.g., [A , . ],[D , . ],[World, - , wide], [high, - ,level]), which should be 

tokenized as [A., D.], [World-wide], and [high-level]. The examples (1) and (2) illustrate 

how abbreviations, contracted forms, hyphenated words, and punctuations are 

appropriately tokenized 
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(1) input = “The world's nuclear plants have accumulated vast stocks of highly radioactive 

waste. World-wide, high-level waste is currently stored above ground, and no government has a 

clear policy on its eventual disposal.” 

 

tokenized= ['The', 'world', “'s”, 'nuclear', 'plants', 'have', 'accumulated', 'vast', 'stocks', 'of', 

'highly', 'radioactive', 'waste', '.', 'World-wide,', 'high-level', 'waste', 'is', 'currently', 'stored', 'above', 

'ground', ',' , 'and', 'no', 'government', 'has', 'a', 'clear', 'policy', 'on', 'its', 'eventual', 'disposal', '.' ] 

 

(2) input = “Mount Vesuvius, a volcano located between the ancient Italian cities of Pompeii 

and Herculaneum, has received much attention because of its frequent and destructive eruptions. 

The most famous of these eruptions occurred in A. D. 79.” 

 

tokenized=  ['Mount', 'Vesuvius', ',' , 'a', 'volcano', 'located', 'between', 'the', 'ancient', 

'Italian', 'cities', 'of', 'Pompeii', 'and', 'Herculaneum', ',' , 'has', 'received', 'much', 'attention', 

'because', 'of', 'its', 'frequent', 'and', 'destructive', 'eruptions', '.' , 'The', 'most', 'famous', 'of', 'these', 

'eruptions', 'occurred', 'in', 'A.', 'D.', '79', '.' ] 

 

Since tokenization is the first step in NLP processing, high accuracy is crucial for the 

success of further processing, such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging. According to 

Grefenstette and Tapanainen (1994), a state-of-the-art tokenizer for English achieves an 

accuracy of 99.7%. The tokenizer in the system is first imported from the Natural 

Language Toolkit (NLTK) package (Bird, 2002) which is freely available. If a state-of-

the-art POS tagger already has its own pre-built tokenizer (i.e., Stanford POS tagger, see 

the next section) as in this study, tokenization is performed by the POS tagger due to a 

more simple but robust processing.   
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3.2.1.2 Part-of-Speech tagging     

Once the input text is split into tokens, a Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger is prompted to 

assign a POS tag to each of the tokens in a process called ‘POS tagging’. Careful and 

accurate POS tagging is a crucial pre-processing step for word sense disambiguation 

(WSD) due to words potentially having more than one POS. As shown in the following 

example (3) from a preliminary experiment, if a POS tagger assigns the wrong POS tag to 

a word, the WSD module would perform inappropriately based on the incorrect POS 

information.  

 

(3) the  world  ’s   nuclear plants have accumulated vast stocks . 

                                       NNS2/ VBZ3                               NNS/VBZ 

 

In example (3), if the POS tagger assigns VBZ to plants, the WSD module disambiguates 

its meaning as one of its verb senses (e.g. ‘to put a seed, plant, or young tree into the 

ground so that it will grow there’) which is incorrect in this context. The POS tag should 

be NNS and the meaning should be ‘a factory or a place where power is produced’. 

Likewise, if the word, stocks, is assigned with VBZ, the incorrect POS information would 

lead the WSD module to inappropriately disambiguate it as one of its verb senses (e.g. ‘to 

fill a cupboard, shelf, or room with food or other things’).  

In this research, POS tagging is also important for identifying content words. Since 

the intent of this research is to disambiguate the sense of the content words, the input text 

                                                
2 NNS: plural noun 
3 VBZ: 3 singular present verb 
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would first contain the POS information for every word and then the system would delete 

the POS tags from the function words and keep the POS tags only on the contents words 

for further processing, i.e., word sense disambiguation, as illustrated in (4). 

 

(4)  
the world ‘s nuclear plants have accumulated vast stocks 

DT NN POS JJ NNS VBP VBN JJ NNS 

       
 

the world ‘s nuclear plants have accumulated vast stocks 

 NN  JJ NNS  VBN JJ NNS 

 

 

Among the freely available taggers, this study employed the Stanford POS tagger 

(Toutanova et al., 2003), based on the previous study that showed its accuracy of 97.24% 

(see discussion in Toutanova et al. 2003) on the data from the Penn Treebank Wall Street 

Journal. In the present study, the performance of the Stanford POS tagger was examined 

on the 1,005 tokens of the three sample texts (extracted from TOEFL reading texts) and 

the result gave an accuracy of 99%. The Stanford POS tagger is based on the Penn 

Treebank Tagset (Toutanova and Manning, 2000).	  

 

3.2.1.3 Lemmatization    

Lemmatization is the task of converting various inflected forms in each content word 

to their base form (lemma). As you can see in the following example, the inflected form, 

dog and dogs, have the lemma “dog” in common and walked, walking, walks have 

“walk” as their common lemma.  
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(5) dogs, dog = “dog” 

           walked, walking, walks, walk = “walk” 

 

The processing of lemmatization is applied to a POS tagged text, because the text has 

content word information based on the POS tagging results. If the content word is not 

lemmatized, the system would not be able to extract a word’s lexical information (e.g. 

definition and examples) from a lexical database, because the lexical database in this 

system is designed like a standard dictionary where one looks for a word meaning via its 

base form (lemma). Thus, the system cannot extract a word’s corresponding lexical 

information from the lexical database unless it receives the word’s lemma from the 

previous module, a morphological analyzer. Thus, all the content words in the POS-

analyzed text are to have their base forms and POS tags as follows.  

(6) 

the world ‘s nuclear plants have accumulated vast stocks 

 (NN, world)  (JJ, nuclear) (NNS, plant)  (VBN, accumulate) (JJ, vast) (NNS, stock) 

 

Two freely available lemmatizers are compared: one from the NLTK package (Bird, 

2002) and one from MontyLingua (Liu, 2004). When they are run on the 1,005 tokens of 

the three sample texts (extracted from TOEFL reading texts), NLTK showed an accuracy 

of 98.1% whereas MontyLingua showed 99.5%. Although MontyLingua showed very 

high accuracy, it still gave a consistent error on the comparative and superlative cases; for 

example, it lemmatized fastest as is, fastest. On the other hand, NLTK performed 

inconsistently on the plural nouns; sometimes it lemmatized correctly (e.g. stocks  
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stock) but sometimes not (e.g. stocks  stocks). It, however, consistently performed 

correctly on the comparative/superlative forms. Thus, this system uses a combination of 

them; MontyLingua is first run and then NLTK is run for only the comparative and 

superlative forms.    

 

3.2.1.4 Collocation identification 

 A collocation is a combination of two or more words which co-occur regularly. 

Usually, the combined words are composed of basic words which leads to learners easily 

overlooking them thinking that they know their meaning. Collocations are one of the 

major factors that stymie learners from their proper acquisition, because the meaning of 

collocations cannot be predicted from the meanings of their constituent words, as a new 

meaning is added when the words are combined. In this regard, the meaning of 

collocations is not fully compositional. The most extreme cases of non-compositionality 

are idioms (Manning & Schutze, 1999).  

 Because collocations are often non-compositional, they pose a significant challenge to 

research. If the WSD module, without a collocation identifier, annotates a word’s sense, 

it results in an incorrect understanding of the text as follows. 

 

(7) You shouldn’t worry about the exam because you have prepared well and you will  

   probably find it a piece/8 of cake/3.     

 

If the words piece and cake are respectively disambiguated as ‘8. a serving that had been 

cut from a larger portion’ and ‘3. made from or based on mixture of flour and sugar and 
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eggs’ without collocation identification, they are interpreted literally. However, they 

should be interpreted together as a collocation meaning very easy.  

Thus, before moving forward to the word sense disambiguation phase, the system 

needs a collocation identifier in order to boost its performance in disambiguating a 

word’s sense. To successfully identify collocations and present their corresponding 

lexical information, the system needs two sub-components: a collocation identifier and a 

collocation database. The collocation identifier is designed to find collocations in an 

input text by pattern matching and disambiguating based on a collocation database. Then 

it changes the result of the POS tagged data replacing the POS tag(s) with collocation 

markers, as illustrated in (8).  

 

(8) You should n’t worry about the exam because you have prepared well and you  

                              (VB, worry)             (NN, exam)                          (VBN, prepare)  

will probably find it a piece of cake.  

                    (VB, find)  (NN, piece) (NN, cake)  

 You should n’t worry about the exam because you have prepared well and you 

                              (VB, worry)            (NN, exam)                          (VBN, prepare)  

will probably find it a_piece_of_cake.  

                       (VB, find)       (COL) 

 

The current system uses simple collocation modules which come pre-built as part of 

the WSD system (i.e., SenseRelate::AllWords (Pedersen and Kolhatkar, 2009)) employed 

in this research.  
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3.2.2 Word sense disambiguation (WSD) 

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) plays two fundamental roles in this research. The 

first is to disambiguate the sense of all content words (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs) in a given text, as in (9). As shown in the example, the WSD module takes an 

input word, determines its sense by its use in its input context, and outputs the word with 

its appropriate sense used in its given context. 

 

(9) The world/4 ’s nuclear/1 plants/1 have accumulated/2 vast/1 stocks/4 of highly/1 

radioactive/1 waste/5. 

 

The other role is to provide a basis for word sense alignment (WSA, see Chapter 4); 

the WSD module provides sense probability distributions, which are used in the 

processing of WSA. In the present study, the lexical database is built based on WSA, in 

that the WSA algorithm performs on sense probability distributions yielded by WSD.  

That is, when the lexical database is built, WSD is first processed on example sentences 

extracted from COBUILD, generating sense probability distributions for each of the 

examples; WSD gives the probabilities of every WN sense for each example sentence. 

For example, if the word area in a given COBUILD example sentence has six WN senses 

in total, WSD generates the sense probability distribution of six WN senses for the given 

COBUILD example, as in (10). 

 

 (10) You will notice that your baby has two soft areas on the top of his head.  

       [ (wn1, 0.20), (wn2, 0.08), (wn3, 0.25), (wn4, 0.11), (wn5, 0.21), (wn6, 0.14)] 
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wn1: a particular geographical region of indefinite boundary (usually serving  

        some special purpose or distinguished by its people or culture or geography) 

wn2: a subject of study 

wn3: a part of an animal that has a special function or is supplied by a given artery  

        or nerve 

wn4: a particular environment or walk of life 

wn5: a part of a structure having some specific characteristic or function 

wn6: the extent of a 2-dimensional surface enclosed within a boundary 

 

A WSA algorithm operates on the sense probability distributions in the WSA step, 

which will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4. For the disambiguation role of 

providing sense probability distributions, a few different WSD systems are employed to 

test the effectiveness of performing alignment based on these systems. In general, there is 

a tradeoff between precision and recall with all of these systems, i.e., higher-accuracy 

systems tend to have less coverage. Taking this balance into consideration, three WSD 

systems (i.e., SenseRelate::AllWords, SenseLearner 2.0, and Naïve Bayes) were selected 

to experiment with; since distributions of senses as output are also needed, as mentioned, 

how to extract them is addressed, if it is not obvious. 

 Performance of each of the following WSD systems is evaluated and discussed with 

respect to WSA in Chapter 4. As addressed in Chapter 4, SenseRelate::AllWords 

(Pedersen and Kolhatkar, 2009) outperformed the other two WSD systems (i.e., 

SenseLearner 2.0 and Naïve Bayes). Thus, SenseRelate::AllWords (Pedersen and 

Kolhatkar, 2009) is employed for both (1) disambiguating the sense of the words in the 

text and (2) generating sense probability distributions for word sense alignment (see 

Chapter 4). Although the quality of SenseRelate::AllWords (F-measure of 54-61%) is not 
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much satisfactory, it is regarded as one of state-of-the-art WSD systems in terms of broad 

coverage of content words and thus sufficient to give a point to work from.  

 

3.2.2.1 SenseLearner 2.0  

SenseLearner 2.0 (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2005) is a 

state-of-the-art large-coverage WSD system (85.6% coverage), that uses relatively little 

sense-annotated data. Rather than building a separate classifier for every individual word, 

it builds general “semantic models” for groups of words sharing some common syntactic 

or semantic properties based on a small sense-annotated corpus, SemCor (Miller et al., 

1994). Consequently, the semantic models become general enough to be able to 

disambiguate words that are covered by the word categories as well as words presented in 

the training corpus so that they can have a larger coverage. 

The algorithm of the SenseLearner system starts with a text preprocessed by linguistic 

annotation such as tokenization, POS tagging, and collocation identification. At the same 

time, semantic models are trained for predefined word categories. The current 

SenseLearner system has seven semantic models and new models can also be defined and 

trained using a template included in SenseLearner. During the training, a feature vector, 

consisting of the target word and its corresponding sense, is created for each semantic 

model based on the sense-annotated data (training data). Similar feature vectors are 

constructed for all content words in the input text (test data). Then, in a separate training 

process, each vector, constructed for words in the input text, is labeled with a predicted 

word and sense by the TiMBL memory based learning algorithm (Daelemans et al. 1998; 

2001; 2010). Finally, if the sense predicted by TiMBL is the same as the sense predicted 
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by a semantic model in SenseLearner, the predicted sense is used for sense-annotating the 

target words in the input text. If the predicted sense by TiMBL is different from the sense 

assigned by a semantic model, sense-annotation is not produced.   

To obtain the sense probability distribution, in this study, TiMBL is directly trained 

using the same data and options as described in SenseLearner’s documentation. 

 

3.2.2.2 WordNet::SenseRelate::AllWords 

SenseRelate::AllWords (SR::AW) also has broad coverage (Pedersen and Kolhatkar, 

2009). It relies solely on a knowledge source (WordNet), without requiring training with 

sense-annotated data; accordingly, it covers all the words in WordNet.  

The SR::AW system first sets a window of context for a target word and measures 

similarity scores between all the target word’s possible senses and the possible senses of 

each word in the window, using WordNet::Similarity4 (Pedersen et al., 2004). Then, the 

system selects the sense of the target word with the maximum score.  

The SR::AW system can start with a few kinds of input format. It can either be a raw 

text or a POS-tagged text (noun, verb, adjective, adverb) converted from a text tagged 

with Penn Treebank tagsets as shown below:   

 

(11) (raw) The astronomer married a movie star. 

(wn-tagged) The astronomer#n married#v a movie-star#n  

                  - (from Pedersen & Kolhatkar, 2009) 

                                                
4 WordNet::Similarity (Pedersen et al., 2004) provides six measures of similarity and four measures of 
relatedness. Measures of similarity are based on the information of “is-a hierarchy of concepts” and limited 
to comparisons words within the same part of speech. Measures of relatedness are based on information 
beyond “is-a hierarchy of concepts” and can compare words across parts of speech. 
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As shown above, SR::AW identifies each WordNet compound and tags it as a noun in a 

preprocessing stage (e.g. movie_star) to enhance overall accuracy. After compounding, 

the stoplist check is done by asking a user if the user wants to use the user’s own stoplist 

or the default stoplist. Once preprocessing is complete, the SR::AW algorithm starts its 

disambiguation job, providing the user with a few options; the choices of the measure of 

similarity and relatedness, the window size of the context for determining a word’s sense, 

and several context scoring thresholds. For the option of context scoring thresholds, one 

can set “a minimum threshold that a sense of the center word should achieve with all the 

words in the context in order to be selected.” (Pedersen & Kolhatkar, 2009, p.19). Based 

on the options chosen by the user, the SR::AW system disambiguates the input text by 

measuring similarity scores and finally generates the output text with WordNet sense tags 

on all content words. 

In the present study, the system generates sense probability distributions by having 

SR::AW output non-zero scores for each sense and converting the scores to relative 

frequencies. Also, the system uses this WSD module for disambiguating the sense of 

words in an input text. 

 

3.2.2.3 Naive Bayes  

A Naïve Bayes (NB) WSD system has been built in the present study, trained on the 

DSO corpus (Ng and Lee, 1997). The Naïve Bayes WSD system uses a simple statistical 

method to disambiguate senses of a word based on frequencies found in a sense-tagged 

corpus; despite its simplicity, it has obtained high accuracy (Leacock et al., 1993; 

Mooney, 1996; Ng and Lee, 1996; Pedersen and Bruce, 1997). 
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The NB WSD system uses Bayes Decision Rule - i.e., Decide sk if P(sk|c) > P(s’|c) 

for sk ≠ s’- which is if sk is bigger than s’ given context c, choose sk as a sense of the 

word. That is, the NB classifier decides the word sense, sk, that has the maximal 

probability of the sense given the context. In order to compute the maximal probability, 

the system calculates two probabilities; the probability estimated as the ratio between the 

number of examples of sense sk and the total number of examples in the training set; and 

the probability of observing the context features given the observed sense sk. While it can 

have higher accuracy, it tends to have less coverage than the other systems because the 

NB WSD system only covers words presented in training, being dependent on sense-

tagged training data. 

 

3.3 Lexical database 

The most important component of the system, the lexical database, is used to provide 

a sense-appropriate definition and example sentences of an input word to a learner. When 

the system receives the input word from the learner, the system looks over the word and 

its specific sense number in the lexical database and presents a definition and examples of 

the appropriate sense of the word to the learner.  

The lexical database has two parts: the Index and the HTML repository (see Chapter 

4). In order to link automatic WSD systems (WordNet sense) with learner-appropriate 

examples (COBUILD sense), the Index is built with the list of WordNet-COBUILD pairs 

by a word sense. When the WSD classifier disambiguates a word based on WordNet 

sense, the system finds the COBUILD sense paired with the given WordNet sense via the 

Index in the lexical database. The Index then sends the COBUILD sense to the HTML 
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repository, which is composed of HTML pages containing lexical information of all 

content words organized by their COBUILD senses (e.g. mend_v_1.html). The critical 

function of the lexical database is to redirect a WordNet sense for each word to its 

corresponding COBUILD lexical information. The lexical database is discussed in much 

greater detail in the following chapter. 
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IV. THE LEXICAL DATABASE  

 

4.1 Introduction  

 The lexical database is used to provide sense appropriate lexical information 

(definition and example sentences) for an input word to a language learner; lexical 

information thus should be customized for language learners. As stated in the previous 

chapters, to obtain sense appropriate information, a WSD system is first applied to the 

input text. With an output sense (WordNet sense) generated by the WSD system, pointing 

to appropriate lexical information (COBUILD) is complicated due to the fact that the 

database of lexical information is from one sense inventory (tuned for language learners, 

COBUILD) while automatic WSD systems generally use senses from another 

(WordNet).5 The lexical database, then, is indexed by WordNet senses, each of which 

points to an appropriate corresponding COBUILD sense. To build this lexical database, a 

method of word sense alignment (WSA) is explored here, thereby aligning two sense 

inventories: WordNet and COBUILD. Focusing on aligning WSD output with the lexical 

database of learner-appropriate lexical information, the WSA algorithm in this research is 

applied to the outputs from the WSD system, thereby building from the state-of-the-art. 

The WSA approach addressed here is a unique contribution of this research.   

 In order to evaluate the WSA system built in this research, the evaluation data was 

built by collecting alignment judgments from linguistics students and faculty (semi-

                                                
5 It could be feasible to develop a WSD system directly based on COBUILD senses, as there has been 
previous research trying to build a WSD system that was not based on annotated training data (e.g., Navigli 
and Lapata (2010)) and this can be a possible avenue pursue to directly build a COBUILD classifier. 
However, the current research is more interested in looking into different lexical resources and 
subsequently is focused on that.   
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expert) by online surveys. The evaluation data was a small set of nine words, covering 63 

WordNet senses.  

 The lexical database constructed by the WSA approach of this study has two piece of 

information; the Index that included a word, its part of speech (POS) and its WN-

COBUILD sense pairs, which are listed by word, as shown in Figure 4.1 and the html 

repository that has COBUILD lexical information by word sense as shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

 
action     n    ('w1', 'c5') ('w2', 'c4') ('w3', 'c5')  ('w4', 'c4')  
                     ('w5', 'c3') ('w6', 'c2') ('w7', 'c1') ('w8', 'c3')  
                     ('w9', 'c1') ('w10', 'c2') 
activity   n    ('w1', 'c1') ('w2', 'c1') ('w3', 'c2') ('w4', 'c3')  
                     ('w5', 'c3') ('w6', 'c2') 
admit      v    ('w1', 'c3') ('w2', 'c3') ('w3', 'c4') ('w4', 'c4')  
                     ('w5', 'c1') ( w6', 'c2') ('w7', 'c2') ('w8', 'c1') 
agitate    v    ('w1', 'c2') ('w2', 'c3') ('w3', 'c2') ('w4', 'c1')  
                     ('w5', 'c3') ('w6', 'c1') 
air          n     ('w1', 'c3') ('w2', 'c4') ('w3', 'c3') ('w4', 'c1')  
                     ('w5', 'c4') ('w6', 'c1') ('w7', 'c3') ('w8', 'c3') 
                     ('w9', 'c3') 
allow     v     ('w1', 'c4') ('w2', 'c3') ('w3', 'c1') ('w4', 'c5')  
                     ('w5', 'c2') ('w6', 'c6') ('w7', 'c5') ('w8', 'c6')  
                     ('w9', 'c1') ('w10', 'c3') 
alternate  a   ('w1', 'c3') ('w2', 'c1') ('w3', 'c2') ('w4', 'c2') 
 
ambition  n    ('w1', 'c1') ('w2', 'c2') 
…. 

 

 
 
Figure 4.1. A part of the Index                               Figure 4.2. A part of the html repository 
 

 When the system, for instance, receives a word, its POS, and WN sense  (e.g. 

agitate_v_3 = agitate_verb_WordNet sense #3) from the WSD module in the previous 

stage, it finds and sends its corresponding COBUILD sense (e.g. agitate_v_2 = 

agitate_v_COBUILD sense #2) to the html repository as shown in Figure 4.3. All html 

pages in the repository are composed of COBUILD lexical information. The system then 
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retrieves a relevant html page (e.g. agitate_v_2.html) from the html repository and 

presents its lexical information to the learners. Everything is processed automatically in 

order to provide coverage for any content word in the inventories. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. The lexical database 

 

 Section 4.2 provides the background for the present study in terms of WSA 

methodology and evaluation. Sense inventories employed in this research are described in 

section 4.3. Section 4.4 provides the alignment algorithm, discussing the assumptions 

based on the context of the present study (i.e., an online system providing vocabulary 

assistance). The WSA method developed in this research is finally evaluated on a dataset, 

which is discussed in section 4.5.  

 

4.2 Related works 

 Before addressing previous WSA works related to this research, a general concept of 

alignment is first introduced. Like other general mappings, there are three kinds of 

mappings in sense alignment: one-to-one, one-to-zero, and one-to-many alignments (Ide 
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and Veronis, 1990). As shown in Figure 4.4, each inventory has its own list of senses for 

every word; for example, WordNet has a list of four senses and COBUILD has a list of 

three senses for a word, plant.n. Between two lists of senses for the word, one-to-one 

mapping is a direct mapping between one sense in the one inventory and its 

corresponding sense in the other inventory; in Figure 4.4, mapping between the sense in 

WordNet (W2) and the sense (C1) in COBUILD shows one-to-one mapping.  

 

   WordNet  COBUILD 

W1. plant, works, industrial 

plant -- buildings for carrying on 

industrial labor 

 C1. A plant is a living thing 

that grows in the earth and 

has a stem, leaves, and roots 

W2. plant, flora, plant life -- a 

living organism lacking the 

power of locomotion 

 C2. A plant is a factory or a 

place where power is 

produced 

W3. plant -- something planted 

secretly for discovery by another 

 

? 

C3. Plant is a large 

machinery that is used an in 

industrial processes 

W4. plant -- an actor situated in 

the audience whose acting is 

rehearsed but seems spontaneous 

to the audience 

 

? 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Three kinds of mapping (plant.n) 

 

 The other two kinds of mapping (i.e., one-to-zero and one-to-many) often occur due to 

the relatively fine-grained nature of one inventory compared to another. In Figure 4.4, for 

example, a one-to-zero mapping is the case where the WordNet senses (W3, W4) have no 
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corresponding sense in COBUILD. Conversely, a one-to-many mapping is the case 

where one WordNet sense (W1) maps onto two or more senses in COBUILD (C2, C3). 

These three kinds of alignments have nothing to do with mapping direction between 

inventories; for example, if WordNet and COBUILD switch sides, the mapping 

categories would still be the same.  

 The major difficulty in counting practicalities in integrating different inventories, lies 

in the fact that every sense inventory has its own purpose (e.g., for lexicography, 

computational disambiguation systems, or language learners) and thus has its own 

particular design, with some including hierarchical information, some having illustrative 

examples for senses, some based on thesaurus information, some providing etymologies 

and translations, and so forth.   

 Partly owing to these differences, there has been much work in aligning senses 

between inventories for a number of applications, for example, in building a large-scale 

lexical database for machine translation (Knight and Luk, 1994); comparing the 

performance of different natural language processing (NLP) systems characterizing 

lexical semantics (Nastase and Szpakowicz, 2001); or reducing the granularity of an 

inventory (WordNet) for NLP (Navigli, 2006). Moreover, increasing the scale of lexical 

resources is an ongoing task, especially for newer resources such as Wikipedia and 

Wiktionary (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011; Niemann and Gurevych, 2011; Ponzetto and 

Navigli, 2010).  

 This section reviews automatic word sense alignment works to date. Section 4.2.1 

(Early WSA) and 4.2.2 (Recent WSA) review previous studies focusing on their WSA 

methodology. Section 4.2.3 (WSA evaluation) goes over previous works in terms of their 
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evaluation methods. Lastly, section 4.2.4 (Conclusion) states the differences and 

advantages of the present study’s WSA work as compared to the previous WSA works.  

 

4.2.1 Early works of word sense alignment 

 To start with, Ide & Veronis (1990) combined the Collins English Dictionary and 

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary to create a comprehensive knowledge base. They 

proposed a spreading activation algorithm to remedy the shortcomings of the Lesk 

algorithm (Lesk, 1996). The main idea behind the Lesk algorithm is to disambiguate 

words by finding overlaps among their sense definitions (Mihalcea, 2006). However, the 

original Lesk algorithm has some limitations in that it does not resolve cases when no 

shared words are present or when the same number of shared words appears with more 

than one sense distinction (Ide & Veronis, 1990). 

 Their spreading activation algorithm created a network for the words from one 

dictionary’s sense definition by building word-to-sense-to-word links; the network for a 

given word was constructed by words (nodes) of sense definitions in which every word 

was further linked to its sense definitions, and so forth. Once they constructed a network 

for every word, they iterated the process by giving weights on the nodes corresponding to 

the input word. In the end, one sense node with the strongest relation was determined. 

Although they showed 97% accuracy and were aware of one-to-many mapping, they only 

dealt with one-to-one mapping. Their algorithm seemed limited in being able to extend to 

cover a large number of words because the algorithm required a great deal of memory 

space; the network in the algorithm contained 13,627 total transitions for 59 input senses. 
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Therefore, the spreading activation algorithm they proposed does not appear efficient 

enough to be applied to real sense mappings like the one used in the present study.  

Knight & Luk (1994) constructed a large-scale knowledge base for machine 

translation by merging existing resources – WordNet and Longman Dictionary Of 

Contemporary English (LDOCE). They proposed a definition match algorithm and a 

hierarchy match algorithm. Their definition match algorithm was also based on the Lesk 

algorithm; if there were overlapped words between two sense definitions, those two 

senses were matched. They were also aware of the issues of the Lesk algorithm - e.g., no 

shared words, shared words on more than two senses, so they used additional information 

to resolve the issues of the Lesk algorithm; they extracted WordNet’s synonyms and 

superordinates. Then a dimensional matrix was constructed for each inventory (i.e., 

WordNet and LDOCE) and the two matrices were multiplied, yielding a similarity matrix 

(SIM). Eventually the SIM which had the largest value was determined for mapping. 

They noted their algorithm was not sufficient due to the fact that sense definitions 

between two inventories often have no words in common, which is a typical problem of 

the Lesk algorithm. Also they addressed a trade-off between correct mapping and 

mapping coverage; for example, by using the definition match algorithm, they yielded 

90% correct mappings but with 27% coverage. To complement it, they additionally 

applied the hierarchy match algorithm. The basic concept of the hierarchy match 

algorithm was that once two senses were matched (from the results of the definition 

match algorithm), the system could check their respective ancestors and descendants for 

further matches. The algorithm handled 11,128 noun sense matches at an accuracy of 

96% by operating in several iterative phases. Even though the accuracy of the results was 
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impressive, research along the lines of Knight and Luk (1994) may not fit the scope of 

this research because they used the sense hierarchy of WordNet and LDOCE which is 

different from the present study, in which WordNet and COBUILD are employed and 

COBUILD does not provide those kinds of hierarchy (e.g., ‘semantic code’ such as 

human (H), plant (P), etc., and ‘genus sense’ (=head noun)) available from LDOCE. Like 

Ide and Veronis’ (1990) work, they focused on one-to-one mapping, not on the overall 

structure of alignment that is a concern of the present study. 

 Kwong (1998) also aligned LDOCE and WordNet in a way similar to Knight and 

Luk (1994), but further incorporating Roget’s Thesaurus. By linking up three different 

kinds of resources - WordNet, LDOCE, and Roget’s Thesaurus, Kwong (1998) tried to 

construct one comprehensive lexical resource organized in a suitable way for a variety of 

NLP tasks, providing all required information. Kwong (1998) tested three groups of 

nouns, divided by a degree of polysemy where each group had 12 random nouns. 

Following Knight and Luk’s similarity measure (SIM), he used a similarity method in that 

he built a similarity matrix multiplying a matrix for LDOCE by extracting definition 

words and a matrix for WordNet by extracting definition words, hypernyms and 

coordinates. The average accuracy across three groups was about 60% (Hi-polysemy 

(13.18 senses); 52.96%, Med-polysemy (7.05); 65.63%, and Lo-polysemy (1.18); 

64.77%). Like the other studies, Kwong’s (1998) study focused on one-to-one mapping 

between senses, not on the overall structure of alignment.  

While the above studies could not handle one-to-zero and many mappings, Navigli 

(2006) attempted to deal with one-to-zero mappings with relatively various content words 

(e.g. 466 nouns, 231 verbs, 50 adjectives, 16 adverbs). Like the above studies, Navigli’s 
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mapping method was also based on semantic relatedness between two inventories; in his 

work, WordNet and the Oxford Dictionary of English; he first built a “sense description, 

dD(S)” for each dictionary based on textual definitions, hypernyms, and domains between 

dictionaries: “ )()()()( SdomainShyperSdefSd DDDD = , where D is either WN or ODE and 

S is a given sense” (Navigli, 2006, p.842), and computed similarity between sense 

descriptions of both dictionaries. Then he acquired best matching by his defined function 

as follows: “ )',(maxarg)(ˆ
)('

SSmatchSm
wSenseS ODE∈

= ” (Navigli, 2006, p.842). What has to be noted 

here is that he also defined mapping for one-to zero mapping: “

{}εµ ODEWN SenseSense →: , where DSense is the set of senses in the dictionary D and ε 

is a special element assigned when no plausible option is available for mapping (e.g., 

when the ODE encodes no sense entry corresponding to a WN sense)” (Navigli, 2006, 

p.842). As seen in his function µ , Navigli (2006) handled one-to-zero mapping using 

special element ‘ε’. The result showed an accuracy of 66.08%. However, although 

Navigli (2006) tried to handle a greater variety of content words and one-to-zero 

mapping, his study focused more on clustering fine-grained senses of WordNet into the 

more coarse-grained ODE. This work is thus quite different from the WSA work of the 

present study which deals with two inventories in a more balanced way. Also, the source 

information used for their WSA is not available in the inventories used in the present 

study (e.g., COBUILD does not provide information about hypernyms or domains) 

In sum, those previous works on sense alignment have primarily used elaborations on 

the Lesk algorithm as a starting point (Ide & Veronis, 1990; Knight & Luk, 1994; 

Kwong, 1998; Nastase & Szpakowicz, 2001; Navigli, 2006). Previous studies either 

developed from the Lesk algorithm (Ide & Veronis, 1990; Knight & Luk, 1994; Kwong, 

µ
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1998; Nastase &Szpakowicz, 2001; Navigli, 2006) – e.g., they used more information 

such as synonyms, hypernyms, semantic hierarchy, domains, etc., beyond words of sense 

definitions, or implemented an additional algorithm to boost its performance (e.g., Knight 

& Luk (1994)’s hierarchy match algorithm). The key to note here is that these studies 

used information (for WSA processing) that is not available from COBUILD. By that, 

one can also note that each WSA work is dependent on the nature of inventories used, not 

to mention the purpose of its own WSA work. Although their methods are hard to make it 

feasible in the present study, it is worth keeping in mind that the most favorable method 

for early WSA studies is a similarity measure between two inventories. Besides, most of 

them (Ide & Veronis, 1990; Knight & Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Nastase & Szpakowicz, 

2001) attempted to account only for one-to-one mappings between single senses, thus not 

handling one-to-many mappings that appear to be common, nor the overall structure of 

sense alignment between inventories. More recent works tried to examine those issues, 

which are reviewed in the following section. 

 

4.2.2 Recent works of word sense alignment 

In the last few years, there has been a rapid increase in the number of works involved 

in aligning WordNet with Wikipedia or Wiktionary (e.g. Meyer and Gurevych, 2011; 

Neimann and Gurevych, 2011; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010; Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; 

Toral et al., 2009). Since Wikipedia covers a wide variety of information and Wiktionary 

offers a great deal of linguistic information, they have turned out to be very promising 

resources for many NLP applications (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011).  
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The first work in this vein of aligning WordNet and Wikipedia is Ruiz-Casado et al. 

(2005)’s in that they aligned WordNet synsets and simple Wikipedia entries. Ruiz-

Casado et al. utilized a method of overlapping, in particular, a vector-based similarity 

metric between Wikipedia entries6 and WordNet synset’s gloss. Taking a slightly larger 

resource of Wikipedia (i.e., Wikipedia categories7), Toral et al. (2009) tried to align 

WordNet synset (noun only) and Wikipedia categories using semantic similarity based on 

textual entailment and semantic relatedness between WordNet synset’s definitions and 

Wikipedia articles (i.e., entries) or abstracts that belonged to categories. So, in addition to 

inventories to align, these two studies (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; Toral et al., 2009) are 

similar in alignment method. They both used a semantic similarity metric to align 

WordNet and Wikipedia.  

With a different purpose from those previous ones (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; Toral et 

al., 2009) which tried to enlarge resources, Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) aligned WordNet 

and Wikipedia to construct BabelNet to support Machine Translation (MT). They tried to 

map WordNet senses (concepts) and synsets (relations) to Wikipedia pages/entries 

(concepts) and hyperlinked texts (relations). They used a conditional probability p (s|w), 

with WordNet sense s given Wikipedia article w.  

While all of them (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; Toral et al., 2009; Navigli and Ponzetto, 

2010) did not allow multiple mapping, that is, they assigned a single, most likely 

WordNet sense to each of the Wikipedia categories/articles, Neimann and Gurevych 

                                                
6  “A Wikipedia article, or entry, is a page that has encyclopedic information on it.” 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:What_is_an_article%3F). 
7 “Wikipedia categories are intended to group together pages on similar subjects. This helps readers to 
navigate, sort, find related articles and see how information is organized.” 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Category). 
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(2011) noted that there are three kinds of mapping; one-to-zero mapping, one-to-one 

mapping, and multiple mappings. Having this in mind, they tried to map WordNet and 

Wikipedia articles. They extracted all alignment candidates from both resources and 

matched candidate alignments by computing cosine word overlap similarity, which is 

similar to the method used in the above studies (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; Toral et al., 

2009). 

The alignment methods proposed in those previous studies (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; 

Toral et al., 2009; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010) are worthy of note with respect to the fact 

that they tried to do the alignment work on a large scale (integrating full resources), 

which is remarkably different from other previous works (Ide & Veronis, 1990; Knight & 

Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Nastase & Szpakowicz, 2001; Navigli, 2006). However, the 

resource (Wikipedia) employed to align with WordNet is quite different from the 

resource that is used in the present study. In other words, Wikipedia is characteristically 

different from a standard dictionary in many aspects (e.g. organization and kinds of 

information). Those works would be more useful for providing information to NLP  

works involved in, for example, ‘named entity recognition’ (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011). 

Overall, information which is input to the WSA algorithm between those previous studies 

and the present study are fairly different; some information does not even exist in 

COBUILD (e.g., semantic hierarchy, domains, etc.), and thus it is hard to employ or 

adapt their method to the approach of the present study. However, their key idea using 

similarity scores or semantic relatedness would be worthwhile to consider in designing 

alignment methods.  
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Meyer & Gurevych (2011) noted that Wiktionary was a more enriched lexical 

resource and tried to align word senses between WordNet and Wiktionary. This work of 

aligning WordNet and Wiktionary is more interesting to the present study with respect to 

the fact that they tried to integrate two standard kind of lexical resources (i.e. 

dictionaries) on a full scale. Meyer & Gurevych (2010) first tried to manually align a 

small number of senses between WordNet and Wiktionary and then proposed the first 

fully automatic alignment method between WordNet and Wiktionary (Meyer & 

Gurevych, 2011). Following Meyer & Gurevych’s (2011) study, Niemann & Gurevych 

(2011) performed alignment work in two steps: candidate extraction and candidate 

alignment. In the step of candidate extraction, they extracted all candidate alignments: all 

synsets in WordNet and all word senses from Wiktionary. Then they aligned candidate 

alignments in the candidate alignment step, by two similarity measures; the cosine 

similarity and the personalized PageRank based measures employed from Agirre and 

Soroa’s (2009) work. The performance of Niemann and Gurevych’s (2011) study was as 

follows: precision =.674, recall=.649, and f-measure =.661. (cf., their baseline (most 

frequent sense); precision=.329, recall=.508, f = .399). As addressed, Niemann and 

Gurevych’s (2011) method allows many-to-many mapping. Besides, they were able to 

avoid search space problem that is typical in alignment works. In other words, in the two 

alignment steps, for example, they took two possible candidates and asked yes or no 

concerning whether there was an alignment between them. Thus if there are five senses 

and five senses, the possible alignments are up to 25 cases8. However, their work still has 

the limitation that they did not consider the alignment structure as a whole.  

                                                
8  WordNet sense_1 can be mapped to Wiktionary sense_1, sense_2, sense_3, sense_4, sense_5, 
respectively (5 mappings). The other four WondNet senses can be mapped to each of the five Wiktionary 
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As shown in the review of previous studies, there have been few commonly used 

resources across any single kind of NLP task, meaning that most works are still limited 

and end up being application-specific. In that sense, the approach of the present study is 

another piece of the puzzle. First, a different set of inventories (WordNet and COBUILD) 

is employed in the present study, which thus increases the scope of WSA work. Second, 

the purpose of alignment in the present study is unique: instead of increasing the size of a 

knowledge base (e.g., a sense inventory) as most previous studies have done, the present 

study intended to find the areas of commonality by alignment between resources, in order 

to automatically extract appropriate information from one of the resources.  

  

4.2.3 Word sense alignment evaluation  

 This section reviews some literature, focusing on what evaluation data has been used 

in determining sense alignment quality. In the previous work introduced in the section 

above (Ide and Veronis, 1990; Knight and Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Nastase and 

Szpakowicz, 2001; Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005), the evaluation seemed to be done manually 

by a single annotator or was not specified.    

 Much recent work has focused on having multiple annotators perform this task to 

better gauge levels of agreement (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011; Navigli, 2006; Navigli and 

Ponzetto, 2010; Niemann and Gurevych, 2011). To take one recent example, Meyer and 

Gurevych (2011) aligned WordNet and Wiktionary and asked for judgments on 2,423 

sense pairs about whether the senses have the same meaning or a different meaning. The 

approach of the present study, on the other hand, allows for some graded notion of 

                                                                                                                                            
senses (i.e., 4*5), Thus, a total of possible alignments between five WordNet senses and five Wiktionary 
senses is 25.    
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meaning, i.e., a related meaning category. This is in line with what Meyer and Gurevych 

(2011) noted in their error analysis about mis-alignment, where one often wanted to link 

senses with related meanings: “Future work could distinguish between sense alignments 

sharing the same meaning and sharing a highly related meaning” (Meyer and Gurevych 

(2011), p.7).  

 Similar in spirit to the present work is research comparing judgments on word senses 

across different contexts. Notably, Erk and McCarthy (2009) and Erk et al. (2009) 

explored graded word sense judgments by allowing annotators to select the degree of 

similarity for a word sense on a given task, not just restricting the task to selecting a 

single sense. Erk et al. (2009), for instance, performed two experiments. In the first, 

WSsim (Word Sense Similarity), they asked annotators to read sentences and, for every 

WordNet sense, assign a similarity score, between 1 (completely different) and 5 

(identical). This allowed annotators to grade all senses, instead of making a binary choice 

for each sense or even selecting a single sense. In the second experiment, Usim (Usage 

Similarity), annotators were given pairs of sentences and asked to rank how similar in 

meaning the two usages of a given word were (using the same 5-point scale). What they 

found was that “[t]he annotators made use of the full spectrum of ratings.” (Erk et al. 

(2009), p.17) The experiment of the present study is similar in spirit and design to the 

USim, in that annotators are asked to compare two potentially distinct usages (in the 

present study case, dictionary definitions) and rate how similar they are.  

 Although other databases exist, predominantly for ones linking WordNet and 

Wikipedia or Wiktionary (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011; Niemann and Gurevych, 2011; 

Wolf and Gurevych, 2010; Fernando and Stevenson, 2010; Toral et al., 2009), no 
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database exists for the types of inventories the present study is interested in. Thus, though 

it is small, this research tries to develop a database (i.e., a gold standard of alignments) 

between the inventories of interest (i.e., WordNet and COBUILD). 

 

4.2.4 Comparison with previous research 

 There are several differences between the WSA approach of the present study and 

much of the other alignment approaches. First, the present system does not simply 

combine two (or more) inventories to expand a resource and make it bigger as other 

studies did (e.g. Ide & Veronis, 1990; Knight & Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Meyer & 

Gurevych, 2011; Navigli & Ponzetto, 2010; Niemann & Gurevych, 2011). Instead, the 

present system uses two inventories for their own purpose respectively (i.e., WordNet for 

WSD and COBUILD for providing lexical information) and consistently map from 

WordNet to COBUILD in order to automatically extract appropriate information from 

one of the resources (i.e., COBUILD). Second, the sources of information for WSA are 

different between WSA of this study and other WSA works; this study uses a WSD 

classifier to draw information for alignment from the inventory (WordNet) whereas other 

alignment works draw information directly from the inventories (e.g., Ide & Veronis, 

1990; Knight & Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Meyer & Gurevych, 2011; Nastase & 

Szpakowicz, 2001; Navigli, 2006; Navigli & Ponzetto, 2010; Niemann & Gurevych, 

2011; Ruiz-Casado et al, 2005; Toral et al., 2009). This brings the third difference that 

these alignment works have used much information extracted from inventories (e.g. sense 

definitions, semantic relations, semantic hierarchy, textual entailment, domains, etc.). On 

the other hand, since the state-of-the-art WSD classifier employed in this study already 
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uses all necessary information from WordNet, COBUILD example sentences are the only 

information to process the alignment work. This makes the WSA work of this study fairly 

simple but robust.  

 

4.3 Sense Inventories  

 As addressed earlier, two sense inventories are employed in this study; WordNet 

(4.3.1) and COBUILD (4.3.2). WordNet is used for WSD while COBUILD is used for 

providing lexical information for language learners.  

 

4.3.1 WordNet  

 All natural language processing (NLP) modules as well as WSD systems utilized in 

this research use WordNet. WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is a lexical knowledge resource 

that has been most widely used in the NLP field. The unique feature of WN is that every 

sense of words in WN is represented in synsets (i.e., a set of synonymous words), which 

are constructed for NLP systems to clearly distinguish between different senses of a word 

(Fellbaum, 1998). For example, the synsets {job, employment, work} and {workplace, 

work} make a clear distinction between two senses of the noun ‘work’. Each synset 

comes with a gloss (i.e., a textual definition), often followed by short usage examples.  

 In addition to synsets, semantic relations such as antonymy (opposite), hyponymy 

(subsets), hypernymy (superset), meronymy (parts), holonymy (whole) and entailment 

are defined and those also often help the WSD systems to determine a proper sense of the 

word in a particular context. WordNet has an extensive coverage of the English language 
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containing more than 144,600 words (e.g. WordNet 3.0 has 155,000 words) and has been 

most widely employed in WSD models.  

  

4.3.2 English language learners’ dictionary  

 Since the system specifically targets learners of English as a second language (ESL), 

the lexical information should be appropriate to that type of learners. Examples 

constructed by lexicographers for learners’ dictionaries typically control for syntactic and 

lexical complexity (Segler et al., 2002), in addition to containing naturalistic examples. In 

this respect, these kinds of examples are extracted from the Collins COBUILD Student’s 

Dictionary (Sinclair, 2006), as it is widely used by ESL learners.  

 The content in the Collins COBUILD Student’s Dictionary (COBUILD) is based on 

actual English usage, derived from analysis of a large corpus of written and spoken 

English, thereby providing a large number of authentic sentential examples taken from 

the corpus (Sinclair, 2006). COUBILD also focuses on collocations in choosing example 

sentences, so that the example sentences present natural, reliable expressions, which can 

play an important role in learners’ vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. 

Those practicalities are a major consideration for employing COBUILD in providing 

lexical information by the system of this research.  

 

4.4 Word sense alignment (WSA) 

As is well known, different word sense inventories contain non-trivial mappings 

between them. As one example, Palmer et al. (2000) discussed various problems in 

aligning the senses of shake in Hector (Atkins, 1993) with those in WordNet (Fellbaum, 
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1998), such as the TREMBLE and MOVE distinctions in Hector being conflated in 

WordNet. In addition to the fact that defining a mapping between individual senses is 

non-trivial, automatic sense alignment between different sense inventories raises a more 

general issue; the number of senses can make it nearly intractable to sort through all 

possible alignments to find the best one. In other words, with m senses from one sense 

inventory and n senses from another sense inventory, there are 𝑚×𝑛 possible pairs and 

an alignment structure could consist of any combination of these pairs unless some 

restrictions are applied. The number of possible alignments is, thus, the size of the power 

set of the pairs, 2mn. For example, if there are two senses in an inventory A and two 

senses in an inventory B for a given word, all possible pairs between the senses of A and 

B are four and the size of their power set (= possible alignments) is 24, as shown in (1): 

  

(1) A = {a1, a2}, B = {b1, b2} 

 Pairs = {(a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b1), (a2, b2)} 

Power set = {{}, {(a1, b1)}, {(a1, b2)}, {(a2, b1)}, {(a2, b2)}, {(a1, b1),  (a1, b2)}, {(a1, 

b1), (a2, b1)}, {(a1, b1), (a2, b2)}, {(a1, b2), (a2, b1)}, {(a1, b2), (a2, b2)}, {(a2, b1), 

(a2, b2)}, {(a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b1)}, {(a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b2)}, {(a1, b1), (a2, b1), 

(a2, b2)}, {(a1, b2), (a2, b1), (a2, b2)}, {(a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b1), (a2, b2)}} 

 

     In the power set, an empty set element is barely acceptable in real alignments between 

two inventories; while theoretically possible, an alignment that has no mapping at all 

between two inventories for a given word hardly exist. Also, intuitively the alignment, 

{(a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b1), (a2, b2)} is not quite proper either, because the set means 

that two distinct meanings in one sense inventory are basically the same (e.g., a1 and a2 

in A are the same). Even though those two sets are excluded from all possible alignment 
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structures, it still can be fairly infeasible to track down all possible alignments as the 

number of senses becomes larger. If there are five senses mapping to five senses, then 

there are 225 = 33,554,432 possible alignment structures.  

This had been addressed in the previous studies (Ide and Veronis, 1990; Knight and 

Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Nastase and Szpakowicz, 2001). As a way to resolve the issue, 

many works on sense alignment were often limited in scope (e.g., number of words) or 

failed to handle a great deal of one-to-many mappings in such alignments (Ide and 

Veronis, 1990; Knight and Luk, 1994; Kwong, 1998; Nastase and Szpakowicz, 2001). 

Meyer and Gurevyvh (2011) recently tried to handle many-to-many mappings. They 

handled them by first narrowing down what the possible candidates were and then by 

only considering decisions at the level of an individual sense. In this way, only 25 sense 

pairs are handled in the above case with five senses mapping to five senses. As one can 

note here, it should be more efficient to find a best alignment from the possible alignment 

candidates excluding improper alignments from the beginning (e.g., 50 possible 

alignments), rather than finding a best one from all possible alignments (e.g., 225 = 

33,554,432). In that sense, Meyer and Gurevyvh’s (2011) approach can be noteworthy. 

However, as stated in the previous sections (4.1 and 4.2.4), how one aligns the senses is 

often application-specific. While Meyer and Gurevyvh (2011) performed their WSA at 

the level of an individual sense, WSA in the current study is performed at the level of 

alignment structure.  

Indeed, the present study is the first to focus specifically on trends in alignment 

structures between two inventories. As a way to perform the alignment between WordNet 

senses (for WSD use) and COBUILD senses (for providing information) at the level of an 
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alignment structure, WSA in this study is performed on the outputs of WSD, thereby 

building from state-of-the-art systems (sections 4.4.2 to 4.4.5). Also, an assumption 

specific to the context of the current study is made (section 4.4.1). 

 

4.4.1 Application-specific assumption 

     To present a learner with sense-specific example sentences, the system maps the 

output of a WordNet-based WSD system to a database of sense-organized COBUILD 

sentences. Then what if the same WordNet sense maps to multiple COBUILD senses? 

This would mean that the system may have to take the WordNet sense disambiguated by 

the WSD classifier and map it to multiple sets of COBUILD senses. While this may be 

feasible, a simpler solution would be to restrict the alignment such that each WordNet 

sense is allowed to map to only one COBUILD sense, thereby providing a coherent set of 

examples to display.  

     Considering that COBUILD senses have been distinguished so as to assist learners, to 

conflate two categories might conflict with that motivation. For example, in (2), 

community has a WordNet sense which can be argued to overlap with two COBUILD 

senses ((3) and (4)). But the current approach is to keep these COBUILD senses separate 

and map the WordNet sense only to the better of these two, as in (3).  

 

(2) community.wn1: a group of people living in a particular local area (“the team  

     is drawn from all parts of the community”)  

(3) community.cb1: The community is all the people who live in a particular area  

     or place (“He’s well liked by people in the community”) 
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(4) community.cb2: A particular community is a group of people who are similar  

     in some way (“The police haven’t really done anything for the black  

     community in particular”) 

 

     Thus, the current method adopts the assumption that for any given WordNet sense, it 

can only map to one COBUILD sense, resulting in m-to-1 mappings and not m-to-n. For 

example, with three WordNet senses and two COBUILD senses, each WordNet sense 

maps to one COBUILD sense by this assumption, so an alignment always has three pairs. 

Then, each of the three senses can map to two different possibilities in COBUILD, giving 

23 possible alignments. As seen in section 4.4.6 (Sense alignment algorithm), this 

assumption makes it straightforward to develop an alignment algorithm. 

 

4.4.2 Initial alignment  

     Let us define an alignment A as, in the case of the study, a set of pairings of elements 

from the sets of WordNet and COBUILD senses, (WN, CB), for a given target word. An 

alignment is a bidirectional mapping between the two inventories; A : WN ×CB. In 

general, the mapping may be as dense or sparse as required by the linguistic definitions; 

for the purposes of the present study, however, the number of possible alignments is 

reduced by the assumption in which each WordNet sense is allowed to map to only one 

COBUILD sense, as stated in the previous section (4.4.1 Application-specific 

assumptions). With an alignment defined as a set of pairs, finding a best alignment is 

initially established as in (5).  
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 (5)    𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝(𝐴)   

         = 𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏)          

         = 𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$" 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!)𝑝(𝑐𝑏!)!,! ∈!  

 

 As shown in (5), an alignment that has the maximum probability is selected as the best 

alignment among all candidate alignments in Approp. Approp represents a set of all 

possible alignments meeting the assumption (see section 4.4.1). For a given alignment 

A,    𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) is the probability of the set of links shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

wn1  cb1 

wn2   

wn3  cb2 

  

                𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) 

Figure 4.5.  𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) for a given alignment 

 

     As one can see in formula (5) and in Figure 4.5, 𝑝 𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏  is 

𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈! 𝑝(𝑐𝑏!) , where 𝑝 𝑐𝑏! is uniform 9 . Then, in order to compute 

𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈! , the system first has to set up WordNet sense probability 

distributions for every sense of COBUILD. To initialize the distribution, the system first 

takes the set of example sentences for each COBUILD sense cbj and runs a WSD 

classifier over the COBUILD examples, obtaining probabilities for each WordNet sense 
                                                
9 𝑝 𝑐𝑏!  can be ignored in calculation, because it is the same (i.e., uniform) for all wn-cb links per cb sense 
and consequently it does not affect the probability, 𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏). 
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as shown in (6). Given that there are multiple example sentences for each sense cbj, the 

algorithm averages over all the WordNet probabilities to obtain a likelihood of the 

WordNet senses, given each of the COBUILD senses, p(wni|cbj). 

 

(6) 'require.cb1' (3 example sentences) 

'if you require further information you should consult the registrar ' 

wni = [(wn1, 0.36), (wn2, 0.14), (wn3, 0.23), (wn4, 0.26)] 

‘this isn't the kind of crisis that requires us to drop everything else'  

wni = [(wn1, 0.40), (wn2, 0.14), (wn3, 0.20), (wn4, 0.26)] 

‘some of the materials required for this technique may be difficult to obtain ' 

wni = [(wn1, 0.31), (wn2, 0.09), (wn3, 0.14), (wn4, 0.46)] 

  p(wni|cb1) = {(1, 1): 0.36, (2, 1): 0.12, (3, 1): 0.19, (4, 1): 0.33} 

 

'require.cb2' (4 example sentences) 

‘the rules also require employers to provide safety training’ 

wni = [(wn1, 0.41), (wn2, 0.14), (wn3, 0.23), (wn4, 0.23)] 

‘at least 35 manufacturers have flouted a law requiring prompt reporting of such 

malfunctions’ 

wni = [(wn1, 0.40), (wn2, 0.15), (wn3, 0.21), (wn4, 0.25)] 

‘the law now requires that parents serve on the committees that plan and evaluate 

school programs’ 

wni = [(wn1, 0.41), (wn2, 0.15), (wn3, 0.21), (wn4, 0.23)] 

‘then he'll know exactly what's required of him’ 
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wni = [(wn1, 0.44), (wn2, 0.17), (wn3, 0.16), (wn4, 0.23)] 

  p(wni|cb2) = {(1, 2): 0.42, (2, 2): 0.15, (3, 2): 0.20, (4, 2): 0.23} 

 

     As shown in (6), for example, with a word require having two senses of COBUILD 

and four senses of WordNet, the system takes all given example sentences (e.g., three) for 

COBUILD sense #1 (require.cb1) and four examples for COBUILD sense #2 

(require.cb2). Then the probabilities for every WordNet sense over the COBUILD 

examples sentences are obtained by running the WSD classifier over them. For a sense of 

require in a given example sentence (if you require further information you should 

consult the registrar), the WSD classifier generates a WordNet sense probability 

distribution as wni = [(wn1, 0.36), (wn2, 0.14), (wn3, 0.23), (wn4, 0.26)]. According to 

this, the probability of WordNet sense #1 (=wn1) is ‘0.36’, WordNet sense #2 (=wn2) is 

‘0.14’, and so on. Since each COBUILD sense has multiple example sentences, the 

system averages over all the WordNet probabilities. For the given COBUILD sense #1, 

all the WordNet probabilities give p(wni|cb1) = {(1, 1): 0.36, (2, 1): 0.12, (3, 1): 0.19, (4, 

1): 0.33}, where the first number in a parenthesis stands for a WordNet sense number and 

the second is a COBUILD sense number, for example, ‘0.36’ comes from an average of 

probabilities of WordNet #1 (wn1) over three example sentences that belong to 

COBUILD sense #1 (= (0.36+0.40+0.31)/3).    

     Based on the results in (6) (e.g., p(wni|cb1) and p(wni|cb2)), a probability distribution 

of every WordNet sense for each of the COBUILD senses, p(wni|cbj), is set up as shown 

in (7). 
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(7) 

𝑝 𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!  wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4 

cb1 0.36 0.12  0.19 0.33 

cb2 0.42 0.15 0.20 0.23 

  

    With the information of WordNet sense probability distributions for every sense of 

COBUILD in (7), let us compute 𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈!  for two of the possible alignments, 

for instance, shown in (8). 

 

 (8)   A1      A2 

  wn  cb         wn  cb 

   1   1     1   1 

   2       2 

   3   2     3   2 

   4       4 

 

 A1:  𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈!  = (wn1,cb2)*(wn2,cb2)* (wn3,cb2)* (wn4,cb1) 

               = 0.42*0.15*0.20*0.33 

           = 0.0042 

A2:  𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈!  = (wn1,cb2)*(wn2,cb2)* (wn3,cb1)* (wn4,cb1) 

         = 0.42*0.15*0.19*0.33 

          = 0.0039 

 

     For the alignment A1 in (8), 𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈!  is 0.0042, and the alignment A2,  

0.0039.  As a result, based on information from the WSD output, the alignment A1 is 
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decided as the best alignment. However, there are empirical evidences that supports a 

need for this initial alignment to be adjusted, which derives a heuristic of this study 

discussed in the following section. 

 

4.4.3 The heuristic of the study: adding flatness 

     Intuitively, if two inventories have the same number of senses and the same 

granularity of sense distinctions, it should have a one-to-one mapping. If, on the other 

hand, there are different numbers of senses in the inventories, one might assume that each 

sense is equally complex. Thus, one could expect that the senses in both inventories 

would, more often than not, get mapped evenly. Furthermore, given the state-of-the-art, it 

is clear that WSD output is going to be noisy, so an alignment based on WSD is going to 

have incorrect links. The question is then which links will be incorrect? One hypothesis 

to consider is that a sense with too many links likely has at least one of them wrong. In 

the present study, this means that the COBUILD sense with too many WordNet links is 

likely to have some of them wrong.10 For instance, for a word with six WordNet senses 

and three COBUILD senses, if one of COBUILD senses has four links mapped from 

WordNet senses, some links may be wrong.  

     Looking ahead to the dataset obtained in this study (see section 4.5.1)11, one can see 

this to generally be the case. From the initial alignments for nine words12 (i.e., area, 

community, indicate, involve, job, policy, process, require, section), all COBUILD senses 

                                                
10 The other way (i.e., WordNet sense have more than one links to CB sense) cannot be acceptable, given 
the assumptions (see section 4.4.1.). 
11 This analysis was actually carried out after performing WSA experiments. 
12  These nine words were selected to evaluate WSA system (see section 4.5.1.2)  
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which have more links from the WordNet senses than the average13 WordNet links per 

COBUILD sense were compared with human mapping scores (section 4.5), as shown in 

Table 4.1.  

 

Word &  
# of senses  

Aver-
age 

Initial alignments based on WSD (SR::AW) Human scores 
for mapping 
between c-w 

Alignment  COBUILD(c) having more 
links than average 

area  
(w6, c6)   

1 (0,1,1,1,1,2) 
 
c4 – w2, w6 (c4,w2)    -0.455 

(c4,w6)    -0.143 
community 
(w6, c3) 

2 (1,2,3) 
 

c2 – w2, w3, w4 (c2,w2)    0.000 
(c2,w3)    0.636 
(c2,w4)    0.286 

involve 
(w7, c5) 

2 (1,1,1,2,2) 
 

  

policy 
(w3,c3) 

1 (1,1,1) 
 

  

section 
(w14, c3)  

5 (0,5,9) 
 

c1- w2, w3, w5, w7, w8, w9,  
      w12, w13, w14 

(c1,w2)    0.227 
(c1,w3)    0.643 
(c1,w5)    -0.063 
(c1,w7)    0.000 
(c1,w8)    -0.154 
(c1,w9)    0.591 
(c1,w1)    0.625 
(c1,w13)  0.143 
(c1,w14)  -0.111 

indicate 
(w5, c6) 

1 (0,0,0,1,2,2) 
 

c2 – w1, w4 
c6 – w3, w5 

(c2,w1)    -0.071 
(c2,w4)    -0.182 
 
(c6,w3)    -0.036 
(c6,w5)    -0.429 

job 
(w12, c5) 

3 (1,2,2,3,4) 
 

c5 – w1, w8, w9, w10 (c5,w1)    -0.667 
(c5,w8)    -0.833 
(c5,w9)    -0.875 
(c5,w10)  -0.857 

     

                                                
13 The average of links is rounded up from the actual average (e.g., average = 1.4  2), so as to more 
properly count what it means to have “too many” links. 
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process 
(w6, c2) 

3 (2,4) 
 

c1 – w1, w2, w3, w4 (c1,w1)    1.00 
(c1,w2)    -0.143 
(c1,w3)    -0.5 
(c1,w4)    -0.231 

require 
(w4, c2) 

2 (1,3) 
 

c2 – w1, w2, w3 (c2,w1)    0.083 
(c2,w2)    0.875 
(c2,w3)    0.786 

* incorrect alignments by human judgments are noted in bold 
 

Table 4.1. Comparisons between initial alignment and human mapping, showing  
the COBUILD (c) senses which have more WordNet (w) links than the average 

  

     As shown in Table 4.1, eight COBUILD senses have more WordNet links than the 

average WordNet links per COBUILD sense (area-c4, community-c2, section-c1, 

indicate-c2 and c6, job-c5, process-c1, require-c2). Comparing them to human mappings, 

most links between WordNet and COBUILD show negative scores, where higher scores 

indicate greater confidence in the link (see section 4.5.2). In seven out of eight cases, at 

least one link is clearly wrong, and in the eighth case (require), one of the links is 

extremely weak (c2, w1), with a score of 0.083. This indicates those links are wrong and 

need to be revised (i.e., those WordNet senses need to be mapped to other COBUILD 

senses). This evidence confirms that when there are COBUILD senses having more links 

from WordNet than the average WordNet links per COBUILD sense, some of those links 

are highly likely to be wrong and need to be revised. This may suggest that links should 

be revised towards flatness, because a weak link to a “popular” COBUILD sense needs to 

be linked elsewhere, because one of the links from the COBUILD sense which has more 

links may be re-mapped to a COBUILD sense which has less links. 

     Additionally, the alignment structures of nine words judged by humans (section 4.5) 

can be analyzed in terms of their flatness, as shown in Table 4.2. For the analysis, how 
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much each of alignment is deviated from the flattest is first measured. Then the flatness 

between the system-initial alignment and human alignment is compared.  

 

word Initial alignment  flatness Human alignment 

type deviation type deviation 

area  (0,1,1,1,1,2) σ=0.577 = (0,1,1,1,1,2) σ=0.577 

community (1,2,3) σ=0.817 = (1,2,3) σ=0.817 

involve (1,1,1,2,2) σ=0.490 > (0,1,1,2,3) σ=1.020 

policy (1,1,1) σ=0.0 > (0,1,2) σ=0.817 

section (0,5,9) σ=3.682 > (1,3,10) σ=3.859 

indicate (0,0,0,1,2,2) σ=0.898 < (0,0,1,1,1,2) σ=0.687 

job (1,2,2,3,4) σ=1.020 < (2,2,2,3,3) σ=0.490 

process (2,4) σ=1.0 < (3,3) σ=0.0 

require (1,3) σ=1.0 < (2,2) σ=0.0 

*deviation shows how far off an alignment is from the flattest alignment 
 

Table 4.2. Comparisons of flatness between initial alignment and human alignment 
 

     As shown in Table 4.2, the system-initial alignment and the human alignment show 

similar flatness for two words (e.g., area, community) in terms of alignment structure, 

while system-initial alignment and the human alignment show differences for the rest of 

the seven words. For the seven words, although it is a small difference (i.e., three words 

vs. four words out of the nine words), the human alignment shows more flatter alignment 

structures (e.g., indicate, job, process, require). Furthermore, looking just at the human 

alignments, one can see that the deviation is generally less than 1, with exception of 
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section and more minor exception of involve. In other words, although the distributions 

are not entirely flat, they are not very skewed either. This analysis suggests that the flat 

alignment structure would be more likely to be the correct alignment.       

     From these pieces of empirical evidence, this research found that the system-initial 

alignments from WSD output may need to be revised toward flatter structures. 

Accordingly, formula (5) needs to be updated with a new quantity, 𝑝 𝐴! , which reflects 

the flatness of the alignment structure, as in (9).   

 

(9)    𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝(𝐴)   

         = 𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝 𝐴! 𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏)          

         = 𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝(𝐴!) 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!)!,! ∈!  

 

 As shown in (9), the maximal probability is computed by 𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) and 𝑝(𝐴!), 

where,   𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) is the probability of the set of links and 𝑝(𝐴!) is the probability of the 

alignment structure. These can be seen explicitly in Figure 4.6. 

 

wn1  cb1 

wn2   

wn3  cb2 

                                                                                         𝑝(𝐴!)  

                𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) 

Figure 4.6.  𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏) and 𝑝(𝐴!) for a given alignment 
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     The value of 𝑝(𝐴!) cannot be calculated directly, as this would require knowing the 

prior probability of alignment structures. Based on the empirical evidences discussed 

earlier, an idea of estimating 𝑝 𝐴!  starts from the following heuristic-based mechanism: 

Maximize ‘flat’ alignment 

      Minimize ‘skewed’ alignment 

The mechanism is designed to give more weight to flat alignments and less weight to 

skewed alignments; alignments which are flatter have higher values. How to estimate 

𝑝 𝐴!  is discussed in the following section. 

 

4.4.4 Calculating probability of alignment structures      

     According to the heuristic of this study (4.4.3), the results in (8) (i.e., the more skewed 

alignment, A1 have higher probability than the flatter alignment, A2) is the reverse. In 

that case, the probability of alignment structure, 𝑝 𝐴!  would be useful in getting the 

results such that the flatter alignment gets a higher value, assigning this is correct. 

    Accordingly, in the present approach, 𝑝(𝐴!) is estimated by measuring how far off a 

particular alignment is from a flat alignment. What the method estimates is not strictly an 

empirical probability distribution, in that it does not derive from the measurement of a 

random variable. It is a metric; as it meets certain formal properties (e.g., a value for each 

alignment structure is between 0 and 1 and the sum of all possible alignment structures is 

1), this method is used to approximate the empirical probability distribution. 

     Then, how is the flatness of the alignment structure defined? With the number of 

WordNet and COBUILD senses, the total number of links is equal to the number of WN 

senses by the assumption that each WordNet sense maps to only one COBUILD sense 
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(see section 4.4.1). So the approach calculates the mean number of links (µ) each 

COBUILD sense has. If there are three COBUILD senses mapping to five WordNet 

senses, for example, the mean number of links is 5/3; on average each COBUILD sense 

has 1.67 links. 

 

AS1={0,0,5}   AS2={0,1,4}     AS3={0,2,3}     AS4={1,1,3}     AS5={1,2,2} 

wn cb     wn   cb     wn     cb     wn     cb         wn     cb 

1  1    1    1      1      1      1      1      1      1 
2     2       2       2       2   
3  2    3    2      3      2      3      2      3      2 
4     4       4       4       4  
5  3    5    3      5      3      5       3      5      3 
 

Figure 4.7. All possible alignment structure types  
given five wn senses and three cb senses and one example for each type 

 

     To be flatter, the alignment should be closer to this mean. In the next step, then, the 

algorithm finds all possible alignment structure types (i.e., the distribution of the number 

of links for each COBUILD sense). To continue the example, the system has the 

following alignment types: {0,0,5}, {0,1,4}, {0,2,3}, {1,1,3}, and {1,2,2} as shown in 

Figure 4.7. Taking {1,1,3}, for instance, one cb sense has 1 link, another has one link, 

and a third has three links.  

     For each type, it does not matter which COBUILD sense has a particular number of 

links. Thus, {1,1,3}, {1,3,1}, or {3,1,1} are, for example, all the same in terms of a 

structure type as shown in Figure 4.8. Likewise, those shown in Figure 4.7 are one 

representative example for each type. 
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     {1,1,3}        {1,3,1}   {3,1,1} 

    wn     cb   wn     cb  wn        cb  

     1      1    1      1    1      1  
     2     2     2 
     3      2    3         2    3       2    
     4     4     4   
            5      3    5       3    5      3  
 

Figure 4.8. The same alignment structure type AS4 

 

     To measure how far off each alignment type is, the deviation from the flattest 

alignment is estimated for each alignment type14. For {1,1,3}, for example, the deviation 

from the flattest is 1.26, and the most deviated from the flattest (i.e., skewed distribution), 

{0,0,5}, has the deviation of 3.16. To obtain probabilities, the system first converts these 

deviations to counts, as in (9), where each deviation is subtracted from the highest 

deviation (i.e., most skewed alignment (e.g., AS1={0,0,5})). The reason for subtracting 

each deviation from the most skewed one is that the most skewed alignment has the 

highest deviation, which has to be least weighted in terms of the flatness. Formula (9) 

applies when there are two or more COBUILD senses. When there is only one, c(ASi) = 

c(AS1) = 1. The λ term allows the system to assign some non-zero count to AS1. For 

simplicity, in the present study, λ = 0 is first used for the experiments, which rules out the 

most skewed alignment. Then λ = 1 is tried to assign non-zero count to the most skewed 

alignment.  

 

 

                                                
14 standard deviations (σ) are simply used for estimating the deviation. 
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(9) 𝑐 𝐴!" =   𝜎 𝐴!! +   𝜆 −   𝜎(𝐴!") 

(10) 𝑝 𝐴!" ≈    !(!!")
!(!!")!

 

 

     The probability is then estimated in the usual way, as in (10). Values for each different 

alignment type in the example are given in Table 4.3. 

 

  λ = 1 λ = 0 
AS1 = {0,0,5} σ(AS1)=3.16 c(AS1)=1.00 p(AS1)=0.08 c(AS1)=0.00 p(AS1)=0.00 

AS2 = {0,1,4} σ(AS2)=2.28 c(AS2)=1.88 p(AS2)=0.16 c(AS2)=0.88 p(AS2)=0.13 

AS3 = {0,2,3} σ(AS3)=1.67 c(AS3)=2.49 p(AS3)=0.21 c(AS3)=1.49 p(AS3)=0.22 

AS4 = {1,1,3} σ(AS4)=1.26 c(AS4)=2.90 p(AS4)=0.25 c(AS4)=1.90 p(AS4)=0.28 

AS5 = {1,2,2} σ(AS5)=0.63 c(AS5)=3.53 p(AS5)=0.30 c(AS5)=2.53 p(AS5)=0.37 

 
Table 4.3. The various values used in calculating probabilities for alignment types  

 

 Continuing from the example in (8) for computing 𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝 𝐴! 𝑝 𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏 , 

𝑝(𝐴!) is now estimated as shown in (11) and added to the quantity of 𝑝 𝑤𝑛! 𝑐𝑏!!,! ∈!  

calculated in (9), shown in (12). 

 

 (11) With four senses of WordNet and two senses of COBUILD, 

  a. WordNet links per COBUILD sense  2.0 

  b. alignment type  [(0,4), (1,3), (2,2)], where the two datapoints in each   

     parenthesis stands for COBUILD senses, and the number for each datapoint is  

            the number of WordNet senses linked to the COBUILD sense (e.g., (1,3)  

      means one COBUILD sense has one WordNet sense mapped and one  

               COBUILD sense has three WordNet senses mapped) 
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  c. Score for each alignment type 

   c.1. measure deviations for each alignment type 

         =  {(1,3): 1.0, (2,2): 0.0, (0,4): 2.0}  most deviated = 2.0 

   c.2. put more weights on the less deviated type from the flattest 

         (i.e., highest deviation – each deviation)  

                = {(1,3): 1.0, (2,2): 2.0, (0,4): 0.0}  

    sum of scores = 3.0 

  e. Estimate proportion of each alignment type (i.e., normalization (=score/sum)) 

      = {(1,3): 0.33, (2,2): 0.67, (0,4): 0.0} 

   𝑝(𝐴!") = {(1,3): 0.33, (2,2): 0.67, (0,4): 0.0} 

 

     According to 𝑝(𝐴!") in (11), the alignment type of A1 and A2 in (8) is (1,3) and (2,2) 

respectively and thus 𝑝(𝐴!!) is 0.33 and  𝑝(𝐴!!) is 0.67. With 𝑝(𝐴!"), the computation of 

𝑚𝑎𝑥!∈!""#$"𝑝 𝐴! 𝑝 𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏  is shown in (12), thereby showing the best alignment 

between the two possible alignments is A2 with a higher probability.  

 

 (12) A1:     𝑝(𝐴!) 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!)!,! ∈!  

                              =  0.33*0.0042 

                   =  0.0014 

                  A2:       𝑝(𝐴!) 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!)!,! ∈!  

         =  0.67*0.0039 

                       =  0.0026 
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     Clearly, this is a heuristic-based way of calculating alignment probabilities and can be 

adjusted in the future. However, as one can note from the results (8) to (12), it does 

reward flatter alignments and penalize more skewed ones. The actual python code for 

computing 𝑝(𝐴!") is in Appendix B.  

 

4.4.5 Adjusting WSD output 

 As shown in the previous sections, WSA is performed on the WSD outputs by 

applying the probability of alignment structures 𝑝 𝐴! . This allows the system to revise 

links based on general patterns on alignment structures. That is, the links are revised by 

the quantity, 𝑝(𝐴!) . For example, the best alignment for require.v (when 𝑝(𝐴!)  is 

applied) is given in the right side of Figure 4.9, which is a flatter alignment and an 

alignment structure based on a WSD system output (left) provides a more skewed 

alignment. As one can note, the links are revised from the structure based on WSD output 

(treating 𝑝 𝐴!  as a uniform) to the structure after the WSA algorithm is applied 

(estimating 𝑝 𝐴! ), thereby becoming flatter.  

 

cb1     cb2   cb1     cb2 
 
  
 

wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4  wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4 
 

Figure 4.9. WSA based on WSD system output (left) and WSA when the WSA algorithm 

applied (right) for alignments for require.v (dashed line = revised link) 

 

     As shown in the example, the present approach biases alignments to be less skewed 

than they would be by only using p(wni|cbj). As addressed in section 4.4.3, favoring 
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flatter structures seems like a useful heuristic. Even when the alignment is not flat, such a 

re-consideration of the WSD output can be helpful. Consider Figure 4.10, where the 

correct alignment (left) is somewhat skewed, with COBUILD sense 1 aligning to three 

WordNet senses, while sense 2 aligns to only one. Interestingly, the WSD system output 

(middle) also has a skewed alignment, but for the wrong senses: sense 2 now has three 

links. 

 

cb1     cb2     cb3  cb1     cb2     cb3  cb1     cb2     cb3 
 
 
 

wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4 wn5 wn6  wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4 wn5 wn6  wn1 wn2 wn3 wn4 wn5 wn6 
 

Figure 4.10. Gold standard (left), initial alignment based on WSD system output(middle), 

and adjusted WSA applied with the flatness (right) for alignments for community.n 

 

     If the skewed links are incorrect, the hope is that system confidence for them is lower, 

and they are thus more amenable to adjustment. In this case, for instance, the link 

between COBUILD sense 2 and WordNet sense 2 is not very strong and by encouraging 

a flatter alignment (see section 4.3.2), COBUILD sense 3 is correctly re-aligned to this 

WordNet sense. This corrective measure works best, then, when: a) senses with many 

links are likely to have some be wrong; b) only minor adjustments are made (i.e., there 

needs to be good evidence to overturn an link); and c) correct links have competitive 

probabilities. Indeed, one benefit of examining 𝑝 𝐴!  as a source of information is that it 

could overcome limitations in the WSD systems by forcing them to reconsider other 

possibilities. 
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4.4.6 Sense alignment algorithm 

     Summing from previous sections (4.4.1 to 4.4.5), with the assumption (section 4.4.1) 

that each WordNet sense maps to one COBUILD sense, WSA is first performed on the 

basis of information from WSD outputs (i.e., initial alignments, section 4.4.2). Yet, the 

empirical evidence shows that the actual alignment structures are more flatted (section 

4.4.3). Thus, the initial alignments from WSD outputs are adjusted by the heuristic of this 

study, which favors flatter alignment structures (section 4.4.4 and section 4.4.5). The 

algorithm to automatically process WSA has been developed as introduced in the 

following. 

 

4.4.6.1 Basic WSA algorithm 

     The basic alignment algorithm works as follows (see the actual code in Appendix C):  

1. Obtain probability estimates for each pairing, p(wni , cbj). As mentioned in 

section 4.4.1, this is done by sense tagging the COBUILD examples to obtain 

p(wni|cbj).  

 

2. For each WordNet sense, assign its best COBUILD sense for an initial     

alignment A. Initially, 𝑝(𝐴!) is not applied.  

- p(wni , cbj) is used to estimate p(cbj|wni) and rank candidates, because of  

the equivalence given in (13). 

       (13) 𝑚𝑎𝑥! 𝑝!,! ∈! 𝑤𝑛! , 𝑐𝑏!  

                                           = 𝑚𝑎𝑥! 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!)!,! ∈!      

                                                   ∝ 𝑚𝑎𝑥! 𝑝(𝑐𝑏!|𝑤𝑛!)!,! ∈!            
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- If two COBUILD senses are tied, the system runs steps #3–#5 separate 

times, thereby considering all possible (tied) candidates. 

 

3. For each pair (wni , cbj)  in A, substitute every other COBUILD sense cbk to     

obtain a new alignment A’; calculate its probability, p(A’). 

- p(A’) is calculated as in (5). 

 

4. Select the single-best change from step #3, i.e., replace (wni , cbj) with (wni , 

cbk), provided that p(A’) ≥ p(A) and no other replacement provides a greater 

increase. 

- If the probability is unchanged, the system takes the flatter alignment, 

i.e., the newer one. (Given that p(wni|cbj) and p(wni|cbk) were originally 

different, this is unlikely.) 

 

5. Repeat steps #3 and #4 until no change is made, producing a final revised 

alignment 

 

     If multiple alignments have an equal probability upon completion of the algorithm or 

its various runs (see note on ties in step #2), the system randomly selects one. 

 

     The algorithm above is designed to give us the best set of COBUILD senses, given a 

set of WN senses, so as to be able to map from WN to COBUILD. 
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     Steps 1 and 2 find the best COBUILD sense for each WN one, ignoring the overall 

alignment structure (i.e., simply using WSD output); the rest of the steps take the 

alignment structure (𝑝(𝐴!)) into account.  

     In steps 3 and 4, the system iteratively finds a better alignment, by checking whether 

each WN sense could change its link to result in an overall better alignment, thereby also 

preserving the assumption that a WN sense maps to one COBUILD sense. The 

substitutions which succeed are the ones which result in a flatter alignment (see section 

4.4.3). With the heuristic of giving more weight on the flatter alignment, in step 4, the 

system verifies that the change is the best change at that iteration and that the overall 

alignment probability increases.  

     The system repeats steps 3 and 4 until no change is made, indicating that the 

probability p(A’) does not go up (=maximum) and thus is the final revised alignment 

(step 5). The system considers every possible change of each wn’s link from one cb to 

one of other possible cbs at a given iteration, so 𝑝(𝐴!) fluctuates based only on the link 

patterns. Accordingly, a better p(wni|cbj) probability is preferred over a lower probability 

with the same type of alignment (e.g., the same flat alignment) to be a better overall 

alignment. In that way, the system keeps updating the best alignment with the alignment 

of the maximum probability in steps 3 and 4. Therefore, if a change makes the alignment 

worse, no further change could improve over what it had been.  

 

4.4.6.2 Complexity  

     Briefly examining algorithm complexity, let m and n be the number of WordNet and 

COBUILD senses, respectively, for an alignment. In the first two steps of the algorithm 
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(section 4.4.2.1), the system looks at an m × n matrix of senses and picks the m best links, 

giving O(mn). In steps #3 and #4, the system loops over m sense pairs, substituting no 

more than n-1 COBUILD senses for each one, again O(mn). This is done until no more 

changes are possible.  

     Considering that once the system makes a change for a particular WordNet sense’s 

link, the system does not change it again: once (wni , cbj) is replaced by (wni , cbk), the 

system does not change the link for wni again. If the system were to change the link 

again, it would be to a different cbl, which would have either the same alignment with a 

lower p(wni , cbl) or a less likely alignment structure. Thus, the system should not make 

more changes than the number of links in the alignment, i.e., m. 

     Thus, the O(mn) algorithm is run no more than m times, giving an overall complexity 

of O(m2n). With fewer than 100 senses in either inventory (and generally much fewer) for 

a given word, this is minimal. In the worst case, in step #2, every WordNet sense is tied 

among every COBUILD sense, requiring the algorithm to try all mn combinations in the 

subsequent steps, giving a worst-case of O(m3n2). If in practice there are few ties, the 

expected case would be closer to O(m2n). 

 

4.5 Evaluation 

 In the present study, the upper bound on automatic WSA accuracy was investigated by 

testing human accuracy. This study has obtained a small set of gold alignments (nine 

words of varying polysemy15), based on pooling judgments from semi-experts (i.e. 

linguistics students and faculty). Section 4.5.1 describes details of how to obtain the 

evaluation data for this research and the characteristics of the evaluation data are outlined 
                                                
15 area.n, community.n, indicate.v, involve.v, job.n, policy.n, process.v, require.v, section.n 
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in section 4.5.2. Section 4.5.2 finally presents how to evaluate the system outputs and 

discuss its results.   

 

4.5.1 Obtaining the evaluation data  

4.5.1.1 Pooling semi-experts 

     Developing a gold standard with expert annotators can be costly. An alternative for 

annotation for various NLP tasks is to collect non-expert annotations, i.e., crowdsourcing 

(Madnani et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009; Snow et al., 2008). However, the task of 

assigning sense mappings may be more challenging to most non-experts, especially when 

they would require deeper linguistic knowledge to do so. Therefore, in this study, the 

strategy of collecting judgments from semi-experts, namely (computational) linguistics 

faculty and students was pursued (cf. Muhonen and Purtonen, 2011). By surveying 

linguistics faculty and graduate students to align word senses, people who have at least a 

basic knowledge of semantics are targeted. No costs are incurred in the present study, as 

participants are volunteers, and thereby the crowdsourcing problem of obtaining noisy 

answers (Laws et al., 2011) is mitigated, while at the same time being able to gather a 

number of annotators for a given sense16. 

     One limitation is the smaller potential pool of respondents than with crowdsourcing, 

and thereby more strictly limiting the amount of data that can be gathered. As an 

experiment into how resources align, however, the method is straightforward.  

 

 

                                                
16 More annotators can of course reduce any idiosyncrasies arising from one person’s data; see, for example, 
the discussion in (Erk and McCarthy, 2009). 
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4.5.1.2 Word selection  

     The basic words from the Academic Word List (AWL) are considered as a starting 

point. The AWL consists of 570 word families occurring most frequently over a range of 

academic texts, namely over 100 times in a 3.5 million word academic corpus17. These 

word families are indexed by a particular head word, e.g., interpret heads a list containing 

interprets, interpreter, interpretation, etc. Students who master the AWL thus greatly 

expand their vocabulary usage.  

     For the study, the words with at least 3 WordNet (WN) senses are selected, in order to 

obtain enough complexity to get a grasp on the general properties of alignment. Then 

three types of words are picked, representing a range of different COBUILD (CB) senses: 

1) less senses than in WordNet; 2) (roughly) the same number of senses; and 3) more 

senses18. This gives different degrees of alignment skewedness, increasing the chances of 

seeing both zero/null mappings (i.e., where a sense in one inventory maps to nothing in 

the other) and multiple mappings. Despite being a small set, this break-down to some 

extent allows the present study to get a handle on word alignment across a diverse set of 

cases (cf. (Meyer and Gurevych, 2011)), just as Erk and McCarthy (2009) use eight 

lemmas to evaluate graded word sense assignment19. The nine selected words are in 

Table 4.4. In total, there are 63 WordNet and 35 COBUILD senses, incorporating both 

nouns and verbs (see Appendix D, for definitions and examples of the nine words in WN 

and CB). 

 

                                                
17 http://www.victoria.ac.nz 
18 We only have one instance of this (indicate.v); in general, COBUILD is less fine-grained than WordNet. 
19 In the future, one can ensure selection across further criteria, including the so-called Unique Beginner of 
a word and location within the WordNet taxonomy (Niemann and Gurevych, 2011). 
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 Word WN CB 

 

Balanced 

area.n 

indicate.v 

policy.n 

6 

5 

3 

6 

6 

3 

 

 

Skewed 

community.n 

involve.v 

job.n 

process.v 

require.v 

section.n 

6 

7 

12 

6 

4 

14 

3 

5 

4 

2 

2 

3 

 

Table 4.4. Words selected for the present experiment,  

including number of senses in each inventory 

 

 

4.5.1.3 Survey design 

     Taking the 63 WordNet senses, the study consists of seven individual surveys with 

nine multiple-choice questions each. Each question is a WordNet sense, and the nine 

different words are distributed across the surveys. The question choices consist of all the 

COBUILD senses of a word (with examples), as in Figure 4.11. Each question includes 

examples of the sense; adding examples to the definition helps participants to more 

readily understand the sense. As shown, there are four options for each choice: same 

meaning, related meaning, no relation, and unable to determine. The last category is 

important, as it allows one to see how often participants had extreme difficulty in making 

a decision. 
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Figure 4.11. Question and Choices 

 

     In the present study, subdividing related meaning into specific cases, such as 

hyponymy was considered at first, but it was kept simple to reduce cognitive load. 

Furthermore, excluding related meaning was also considered, so as to be a better model 

of a yes/no judgment task; however, this seemed not to match the author’s own intuitions 

about the nature of the alignments, namely that they may be gradable (Erk and McCarthy, 

2009; Erk et al., 2009) or may contain non-exact similarities (Meyer and Gurevych, 

2011). 

     The WordNet sense is used as the question and the COBUILD senses as choices since 

this study is ultimately interested in working in this direction, i.e., from a WordNet based 

WSD system to COBUILD examples. In addition, presenting senses in a dictionary 

format (i.e. as definitions) is based on the purpose of the current study, in which the 

system tries to map sense definitions between dictionaries. 

     The final question of every survey is a question about participant confidence for all 

questions, using a Likert scale from 1 to 5, as shown in Figure 4.12. In addition to the 

unable to determine category, this helps to determine annotator ability and reliability for 

semi-experts. 
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Figure 4.12. Confidence Scale 

 

     The surveys were administered to Linguistics faculty and students in the Departments 

of Linguistics and related fields at Georgetown University and Indiana University. 

Volunteers completed and anonymously submitted the surveys online. The surveys were 

administered via a free web service (http://www.surveymonkey.com/). While this makes 

implementing such experiments feasible for research in almost any context, there are 

distinct limitations, such as not being able to track the same user across different surveys. 

 

4.5.2 Evaluation data 

4.5.2.1 Overview 

     Before delving into detailed evaluation, an example set of responses can be shown as 

in Table 4.5. This is for the first WordNet sense (W1) of the noun section, which has 

three possible corresponding COBUILD senses. Responses indicate that sense 2 (C2) is a 

favorite, but C1 is also likely; C3 is divided, leaning towards not related. 
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section (n) : a self-contained part of 

a larger composition ... 

Same 

meaning 

Related 

meaning 

Unable to 

determine 

No 

relation 

C1. A section of something is one of 

the parts into which it is divided ... 

38.5% (5) 53.8% (7) 7.7% (1) 0.0% (0) 

C2. A section of an official 

document ... is one of the parts into 

which it is divided ... 

76.9% (10) 15.4% (2) 0.0% (0) 7.7% (1) 

 

C3. A section is a diagram of 

something such as a building ... 

0.0% (0) 38.5% (5) 7.7% (1) 53.8% (7) 

 

 

Table 4.5. Response Analysis for one WordNet sense of section.n 

 

     This variability is typical of the responses, as one can see in Figure 4.13, where the 

counts for each type of response for each word are summed up in the present approach. 

One can also see the differing numbers of annotators in this graph, with job.n, for 

example, receiving more responses than policy.n in the present experiment. For a word 

like job.n, the number of responses for no relation predominates, but for community.n, 

there are more related meaning instances. Most notably, as with the study in Erk et al. 

(2009), respondents are clearly using not just the extreme categories (same/different), but 

are making great use of the related meaning category. Indeed, in total, no relation was 

the most popular answer (866 responses), followed closely by related meaning (828) and 

then same meaning (472); Unable to determine (146) was the least popular choice, but 

still accounted for 6.3% of the responses. This not only supports the author’s intuition 

that sense mapping is not so simple as to be divided into yes or no but it also provides 

convincing evidence for the findings of previous studies in that sense may be gradable 

(Erk and McCarthy, 2009; Erk et al., 2009) or may even contain non-exact similarities 
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(Meyer and Gurevych, 2011). 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Number of times each answer was used for every word 

 

     Turning to how well respondents agreed on their answers, when Fleiss’ kappa is 

calculated to test inter-annotator agreement, a value of 0.18 is obtained; according to 

Landis and Koch (1977), this is only a “slight” agreement. This lack of agreement is not 

surprising if one looks at the participants’ confidence, as in Table 4.6. Around 50% of 

WordNet senses result in confidence scores of 3 or below. One has to note that the 

alignment task is tough for even human. Meyer and Gurevych (2011) also noted the 

difficulty of the alignment task to human annotators; even two most skilled annotators 

showed an agreement of .80 in their alignment task between WordNet and Wiktionary, 

comparing their agreement in the alignment task between WordNet and Wikipedia.      

 
1 2 3 4 5 
0.21 0.97 1.98 1.63 1.70 

 
Table 4.6. Average number of responses for each point on the confidence scale  

(1=not confident, 5 = very confident) 
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     Part of the difficulty seems to lie in the fact that within each inventory, senses are 

related in complicated ways, sometimes causing confusion for annotators in mapping 

between them. For community.n, for example, the three COBUILD senses are: 

 

C1. The community is all the people who live in a particular area or place 

C2. A particular community is a group of people who are similar in some way 

C3. Community is friendship between different people or groups, and a sense of   

       having something in common 

 

When asked to align the WordNet sense of common ownership, then this property can cut 

across all three definitions, but seems to be describing a different way at looking at 

community completely. 

     Given the lack of agreement, an immediate question is: can these results be used to 

evaluate WSA systems? One answer is that the results should be used as weighted scores. 

That is, when evaluating measures such as precision and recall, instead of counting C2, 

for example, as a totally correct alignment for W1 of section.n (cf. Table 4.5), it counts as 

.769 of a correct alignment. One can see Madnani et al. (2011) for such a proposal using 

binary crowdsourced data, and Erk and McCarthy (2009) for different measurements 

related to graded word senses. 

     An alternative is to seek whether this approach can obtain higher confidence in the 

way that the classes are used. To address this, the calculations are adjusted by removing 

the unable to determine cases and combining the same and related meanings. This 

reflects the fact that one may want to group them together for particular alignment uses; 
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this gives a kappa of 0.24 (“fair” agreement). Again, the low agreement is not terribly 

surprising, given the low confidence reported earlier, and it can indicate at least one of 

two things: 1) the task was not clear, or 2) these particular sense inventories are difficult 

to align.  

 

4.5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics 

     The responses are converted into scores for evaluation, in order to quantify to what 

extent—according to the various annotators—the senses from the two inventories express 

the same meaning. Specifically, a weight of 1 is assigned for same meaning, -1 for no 

relation, and 0 for unable to determine; thus higher scores indicate a greater degree of 

“sameness20.” For related meaning, the system is tested with different weights (α)—1, 

0.5, and 0—reflecting differing degrees of their contribution towards a correct alignment. 

For example, for the W1-C1 mapping in Table 4.5, the system generates: 5+7*1+0 = 12, 

5+7*0.5+0 = 8.5, and 5+7*0+0 = 5, respectively. 

     Participants were not required to complete all surveys, so the number of responses per 

survey is different. Thus, the scores are normalized by the number of respondents: in this 

case, with α = 0.5, the score for W1-C1 is 8.5/13 = 0.65. For example, normalized scores 

for involve.v are in Table 4.7 (see Appendix E, for scores of all nine words). The closer to 

1 the score is, the greater the strength in aligning those senses. 

 

 

                                                
20 One could also use normalized judgment scores as in (Erk and McCarthy, 2009). In the current context, 
this means: same=2, related=1, none=0, and normalized score = score/2. Instead of ranging from -1 to 1, it 
ranges from 0 to 1, but shares the same basic intuition, especially for when α = 0, putting related meaning 
exactly halfway between the others. 
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 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

W1 0.08 0.50 0.33 0.08 0.25 

W2 -0.06 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.13 

W3 1.00 -0.14 -0.29 -0.14 -0.43 

W4 0.61 -0.11 -0.44 -0.06 -0.39 

W5 0.89 0.68 0.25 0.36 -0.07 

W6 -0.46 0.23 0.23 0.41 -0.32 

W7 -0.57 -0.14 0.29 -0.21 0.00 

 

Table 4.7. Scores for involve.v (α = 0.5) 

 

     Using the scores, the present approach performs two ways of counting different cases 

as correct alignments, namely counting: 1) all positive scores (unshaded cells of Table 

4.7); or 2) only the top positive score for each WordNet sense (i.e., the highest score 

reading across a row in bold). The second method, which is referred to as top positive, 

matches the assumption of having only one link for each WordNet sense. A graded 

notion of what counts as correct to calculate precision and recall could also be explored 

(Erk and McCarthy, 2009). In the present study, however, the WSA system is used on its 

own as a categorical one, returning yes or no for each alignment link, so a categorical 

evaluation is used.  

     With the present purpose, after defining a set of correct alignments by categorical 

decisions (i.e., yes/no), precision and recall of alignments are calculated in the usual way. 

Precision is the number of correct links divided by the number of guessed, and recall 

divides by the number of links in the gold alignment. Given that false mappings can lead 

learners astray, precision is generally more of a concern in the present study.  
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4.5.3 Evaluating WSA system 

     The system is evaluated in three different ways: (1) by comparing the performance of 

the WSA system with and without accounting for the flatness of alignment structure, (2) 

by weighting related meaning (i.e. α) differently, and (3) by expanding the evaluation 

data to the 20 words21. 

 

4.5.3.1 Counting flatness of alignment structure 

     In order to explore how much improvement is achieved from the initial alignment 

based on WSD output to the adjusted alignment by counting the alignment structure, each 

of the WSD systems are evaluated by comparing precision and recall over the nine words 

by (1) running the WSD systems and taking the top COBUILD sense for each WordNet 

sense (WSD) (= the initial alignment) and (2) after running word sense alignment (WSA) 

with counting the probability of the alignment structures (= the adjusted alignment). 

Precision and recall are computed by different gold alignments (i.e., all positive, top 

positive). For example, with related meaning counted as half of the same meaning (i.e. 

α=0.5), the table of mapping scores between WordNet and COBUILD is generated as 

shown in Table 4.7 in the previous section. When the gold alignments are set by all 

positive scores between the WordNet and COBUILD mapping (unshaded cells of Table 

4.7), the precision for involve.v is 0.57; with the system outputs, {(W1, C1), (W2, C2), 

(W3, C3), (W4, C5), (W5, C1), (W6, C2), (W7, C4)}, the correct matches are {(W1, C1), 

(W2, C2), (W5, C1), (W6, C2)} and thus the precision is 4/7 = 0.57. For recall, the gold 

alignments are 19 mappings (19 positive scores in Table 4.7) and thus the recall is 4/19 = 

                                                
21 resilient.a, expenditure.n, mend.v, unveil.v, sector.n, chain.n, conscience.n, cradle.n, outfit.n, agitate.v, 
fatigue.n, obedience.n, trivial.a, deliberately.r, aspect.n, banish.v, resist.v, indicate.v, alternate.a, trigger.v 
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0.21. When the gold alignments are set by top positive scores for each WordNet sense 

over COBUILD senses (i.e., the highest score reading across a row in bold), the precision 

for involve.v is 0.29; with the same outputs of the system, the correct matches are {(W2, 

C2), (W5, C1)}, and thus the precision is 2/7 = 0.29. For the recall, the gold alignments 

are seven mappings (seven top scores for each WordNet sense in Table 4.7) and thus the 

recall is 4/7 = 0.29. The following Table 4.8 shows the evaluation results based on 

human gold standard (e.g., top positive) with counting related meaning as half of the 

same meaning (i.e. α=0.5). Table 4.8 also shows how the alignment structure becomes 

flatter from the initial alignment to adjusted alignment.  

 

word Human alignment 

(top positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on SR::AW) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area         W                  C 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6  

(w1,c1),(w2,c6),(w3,c4), 

(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

        W                  C 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6  

(w1,c1),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 

(w4,c6), (w5,c2), (w6,c4) 

 

0.33 

 

0.33 

        W                  C 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

         6                    6 

(w1,c1),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 

(w4,c6), (w5,c2), (w6,c3) 

 

0.33 

 

0.33 

type  (0,1,1,1,1,2) (0,1,1,1,1,2) (1,1,1,1,1,1)  -- flatted 

commu-
nity 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3), (w5,c1), (w6,c1) 

         W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c3), (w6,c1)  
 

 
0.50 

 
0.50 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c3), (w6,c1)         
 

 
0.67 
  

 
0.67 
  

type (1,2,3)  (1,2,3) (2,2,2) -- flatted 
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word Human alignment Initial alignment P R Adjusted alignment P R 

indicate          W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

6 
 

(w1,c4),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1), (w5,c1) 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

6 
 

(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c6), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c6) 

 
0.20 

 
0.25 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

6 
 

(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c6) 

 
0.20 

 
0.25 

type (0,0,1,1,1,2) (0,0,0,1,2,2)   (0,1,1,1,1,1) -- flatted   

involve         W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6  
7  

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c4), (w7,c3) 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6  
7  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c5),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c2), (w7,c4) 

 
0.29 

 
0.29 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6  
7  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c5),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c2), (w7,c4) 

 
0.29 

 
0.29 

type (0,1,1,2,3) (1,1,1,2,2) (1,1,1,2,2) 

job         W                  C 
1 1 
2  
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  
7 4 
8  
9 5 
10  
11  
12  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c4),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c5), (w8,c5),(w9, c1) 
(w10,c2), (w11,c1), 
(w12, c2) 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2  
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  
7 4 
8  
9 5 
10  
11  
12  

 
 (w1,c5),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c1),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c3), (w8,c5),(w9, c5) 
(w10,c5), (w11,c3), 
(w12, c4) 

 
0.17 

 
0.22 

        W                  C 
1  1 
2  
3 2 
4  
5 3 
6  
7 4 
8  
9 5 
10  
11  
12  

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c1),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c3), (w8,c5),(w9, c1) 
(w10,c5), (w11,c3), 
(w12, c4) 

 
0.17 

 
0.22 

type (2,2,2,3,3) (1,2,2,3,4) (2,2,2,3,3) -- flatted 

policy         W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

  
(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c3) 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3) 

 
0.67 

 
0.67 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3) 

 
0.67 

 
0.67 

type (0,1,2) (1,1,1) (1,1,1)  
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word Human alignment Initial alignment P R Adjusted alignment P R 

process        W                  C 

1 1 

2   

3  

4 2 

5  

6  

 

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

        W                  C 

1 1 

2   

3  

4 2 

5  

6  

 

(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1), (w5,c2), (w6,c2) 

 

0.50 

 

0.50 

        W                  C 

1 1 

2   

3  

4 2 

5  

6  

 

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1), (w5,c2), (w6,c2) 

 

0.67

  

 

0.67 

  

type (3,3) (2,4) (3,3) -- flatted 

require         W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

 
0.75 

 
0.75 

        W                  C 
1 1 
2   
3 2 
4  

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

 
0.50 
 

 
0.50 
 

type (2,2) (1,3) (2,2) -- flatted 

section        W                  C 
1 1 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 2 
8  
9  
10  
11  
12  
13 3 
14  

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c3),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c1)(w11c1)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c3) 

       W                  C 
1 1 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 2 
8  
9  
10  
11  
12  
13 3 
14  

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c2), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c1),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c2)(w11c2)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c1) 

 
0.36 

 
0.42 

       W                  C 
1 1 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 2 
8  
9  
10  
11  
12  
13 3 
14  

 
 (w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c2), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c1),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c2)(w11c2)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c1) 

 
0.36 

 
0.42 

type (1,3,10) (0,5,9) (0,5,9) 

 

Table 4.8. Results of the initial alignment and adjusted alignment  

over nine words (α=0.5, gold standard = top positive; improvements in bold) 
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     As shown in 4.8, the adjusted alignment clearly shows more flatness, which manifests 

that the WSA algorithm does effectively function in reflecting the heuristic of favoring 

flatness. While most initial alignments are revised to be flatter, the precision is not 

improved as much as the alignments are flattened; two cases show improvement of its 

precision among six cases of being flattened. However, although the adjusted alignment 

shows small changes, it still gives a positive future that the heuristic of favoring flatter 

alignments has a potential to be enhanced. 

      The same method of comparing precision and recall over nine words is processed in 

the all positive evaluation (see Appendix E) and the other two WSD systems (i.e., SL, 

NB) are evaluated by the same method in the all positive and top positive evaluations 

(see Appendix F).  

    Accordingly now the three systems (i.e., SR::AW, SL, NB) are evaluated by 

comparing precision and recall average over the nine words. The results are in Table 4.9 

and Table 4.10. 

     As shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10., SenseRelate::AllWord (SR::AW) and Naïve 

Bayes (NB) systems show a mild improvement in both the AP and TP conditions from 

the initial alignments to the adjusted alignments, as shown in bold (Table 4.9 and Table 

4.10). While SenseLearner (SL) does not show improvement in the all positive evaluation 

(Table 4.9), the WSA algorithm does help it to find the best sense in the top positive 

evaluation (Table 4.10). Based on the alignment results (i.e., precision and recall) with 

counting 𝑝(𝐴!) (=adjusted alignment), F-score, the “harmonic mean” of precision and 

recall, is computed and among the three, SR::AW is presented as the best system to be a 

basis for WSA processing, with the highest F-scores in both the all positive and the top 
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positive conditions (i.e., 0.456 for the all positive, 0.436 for the top positive). 

 

 

Method 

initial alignment adjusted alignment 

P R P R F1 

SL 0.646 0.281 0.624 0.275 0.382 

SR::AW 0.583 0.349 0.607 0.365 0.456 

NB 0.545 0.23 0.601 0.259 0.362 

 

Table 4.9 Results of initial alignment and adjusted alignment  

over three WSD systems (SL, SR::AW, NB)  

(α=0.5, gold standard = all positive; improvements in bold) 

 

 

 

Method 

initial alignment adjusted alignment 

P R P R F1 

SL 0.339 0.282 0.344 0.294 0.317 

SR::AW 0.418 0.436 0.427 0.445 0.436 

NB 0.399 0.322 0.414 0.331 0.368 

 

Table 4.10. Results of initial alignment and adjusted alignment  

over three WSD systems (SL, SR::AW, NB)  

(α=0.5, gold standard = top positive; improvements in bold) 

 

     Shown in Table 4.10, from the top positive evaluation, around 40% of the mappings, 

in the present experiment, link each WordNet sense to its best corresponding COBUILD 
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sense, while with the all positive evaluation as shown in Table 4.9, around 60% point at 

least to a relevant sense. In passing, the higher precision of the all positive evaluation was 

noted, due to more possible senses to match. Although the changes are small, there is 

consistent improvement by counting 𝑝(𝐴!) to the WSD outputs. This is particularly 

promising, given that the heuristic of favoring flatter alignments has much the potential to 

be refined. 

     To better gauge the effect of applying the WSA algorithm, the number of WordNet 

senses mapped to COBUILD based on WSD outputs for the nine words is counted. As 

shown in Table 4.11, out of 63 WordNet senses in total, SL generates 44 WordNet senses 

mapped to COBUILD senses based on its WSD outputs, SR::AW generates all 63 

WordNet senses mapped to COBUILD senses, and NB, 44 WordNet senses mapped to 

COBUILD. Then, the number of link (mapping) changes proposed by counting 𝑝(𝐴!) is 

shown in Table 4.11. For example, from the initial alignment based on SR::AW WSD 

outputs (i.e., 63 links), eight links are changed by applying 𝑝(𝐴!) (i.e., 12.7%). As one 

can see, the system changes 6.8%–18.2% of the links by counting 𝑝(𝐴!), with the most 

changes coming for the Naive Bayes method—which was the least accurate to begin with 

and saw the greatest increase in accuracy. 

 

Method Links Changes 

SL 44 3 (6.8%) 

SR::AW 63   8 (12.7%) 

NB 44   8 (18.2%) 

 

Table 4.11. Number of link changes from the initial alignments  

to the adjusted alignments  
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4.5.3.2 Different weight on related meaning  

      This section shows how the system performs differently by different handling of 

related meaning. Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 show precision and recall of all nine words 

on the initial alignment based on SR::AW WSD outputs (Table 4.12) and the adjusted 

alignment by counting the probability of the alignment structures, 𝑝(𝐴!) (Table 4.13) 

respectively. Gold alignments are categorized into three by how related meaning (i.e. 

α=1, 0.5, or 0) is scored. For each different count of related meaning, precision and recall 

are computed by different gold alignments (i.e. all positive, top positive). The same 

method of computing precision and recall is processed for the other counting of related 

meaning (i.e. α= 1, or 0).   

     With α = 1, related senses are counted fully correct, meaning the system will match 

more, giving higher precision. As shown in Table 4.12 and Table 4.13, for example, for 

involve.v based on AP gold alignments, precision gets lower as related senses are counted 

less (i.e., with lower α); 0.71 with α =1, 0.57 with α = 0.5, and 0.29 with α =0. Likewise, 

exclusion of counting related meaning (i.e., α = 0) subsequently results in fewer 

alignments, producing generally higher recall. For example, for policy.n in Table 4.12 

and Table 4.13, recall gets higher as related senses are counted less; 0.38 with α =1, 0.43 

with α = 0.5, and 0.60 with α =0. 

     These tables (Table 4.12 and Table 4.13) also report the number of senses that do not 

align to the other inventory. As shown in the tables, the un-alignment between two 

inventories is generated more as related meaning is counted less. For example, when 

related meaning is not counted at all, 19 out of 63 WordNet senses are not aligned to 

COBUILD senses and six out of 35 COBUILD senses are not aligned to WordNet senses. 
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This makes sense considering the fact that less counting of related meaning gives fewer 

alignments.  

  

 

SR::AW 

α =1 α =0.5 α =0 

AP TP AP TP AP TP 

area.n P 

R 

0.67 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.17 0.17 

0.21 0.33 0.18 0.33 0.14 0.20 

community.n P 0.83 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 

R 0.38 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.57 0.60 

indicate.v P 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

R 0.16 0.25 0.09 0.25 0.14 0.25 

involve.v P 0.71 0.14 0.57 0.29 0.29 0.14 

R 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.18 0.17 

job.n P 0.42 0.25 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.08 

R 0.21 0.30 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.14 

policy.n P 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.67 

R 0.38 0.67 0.43 0.67 0.60 0.67 

process.n P 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

R 0.43 0.50 0.43 0.50 0.60 0.60 

require.v P 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 

R 0.50 0.75 0.57 0.75 0.60 0.75 

section.n P 0.86 0.50 0.64 0.36 0.43 0.21 

R 0.57 0.50 0.56 0.42 0.55 0.38 

un-aligned  

senses 

WN 4 5 8 8 19 19 

CB 0 6 0 5 2 6 

 
Table 4.12. Precision & recall of words from the initial alignment  

based on WSD (SR::AW) outputs  (AP=all positives, TP=top positive),  
plus the total number of un-aligned senses 
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WSA 

(based on SR::AW) 

α =1 α =0.5 α =0 

AP TP AP TP AP TP 

area.n P 

R 

0.67 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.17 0.17 

0.21 0.33 0.18 0.33 0.14 0.20 

community.n P 0.83 0.67  0.83  0.67  0.67 0.50 

R 0.38 0.67  0.56  0.67  0.57 0.60 

indicate.v P 0.60 0.20 0.40  0.20 0.40  0.20 

R 0.16 0.25 0.18  0.25 0.29  0.25 

involve.v P 0.71 0.14 0.57 0.29 0.29 0.14 

R 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.18 0.17 

job.n P 0.42 0.25 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.08 

R 0.21 0.30 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.14 

policy.n P 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.67 

R 0.38 0.67 0.43 0.67 0.60 0.67 

process.n P 0.67  0.67  0.67  0.67  0.67  0.67  

R 0.57  0.67  0.57  0.67  0.80  0.80  

require.v P 1.00 0.50  0.75  0.50  0.50  0.50  

R 0.50 0.50  0.43  0.50  0.40  0.50  

section.n P 0.86 0.50 0.57  0.36 0.43 0.21 

R 0.57 0.50 0.50  0.42 0.55 0.38 

un-aligned  

senses 

WN 4 5 8 8 19 19 

CB 0 6 0 5 2 6 

 
Table 4.13. Precision & recall of words from the adjusted alignment by counting 𝑝(𝐴!) 

(AP=all positives, TP=top positive),  
plus the total number of un-aligned senses 

 

     These results do not indicate the best evaluation. They simply illustrate how the 

treatment of related meaning affects the results. The all positive (AP), α = 1 evaluation, 

for instance, indicates how far off a system is from any correct answer, while, on the 
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other side of the spectrum, the top positive (TP), α = 0 evaluation indicates how well the 

best senses are being found. Those two cases would answer two different questions 

respectively; (1) is the current study leading learners astray or not? and (2) is the current 

study finding the best possible sense to show learners? To display sense-specific 

examples for learners, the present research will thus want evaluations across the spectrum 

to know how often learners will be presented with related examples, as opposed to exact 

matches.  

     Examining the results from Table 4.12 and Table 4.13, the results without (Table 4.12) 

and with (Table 4.13) counting the probability of the alignment structure, 𝑝(𝐴!), show 

that the system performance is improved from the initial alignments based on WSD 

outputs to the adjusted alignments by counting 𝑝(𝐴!), as presented by arrows in Table 

4.13. This indicates that there is promise in adjusting the output of the WSD systems, 

which is discussed earlier with Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. There is, however, one 

exception, require.v, which worsens its performance from WSD mapping to WSA 

mapping. It has two COBUILD senses and four WordNet senses; one COBUILD has one 

WordNet link and the other COBUILD sense has three WordNet links in the initial 

alignments based on WSD outputs, which is skewed. By revising the links in the WSA 

step to be flatter, one link from three links between COBUILD and WordNet is re-

mapped to the other COBUILD-WordNet link, resulting in two WordNet senses evenly 

mapped to two COBUILD senses respectively. However, the changed link is correct 

before changing and becomes incorrect after changing. Consequently, the performance 

gets worse. This seems to be caused by inappropriate WSD outputs. The re-mapped link 

between WordNet and COBUILD has a lower probability than others so that it is changed 
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while others are stuck to each other. This indicates that the WSA algorithm (i.e., 𝑝(𝐴!)) 

cannot improve the performance with incorrect WSD outputs, meaning that the accuracy 

of the WSD system is crucial. 

    The same evaluation with different α is conducted on WSA results based on the other 

two WSD systems (e.g. SL, NB) (see Appendix F, for detailed precision/recall of the 

adjusted alignment over nine words based on the other two WSD systems). Finally, the 

precision and recall average over nine words for their WSA results based on the three 

WSD systems are presented in Table 4.14. Those results are also graphically displayed in 

Figure 4.14. For example, the precision of SR::AW, when related meaning is fully 

counted, is 0.751 based on all positive gold alignments and 0.437 based on top positive 

gold alignments. Precision is computed by averaging all correspondent precision figures 

(graded figures) over the nine words in Table 4.13 (e.g., 0.751 = 

(0.67+0.83+0.60+0.71+0.42+1.00+0.67+1.00+0.86)/9). Other precision and recall scores 

are computed in the same way. 

 

WSA α =1 α =0.5 α =0 

AP TP AP TP AP TP 

SR::AW P 0.751 0.437 0.607 0.427 0.478 0.349 

 R 0.353 0.448 0.365 0.445 0.411 0.412 

SL P 0.730 0.391 0.624 0.344 0.441 0.344 

 R 0.253 0.323 0.275 0.294 0.295 0.342 

NB P 0.741 0.417 0.601 0.414 0.413 0.353 

 R 0.244 0.333 0.259 0.331 0.268 0.318 

Table 4.14. Precision & recall average over nine words processed by the WSA algorithm 

based on three different WSD systems (SR::AW; SL; NB)  

(AP=all positives, TP=top positive) 
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              Precision                                                              Recall 

Figure 4.14. Precision & recall average over nine words processed by WSA (AP) 

 

     As shown in Table 4.14 and Figure 4.14, one can find the same trend across WSA 

outputs based on different WSD systems; precision gets higher by higher α, whereas 

recall gets higher by lower α. Precision changes are relatively big by scores of related 

meaning while recall does not show a relatively steep change over scores of related 

meaning. These findings suggest that how much related meaning needs to be counted in 

gold alignments depends on the purpose of the study; if the study focuses more on the 

system accuracy, related meaning needs to be counted more. The value α =0.5 is used in 

this study as a compromise between counting related meaning as fully as same meaning 

and counting related meaning as no relation. 
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4.5.3.3 Evaluation of the system  

 As demonstrated in previous sections, the WSA system based on SR::AW WSD 

output shows a higher performance.  This WSD module is thus employed in the current 

system, which is examined by users (i.e., language learners) its role of assisting language 

learners in vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension (see Chapter 5).  

 The system performance is evaluated with 20 target words. The overall results of the 

initial alignment based on the WSD outputs and the adjusted alignments counting the 

probability of alignment structure, 𝑝(𝐴!), on those 20 words are presented in Table 4.15. 

The second column shows the WordNet sense generated by the WSD system (i.e. 

SR::AW). The third column presents the COBUILD sense mapped from the WordNet 

sense in the second column, generated by the initial alignment based on WSD outputs (= 

by taking the top COBUILD sense per each WordNet sense based on sense probability 

distribution generated by the WSD module, that is,  𝑚𝑎𝑥!𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏)). The fourth column 

displays the COBUILD sense corresponding to the WordNet sense (in the second 

column) by the adjusted alignments processed by applying 𝑝 𝐴!  (i.e., 

𝑚𝑎𝑥!𝑝 𝐴! 𝑝(𝑤𝑛, 𝑐𝑏)). The last column shows the gold COBUILD senses manually 

annotated by humans. In presenting WordNet and COBUILD senses in Table 4.15, w 

refers to WordNet and c refers to COBUILD, the number next to it represents its sense 

number, and a lower case alphabet letter in a parenthesis represents POS; for example, 

w_2 (a) means that the word is WordNet sense number 2 and an adjective.   
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word WSD  Initial alignment  Adjusted alignment  Human alignment 

resilient w_2 (a) c_1 (a) c_1 (a) c_1 (a) 

expenditure w_1 (n) c_2 (n) c_2 (n) c_1 (n) 

mend w_2 ((n))    No c for noun  c_1 ((v)) 

unveil w_2 ((n)) No c for noun  c_2 ((v)) 

sector w_4 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) c_2 (n) 

chain w_3 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) c_4 (n) 

conscience w_1 (n) c_2 (n) c_1 (n) n_3 

cradle w_1 (n) c_4 (n) c_4 (n) c_4 (n) 

outfit w_1 ((v)) c_1 ((v)) c_1 ((v)) c_1 ((n)) 

agitate w_6 (v) c_1 (v) c_1 (v) c_3 (v) 

fatigue w_1 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) 

obedience w_2 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) c_1 (n) 

trivial w_1 (a) c_1 (a) c_1 (a) c_1 (a) 

deliberately w_2 (r) c_2 (r) c_2 (r) c_2 (r) 

aspect w_3 (n) c_2 (n) c_2 (n) c_1 (n) 

banish w_2 (v) c_1 (v) c_1 (v) c_2 (v) 

resist w_2 (v) c_4 (v) c_4 (v) c_1 (v) 

indicate w_2 (v) c_3 (v) c_3 (v) c_1 (v) 

alternate w_1 ((v)) c_1 ((v)) c_1 ((v)) c_3 ((a)) 

trigger w_1 ((n)) c_2 ((n)) c_2 ((n)) c_2 ((v)) 

 

Table 4.15. Results of WSA on 20 words 

 

 As shown in Table 4.15, six words out of 20 words are presented with sense 

appropriate lexical information (resilient, cradle, fatigue, obedience, trivial, deliberately) 

and 14 words are in error. However, one should note here that five words (mend, unveil, 

outfit, alternate, trigger – crossed out in the Table) out of 14 words in error are caused by 

the part of speech (POS) error (the POS error is shown in double parenthesis – e.g., w_2 
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((n)) ), neither by WSD nor by WSA. Since the WSD system (SR::AW) employed in the 

current system performs POS tagging using its pre-built tagger in addition to its sense 

disambiguation, the system is unlikely to remedy the POS error separately. This means, if 

POS tagging works correctly, the overall performance is more likely to be improved. Let 

us look at trigger in Table 4.15, for example. Although the WSD module improperly tags 

it as w_1 (n) (WN noun, sense #1, in the second column), the WSA algorithm correctly22 

mapped it as c_2(n) (COBUILD noun, sense #2, in the fourth column). That is, WN-CB 

mapping for trigger as a noun is correct (i.e., w_1 (n) ~ c_2 (n)), although the correct 

alignment as a noun is ignored because the correct POS for trigger in the context is a 

verb. This supports the claim that the overall system performance could be boosted when 

a better performing POS tagger is employed. The system is being refined to perform POS 

tagging and WSD separately, employing a state-of-the-art POS tagger. 

 Then, let us look at the nine words in error caused by sense alignment. Among the 

nine words, one word (i.e., conscience) shows changes in mapping from the initial 

alignment based on WSD output to the adjusted alignments with  𝑝 𝐴!  counted. What 

the present study focuses on here is where the error is originating from; e.g., is it from the 

WSD module (=wrongly disambiguated)? Or is it from the initial mapping based on 

WSD output (before the WSA algorithm applied)? Or is it from the adjusted mapping 

with counting probability of alignment structure? As you can find in Table 4.15, the error 

is caused at the WSD stage, disambiguating w_1(n) (second column), which should be 

w_2 (n), based on human annotation23, or possibly be n_3 in terms of “following 

rightness” in the following context in (15): 

                                                
22 WSA output (fourth column) for trigger is manually checked by human 
23 WordNet sense for conscience is manually checked by human. 
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  (15) Many of us ease our conscience about all this waste by donating our surplus  

         clothing to charities.  

 

  w_1: motivation deriving logically from ethical or moral principles that govern  

          a person’s thoughts and actions 

  w_2: conformity to one’s own sense of right conduct 

  w_3: a feeling of shame when you do something immoral 

 

 [c_3] conscience is a feeling of guilt because you know you have done 

          something that is wrong 

 

 According to WSA outputs for conscience (i.e., w3-c3) that is also manually 

confirmed by humans, the WordNet sense (by WSD, 2nd column) should be w_3 (n) in 

order to be mapped with w_3 (n) (human alignment, 5th column). However, the WSD 

module disambiguated it as w_1 (n), resulting in c_1 (n) (adjusted alignment, 4th column) 

by 𝑝(𝐴!) (i.e., w1-c1). This kind of error can also be corrected when WSD performance 

is improved. Therefore, when WSD and POS tagging are improved, WSA performance 

would be enhanced.  

 On the other hand, the rest of the eight words do not show any changes from the initial 

alignment (3rd column) to the adjusted alignment (4th column). According to the heuristic 

of favoring flatter alignments in WSA processing, some changes between them are 

anticipated but these seven out of the eight words do not show changes. This may come 
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from (1) that the sense probability distributions (i.e. 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!|𝑐𝑏!), see section 4.4.2) are 

more biased than the probability of the candidate alignments (i.e. 𝑝(𝐴!), see section 

4.4.3) not to make any changes while WSA is being processed. Or the un-change of 

mapping may come from (2) that the small number of senses of those 20 words. Since the 

20 words are set for language learners (see Chapter 5), not for computationally evaluating 

the system performance, the number of senses of those 20 words was not as diverse as 

those nine words for computational evaluation in terms of various polysemy (see 4.5.1.2) 

as shown in Table 4.16. The number of senses of those 20 words thus may be too small to 

draw reliable mapping results.  Besides, when the system has a small number of senses, it 

is really hard to make any change, due to the fact that the system does not overturn the 

best sense links. 

 

 9 words 20 words 

 total average total average 

WN 63 7 80 4 

COBUILD 35 3.89 59 2.95 

 

Table 4.16. Average sense numbers of nine words and 20 words 

 

 As shown in Table 4.16, the nine words chosen for computational evaluation are more 

polysemous than the 20 words chosen for learner evaluation. Thus, it would be 

interesting to conduct a further study to examine the system with more various polysemy 

words to validate the findings. In the next chapter, one will see how these errors affect 

learners’ vocabulary learning and reading comprehension in the current working system.  
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4.6 Summary   

 The task of word sense alignment has been outlined within the context of providing 

relevant example sentences for language learners. Given the assumptions for this context, 

the present research developed an efficient algorithm for aligning two resources, in 

particular, WordNet senses (which a number of available WSD systems use) and 

COBUILD senses (which were designed with language learners in mind), counting the 

probability of alignment structures to the output of WSD, in order to build from state-of-

the-art systems. Favoring flat alignments over skewed ones, the system generates the best 

alignment which has a maximum probability from the computation of sense probability 

distribution (i.e. 𝑝(𝑤𝑛!,𝑐𝑏!) and possible alignment structure probability (i.e. 𝑝(𝐴!)).  

 The utility of the algorithm was then illustrated on an evaluation set. The study has 

examined constructing the database of alignments of word senses between two sense 

inventories, specifically WordNet and COBUILD, by pooling the judgments of semi-

experts. Using online surveys, the study presented a sense of a target word from one 

dictionary with senses from the other dictionary, asking for judgments of relatedness. The 

system is first gauged by comparing the initial alignment and the adjusted alignment. 

Although it is small amount, the system performance is improved from the initial 

alignment to the adjusted alignment by counting 𝑝(𝐴!) which validates the present 

study’s heuristic of favoring flat alignments. Next, the accuracy of the system is gauged 

by differently weighting related meaning (e.g. α =1, 0.5, 0); precision gets higher by 

counting related meaning more no matter what systems are used. This suggests that 

related meaning should be considered in establishing gold sense mappings. Finally the 

system is evaluated with 20 words. The system showed an overall performance of 55%, 
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assuming that POS tagging is correctly performed. In the next chapter, the system is 

examined the effect of presenting sense-specific examples on learners’ vocabulary 

acquisition and reading comprehension and the effects of alignment errors on their 

learning. 
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V. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY: EVALUATION OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM 

  

This chapter describes how the present study fulfills its goal and provides details 

regarding the research questions (5.1), methods (5.2), and results and discussion (5.3).  

 

5.1 Research questions 

 This empirical study was conducted to evaluate the online tutoring system developed 

in this research. As presented in Chapters 3 and 4, the current system was built to display 

sense-appropriate lexical information (i.e. definition and examples) to learners of English 

for difficult words in order to support their vocabulary learning and comprehension 

during reading.  

 The goal of this empirical study is therefore to investigate whether high-quality sense-

specific lexical information presented by the intelligent reading system helps learners in 

their vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. Accordingly, the following 

research questions are posed for the present investigation. 

 

1. Does sense-specific lexical information facilitate vocabulary acquisition to a 

greater extent than: a) no lexical information, and b) lexical information on all 

senses of each chosen word? 

2. Does sense-specific lexical information facilitate learners’ reading 

comprehension? 
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 In order to fulfill this goal, the empirical study was conducted with a group of 60 

native Korean speakers who were learning English as a second language (ESL) (5.2.1 

Participants). Two weeks before the main experiment and posttests, the present study 

administered a pretest to measure the learners’ prior vocabulary knowledge so as to 

prevent learners from focusing on the target words. During the main experiment, after 

reading one text, learners took a reading comprehension test. They then did the same for 

the second text. Following these two rounds, they took vocabulary posttests (5.2.2 

Materials, 5.2.3 Procedure). After data from all 60 participants were collected, several 

statistical tests were run to analyze the data (5.2.4 Scoring, 5.2.5 Data analysis). In order 

to gauge the effect of automatic system errors, the present study also analyzed the cases 

in which the system gave incorrect information (5.2.5 Data analysis). More details of the 

whole process are provided in the following sections. 

 

5.2 Method 

 This section describes the methodology of the present study in terms of participants, 

materials, procedure, scoring and data analysis. 

 

5.2.1 Participants    
 

 The participants were recruited from three universities and a private institute in Seoul, 

Korea. As an a priori power analysis to get a reliable sample size for the study, a power 

analysis calculation (i.e., a G*Power24 calculation) was performed. Based on an alpha 

                                                
24 The sample size plays an important role in all statistical analyses because if the sample size is not 
appropriate the results (e.g. differences) drawn from the analysis may not be truly reliable. Thus, in order to 
determine an appropriate sample size for the study, a statistical power analysis needs to be performed. For 
this study, G*Power (a statistical power analysis tool) is used to get an appropriate data set. 
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value of 0.05, a beta value of 0.05 (i.e., power = 0.95), and an effect size25 of 0.4, it 

recommended a total sample size of 32 with an actual power of 0.96. This suggested that 

the present experiment required at least eight participants per group in order to get a 

reliable sample size of participants. The original number of participants was 88; after 28 

participants who were not in the target range were excluded, the final number of 

participants was 60. This total of 60 participants was thus chosen for the four groups of 

this study (i.e., 15 participants per group). 

 The 40 participants from the three universities were non-English majors (mostly 

computer science, engineering, business, science, arts, or education majors). They were 

taking English courses to prepare for a test of English proficiency (e.g., Test of English 

Proficiency developed by Seoul National University (TEPS)) at the time of study. The 20 

participants from the private institute were mostly university graduates from various 

backgrounds who, at the time of the present study, were taking teacher-training courses 

designed for elementary English teachers. Participants from each institution were 

randomly but proportionally26 assigned into one of four groups. In addition, the Test of 

Homogeneity of Variances (i.e., Levene’s Test) was run to ensure that the variances of 

the error among groups are equal at the outset of the study. 

     With the help of the instructors of the English courses in which the learners were 

enrolled, the author explained the present study and provided an opportunity for learners 

to volunteer to participate. Learners were required to report their TOEFL iBT® score, 

and only those whose level of English proficiency was in the target range of the study 

                                                
25 According to Cohen (1992)’s effect size conventions, for more than two groups (i.e., F-Test (ANOVA)), 
the effect size (d) of 0.10, 0.25, and 0.40 are considered small, medium and large respectively. The author 
expected a “large” effect, so the effect size was thus set as d=0.40.   
26 The author tried to assign participants from each institution into four groups as evenly as possible with 
the intent of avoiding having all of the participants from one institution in the same group. 
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were able to participate. The target range of English proficiency for this study was 

intermediate,27 which, according to the ETS TOEFL center, is considered to be a score of 

15 to 21 on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT®. Although the prospective 

participants were selected initially due to their TOEFL iBT® score, participants who 

received a score of more than 16 out of 20 target words correct in the pretest were 

eliminated from the final pool of participants (i.e., 28 out of 88 were excluded from the 

final pool).  

 Of the 60 participants in the final pool, 34 were female and 26 were male. The age of 

participants ranged from 21 to 39 years old, with an average age of 23.8 years. The length 

of their English study ranged from eight to 25 years of study, with an average length of 

11.32 years. Finally, the 60 participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups, 

with 15 participants in each group. Groups 1, 2, and 3 were in the treatment condition and 

were provided with lexical information during the task, while Group 4 was in the control 

condition and was provided with no lexical information. 

 

Group 1 (Gold Senses, GS): reading with support of gold-standard sense-specific   

                                              lexical information  

Group 2 (System Senses, SS): reading with support of system-derived sense-         

specific lexical information (i.e., automatically    

obtained senses) 

 

                                                
27 Intermediate learners were targeted in because this study requires participants to understand texts without 
much difficulty while still having relatively less vocabulary knowledge. Most beginning learners still have 
problems with reading comprehension, and most advanced learners already have relatively enough 
vocabulary knowledge that it would be hard to draw some learning effect from using the system of this 
study. The author also confirmed this with a pilot study; she had learners from a similar population read the 
passage (5.2.2.1 Reading texts), answer comprehension questions (5.2.2.3 Reading tests), and circle the 
words they did not know in order to make sure the reading passages would be comprehensible with an 
adequate number of unfamiliar words (5.2.2.2 Target words). Based on those facts, intermediate learners of 
English were decided to be an appropriate target of the study. 
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 Group 3 (All Senses, AS): reading with support of lexical information of all  

           senses of the chosen word 

Group 4 (No Senses, NS): reading without any support of lexical information 

 

 The following figures are examples of lexical information with which each of the four 

groups were provided when they clicked, such as chains. As shown in Figure 5.1, 

learners in the GS group were provided with the correct sense-appropriate lexical 

information (COBUILD sense #4) when they clicked on the word. The system for the GS 

group is manually modified from the present system, which has some errors. That is, the 

author manually examined the original system output (Chapter 4) for errors; if she found 

an error, she then corrected it. For learners in the SS group, the automatic system 

happened to present incorrect lexical information (COBUILD sense #3), as shown in 

Figure 5.2. This case presents an example of when the system has errors; when the 

system has no errors, all lexical information provided to the SS group is the same as that 

presented to the GS group. 

 

 
Figure 5.1. A screenshot showing lexical information, as presented to the GS group 
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Figure 5.2. A screenshot showing lexical information, as presented to the SS group 

 

 

Figure 5.3. A screenshot showing lexical information, as presented to the AS group 
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Figure 5.4. A screenshot showing no lexical information, as presented to the NS group 

 

     Figure 5.3 displays the lexical information of a word presented to the learners in the 

AS group when they clicked on the word; they are provided with all sense entries of the 

word. (COBUILD senses #1-#5). As stated previously, the NS group received no 

information, as shown in Figure 5.4.   

     Before going into the reading task page appropriately designed for each of the four 

groups (Figure 5.1 to 5.4), all participants started on the main menu, as shown in Figure 

5.5. On the main page, each learner selected one of two reading texts listed under each 

title representing his/her group. For example, learners of the GS group chose one of the 

two texts in the list. Since the learners had to complete tasks for both of the two reading 

texts, which text they chose first did not really matter (however, for the purpose of 

balance, half of the group was guided to start with the first text and the other half with the 

second text – see section 5.2.3 for more details). 
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Figure 5.5. Screenshot of the main menu page 

 

5.2.2 Materials 

 The materials used for the study were reading texts, target words, reading 

comprehension tests, vocabulary tests, and a user database.   

 

5.2.2.1 Reading texts 

 Two reading texts for (high-) intermediate ESL/EFL learners and one reading text for 

SAT preparation were adapted in the first round by the author and another linguist, both 

of whom have extensive ESL/EFL teaching experience. According to their intuition and 
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experience, they deemed the level of those texts to be appropriate for (high-) intermediate 

ESL/EFL learners. The texts were also modified; they simplified syntax if it was too 

complicated, replaced words with synonyms28 that had multiple senses, and shortened the 

length of texts down to about 600 words, as based on a previous study (Yanguas, 2009).  

All three texts were modified to be parallel. Two other TOEFL instructors further 

confirmed the appropriateness of the revised texts’ difficulty level in terms of syntax and 

vocabulary.  

 The three texts were also piloted with 20 intermediate ESL/EFL learners who were not 

included in the main study. They were asked to circle the unfamiliar/unknown words, 

specify how interesting each passage was on a scale from 1 to 5, and indicate the 

difficulty of each passage on a scale from 1 to 5. Their reading time was also measured. 

Based on the results of the pilot study, two texts, Fashion Victim and Sleep Research, 

were finally selected. Students indicated that those two passages were more interesting 

and less difficult in terms of content. They took approximately 10-15 minutes for the 

learners read completely, which was expected as an appropriate reading time. Fashion 

Victim was adapted from Focus on Vocabulary 1: Bridging Vocabulary (Schmitt et al, 

2011), and Sleep Research was adapted from The Official SAT Study Guide (The College 

Board, 2009). The lengths of the modified texts were 579 words (Fashion Victim) and 

583 words (Sleep Research), respectively (see Appendix G).  

 As presented earlier in Chapters 3 and 4, the two selected texts were put into the NLP 

(natural language processing) server and processed to set all of their content words to be 

linked to the lexicon in the server such that any necessary lexical information (e.g. sense-

                                                
28 The content words having only one sense were replaced with their synonyms that have multiple senses 
due to the purpose of the present study, which investigates the effectiveness of different kinds of lexical 
information (i.e. all senses vs. one sense appropriate for the context). 
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specific lexical information for the sense-specific group; lexical information of all senses 

of a given word for the all-sense group) could be presented to a learner by means of 

clicking on any content word. The two NLP processed texts were then uploaded online so 

that learners could access them from any computer with an Internet connection (See 

Chapter 3).  

 

5.2.2.2 Target words    

 A total of 20 target words (nine words from Fashion Victim and 11 words from Sleep 

Research) were selected through the following steps:  

 (1) The author and another linguist replaced low-frequency content words that have 

only one sense with their synonyms that have multiples senses. Content words to needed 

have multiple senses in order for the study to be able to investigate the difference in 

vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension among the groups (i.e., GS, SS) 

provided with sense-specific lexical information and the group provided with lexical 

information of all senses.   

 (2) All content words in the selected two texts were piloted with 20 intermediate 

ESL/EFL learners who were excluded from the main study. They were asked to circle all 

the words that they were not sure of or did not know. Based on the results, a list of words 

ranking from the most unknown/unfamiliar to the most known/familiar to those 20 

intermediate learners was created.  

 (3) Finally, the target words were chosen from this list by fulfilling the required 

criteria, meaning that the words had to rank most unknown to the learners of the pilot 
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study and have multiple senses. Nine and 11 words were selected from the two texts, 

respectively, in order to balance the proportion of target words between texts.  

 All content words, including target words, in the texts were set to be clickable and, 

when clicked, available to present their lexical information. The target words consisted of 

nine nouns, seven verbs, three adjectives, and one adverb, as shown in Table 5.1. 

 
Fashion Victim Sleep Research 

resilient.a, expenditure.n, mend.v, 

unveil.v, sector.n, chain.n, 

conscience.n, cradle.n, outfit.n 

agitate.v, fatigue.n, obedience.n, 

trivial.a, deliberately.r, aspect.n, 

banish.v, resist.v, indicate.v, 

alternate.a, trigger.v 

 
Table 5.1. 20 target words 

 

5.2.2.3 Reading comprehension tests 

 Reading comprehension tests were created by the author and another linguist who had 

extensive experience as ESL/EFL teachers, based on a set of reading comprehension 

questions that accompanied the selected texts. The original test sets had two types of 

questions: multiple-choice questions and true/false questions. The original test sets were 

modified by the author and the linguist while the format was maintained. The two new 

test sets thus consisted of four multiple-choice questions and six true/false questions (see 

Appendix H). Multiple-choice questions had either four or five choices per question and 

more than one answer could be selected; one question had one correct choice out of four 

choices, another question had two correct choices out of five choices, and the remaining 

two questions had three correct choices out of five choices.  
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 Since participants were not allowed to refer back to the text to get help in answering 

the reading comprehension questions, the test questions focused more on general content 

rather than the details. The questions thus asked participants about their overall 

comprehension of the text, which aimed to measure how much they clearly understood its 

overall content.  

 The same pool of 20 ESL/EFL learners who were involved in determining reading 

texts and target words took these adapted reading comprehension tests. They confirmed 

that the level of difficulty was appropriate for intermediate level learners through their 

scores (the average score was 32.55 out of a total of 42 points, or an average of 77.5% 

which can be considered to be intermediate level) and answers to a questionnaire that 

asked about their perception of the difficulty of the test.  

 

5.2.2.4 Vocabulary tests   

 There were one pretest and four immediate posttests (i.e., Post-1, -2, -3, and Post-4), 

one of which had the same format as the pretest (i.e., Post-3). The pretest and Post-3 had 

the same format in order to be comparable for examining the learning effect. The other 

three posttests (i.e. Post-1, -2, and Post-4) were intended to measure different attributes, 

which are explained later in this section. The pretest and all immediate posttests had the 

same 30 words, of which 20 were target words and 10 were distractor words.  All of the 

30 words were from the reading texts. Of the 10 distractors, five were words appearing in 

the text (obscure.a, correlation.n, intervention.n, discipline.v, facilitate.v), and five were 

target words but were used with a sense that differed from the sense used in the reading 
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text (deliberately.r, chain.n, outfit.n, mend.v, indicate.v)29. The composition of the part of 

speech (POS) of the distractor words was four nouns, four verbs, one adjective, and one 

adverb, which was proportional to the composition of the POS of the target words (i.e., 

nine nouns, seven verbs, three adjectives, and one adverb).   

 Initially, a test of 40 questions with 20 target words and 20 distractors was created by 

the author and another linguist, but when those 40 questions were piloted with another 

pool of 10 intermediate learners who were excluded from the main study, the author 

found that learners of the pilot test seemed to find the test extremely difficult, which 

resulted in some of the pilot learners giving up while taking the test. As such, the author 

reduced the number of distractors to 10. When the learners took the tests with 30 items, 

they still seemed to have difficulty, but they appeared to work on the tests without feeling 

extreme difficulty or giving up. Based on the author’s judgment of the learners’ 

performance, she decided to make vocabulary tests with 30 items.  

 The purpose of administering the pretest in the present study was to get a sense of the 

participants’ prior knowledge of target words without cluing them in before receiving any 

treatments. In addition, the level of acquisition achieved through the treatments could be 

investigated by comparing the results of the pretest with those of the immediate posttest. 

In terms of the type of pretest, the production test type seemed to be too difficult for 

intermediate learners. Multiple-choice questions also did not seem appropriate, as either a 

question or a choice in a multiple-choice question would expose the definition of a given 

                                                
29 Since participants in the AS group were given lexical information of all senses, there was a chance that 
some of them might have chosen (and learned) the alternate sense definition for one of the target words. 
Including items that tested for alternate senses might allow for credit for having learned something even if 
it was not the definition that was used in the text, to make it more fair for them and to give credit where 
credit is due (; the idea was that they might have learned something different from that a test focusing on 
sense-specific definitions would not have picked up). The current study has not done this analysis; it is a 
possibility for future research. 
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word, and participants should not receive any clues about the definitions of target words, 

which could lead them to learn the words from the pretest.  The author thus had to find a 

form of the tests (i.e., pretest and Post-3) overcame those limitations and found a suitable 

test format from a previous study. The present study adapted Kim’s (2008) design, in that 

the posttest (Post-3) requires learners to fill in a blank for each sentence finding a word 

from a word bank (included both target words and distractor words).  

 In designing the pre/posttest in the present study, the idea first came from the fact that 

there are different levels of vocabulary knowledge; level 1 is simply recognizing that 

words are familiar or that a learner has seen them before (e.g., simple recognition) and a 

much higher level is being able to provide the definition or write a sentence with the 

word (i.e., production task). The posttest (Post-3) is in between these levels – e.g., the 

ability to recognize whether the word fits in a sentence. Since learners might not acquire 

the highest level of knowledge, the author needed to ensure that she tested for 

intermediate levels of knowledge in order to give them credit for whatever minimal 

knowledge they might have. If they are only tested on the hardest task (e.g., write a 

definition of a word, write a sentence with a word, etc.), the investigator might get the 

wrong impression that learners have no knowledge at all, but it is highly likely that the 

test was too difficult. In this respect, the posttest (Post-3) needs to be designed to require 

learners to show at least some of their knowledge. As stated earlier, since the pretest 

should not clue learners in to the target words, this study accordingly can only have 

comparative pre-post data for a fairly low level. In this respect, Kim (2008)’s idea of 

using actual sentences from the reading texts with blanks in them (for the posttest) 

seemed feasible for this study.  
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 Since the format of the pretest and the posttest (Post-3) should be identical for the sake 

of comparability such that participants’ gain score can be calculated (in order to examine 

the learning effect), the author decided to adapt the format as follows: the test consisted 

of three equivalent subsections. Each section had a word bank composed of 10 target 

words and five distractor words, as well as 10 sentential contexts, each of which had a 

blank to be filled with one of the words from the word bank (see Appendix I, for pretest; 

Appendix J, for Post-3). All 15 words in the word bank of each subsection thus played a 

role of distractors for each other. 

 Although the format of the pretest and the Post-3 should be identical for 

comparability, sentential contexts for the pretest and the Post-3 were made to be 

different. This was because although the pretest occurred two weeks before the posttest, it 

seemed likely that the same context would be remembered. Thus, the sentential contexts 

for the Post-3 came from the reading texts, following Kim’s (2008) method, whereas the 

sentences for the pretest were taken from other sources such as dictionaries or were 

composed by the author and the linguist. By taking the pretest and the Post-3 as a learner, 

a third linguist reviewed and confirmed the reliability of those tests; that is, each of the 

questions had no other possible answers, enough contexts, and so on.  

 In addition to the Post-3 corresponding to the pretest, each learner took three 

additional posttests (i.e. Post-1, Post-2, and Post-4; see Appendix K), which could 

examine the different levels of vocabulary knowledge that learners could develop. The 

Post-1 had a list of 30 words consisting of 20 target words and 10 distractor words. It 

asked participants to mark which words they recognized as having occurred in the 

reading texts. This Post-1 was to see if they had recognized the target words at the most 
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superficial level. The Post-2 had the same list of words as the Post-1 and asked 

participants to provide definitions of these words. This test might have been considered 

the most difficult because it represented decontextualized production knowledge. Upon 

completion of the Post-3, participants took the Post-4, which had the same format as the 

Post-3 but provided additional information by including the definition of an answer word 

for a blank. Participants thus could find the answer for the blank by using the definition, 

the sentential context, or both. Participants could only see one test at a time and could not 

go back to the previous tests. 

 

5.2.2.5 User database    

 It was necessary to record participants’ performance while they were completing tasks 

in an unobtrusive way. The participants’ basic information and all the words they clicked 

were recorded with the time in log files in the database built in this research (see Chapter 

3). This database was later used to keep track of participants’ look-up behavior and of 

which words had been clicked.  

 

5.2.3 Procedure    

 The data was collected on two distinct days over a two-week period in a pretest-

posttest design, as shown in Figure 5.6. The pretest was administered on a first meeting 

and the task and posttests were carried out on a second meeting that occurred two weeks 

after the first meeting. The experiment was conducted at three universities and a private 

institute using the same administrative procedure throughout.  
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     At the first meeting, the author first explained the study clearly, and prospective 

participants signed an informed consent form (see Appendix L) if they agreed to take part 

in the study. They also answered a short questionnaire about their educational 

background. Upon completing the questionnaire, participants took the pretest, which 

assessed their knowledge of target words and thus allowed the author to find out the 

number of words with which they were familiar. Participants who knew more than 16 out 

of the 20 target words were excluded from the experiment. As previously stated, the 

results of the pretest excluded 28 potential subjects from the pool of participants, which 

resulted in a final pool of 60 participants. The total amount of time taken for the first 

meeting was approximately 20 to 30 minutes.   

 There was a gap of two weeks between the first meeting and the second meeting. 

Since it was almost impossible to identify words that none of the participants knew, as 

even the least-known words were still known by some of the learners of the pilot study, it 

was necessary to have a period of time between the pretest and the main task/posttest. By 

doing so, the experiment could avoid cluing the participants in to which words they were 

to be tested on. If the participants realized that they would be tested on the words they 

had just seen in the pretest, they would know on which words to focus. If this were the 

case, the experiment would not be truly testing how well they learn vocabulary while 

reading; rather, it would be testing how well they can memorize words on which they 

expect to be tested. On the other hand, the time of the pretest needed to be close enough 

to the time of the experiment (i.e. task/posttest) that the participants would be unlikely to 

learn the target words in the meantime through other means. If this were the case, the 

pretest would no longer be a valid measure of their knowledge. The author thus tried to 
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hold the pretest far enough in advance that the participants (1) perhaps would not realize 

that the pretest was part of the same experiment, (2) would not remember the target 

words, and (3) would not be specifically on the lookout for them. A period of two weeks 

was thus appropriate as the time between the pretest and the task/posttest. 

 The second meeting of the experiment took place in a computer laboratory setting. 

Each of the participants worked with the author individually at his/her own workstation. 

Participants were first familiarized with how to use the computer for this task30. The three 

participant groups with support of lexical information were also informed that they were 

free to look up any words they wanted while reading, and were taught how to make the 

system present lexical information of the words that they chose. The participants in the 

group without support of lexical information were not allowed to look up lexical 

information while reading, so they were not informed about this possibility. 

 When participants were ready to take the task after receiving the instructions, they 

were given a first reading text (see Appendix G) on the computer. After reading the text, 

they were given an immediate posttest (see Appendix H) to assess their comprehension of 

the reading text. They were not allowed to refer back the reading text during the test. 

They did the same with the second reading text and reading comprehension test. Since 

two reading texts and tests were given, participants were counterbalanced in each group; 

half of the participants in a group worked with the reading text-1/test-1 first, while the 

                                                
30 The participants were introduced the process of the whole task as follows: (1) Open a web page – put 
their personal information, (2) Go to the main page – click the link that the author guided, (3) (For three 
groups) In the reading page, the author showed them how to use the mouse to click and get lexical 
information, as well as how to change the size of windows, (5) The author explained that when they were 
done reading, they would take a reading comprehension test, but could not refer back to the reading passage, 
(6) They were also instructed to take the second reading text and reading comprehension test in the same 
manner, (7) When finishing a reading task, they were going to take four vocabulary texts one by one, (8) 
For each vocabulary test, the author (pointing to instruction in the test sheet) verbally explained how to take 
it, though the instructions are also on the test sheet.  
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other half worked with the reading text-2/test-2 first31. This was due to the possibility of 

differences in a participant’s concentration while doing the task (i.e., they are likely to 

show higher concentration in the beginning, which could lead to better performance 

initially, rather than later) Each reading task took about 15-20 minutes, and it took 

approximately 30 minutes for participants to complete the entire reading task. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Procedure of the study 

 

 Upon completion of the reading task, participants moved on to a series of vocabulary 

posttests, from the Post-1 to the Post-4 in order, and they could not go back to a previous 
                                                
31 The author guided participants one by one; if one participant took the reading text-1/test-1 first, then the 
author guided the next participant to take the reading text-2/test-2 first, and so on. 
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test. Using the same list of the words, participants were asked to circle the words that 

they had seen while reading the text in the Post-1, and to describe their definitions in the 

Post-2. They then went on to the Post-3 (whose format was the same as the pretest’s) to 

fill in the blank using a word from a word bank. Finally they took the Post-4, which was 

the same as the Post-3 but with the additional information of the definition of the words 

in the word bank. Participants took approximately 30 minutes to complete all vocabulary 

tests. The second session was thus completed within about one hour. 

 

5.2.4 Scoring 

5.2.4.1 Reading comprehension test  

 This study had two reading comprehension tests corresponding to each text. Each test 

had 10 questions with a total possible score of 21 (42 for both tests). The test consisted of 

four multiple-choice questions (MCQ) and six true/false questions. For the MCQs, 

participants had to choose all and only the choices that were correct,32 and the total 

possible score MCQs was 15 points. One MCQ had only one answer and was worth a 

score of 1 for a correct answer; whereas the other three MCQs had more than one correct 

answers so every choice in each of those three MCQs was treated as a separate item and 

was worth a score of 1 or 0 (i.e., one question had four choices (4 points); two questions 

had five choices (2*5 = 10 points). As one can see in the example below, if a question has 

five choices, then the maximum point for the question is 5 points. Accordingly, if a 

participant marked one correct choice and one wrong choice out of five, he would receive 

3 points for the question, as shown in the following. 

                                                
32 The participants were informed that there were more than one correct answer for MCQs (see Appendix 
H).  
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Question & correct answer Subject answer Scoring 

a. 

b.  correct choice 

c.  correct choice 

d. 

e. 

a.   chose 

b.   chose 

c. 

d. 

e. 

a.  wrong   0 

b.  correct  1 

c.  wrong   0 

d.  correct  1 

e.  correct  1 

   

 The section of true/false questions consisted of six questions. 1 point was awarded for 

each correct judgment and 0 points for an incorrect judgment or a blank answer. The total 

points possible for the true/false questions was thus 6 points.  

 

5.2.4.2 Vocabulary test  

 Each vocabulary test consisted of 30 items, which included 20 target word items and 

10 distractor word item. Each item was worth 1 point for a correct answer, so the 

maximum possible score was 30. In scoring the pretest, the Post-3, and the Post-4, 1 point 

was awarded for a correct answer and 0 points for an incorrect answer or for leaving it 

blank. For Post-1, participants got 1 point for correctly identifying words presented in the 

reading texts that they had read and 0 points for leaving an item unmarked. For the Post-

2, participants were awarded 1 point for describing/writing a definition for each of the 

words in the list. There were two ways of scoring the Post-2; restricted and released. In 

the restricted way of scoring, participants were awarded 1 point for a correct definition 

that was used in the context of the reading text; otherwise, they received 0 points. In the 

released way of scoring, participants got a point not only for the definition used in the 

reading text but also for other possible definitions of the word. For instance, for the word 
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cradle, if participants described it as a baby’s bed with high sides, they received 0 points 

in the restricted way because it was not the meaning used in the reading text, whereas 

they received 1 point in the released way because they had used one of the possible 

meanings of cradle. 

 

5.2.5 Data analysis 

 As presented earlier, the two research questions of the present study asked if sense-

specific lexical information contributed to better vocabulary acquisition and reading 

comprehension. In order to examine these two research questions, the data was first 

statistically analyzed using SPSS, version 20.0 (http://www-

01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/).  

 As different groups (e.g., GS, SS, AS, and NS) were being compared, for every 

statistical test, the Test of Homogeneity of Variances (i.e., Levene’s Test) was first run to 

see if the variances of the error between groups are equal at the outset of the study. 

Without this prior test, it would not be clear to judge whether the significant differences 

that resulted from the main statistical tests were caused by the actual effect of the 

variables of interest (e.g. reading comprehension test scores, vocabulary test scores, etc.) 

or by inherent differences between groups (Larson-Hall, 2010). The significance level 

33was set at 0.05 for all statistical tests in this study.  

 

 

 

                                                
33 The significance level (i.e., alpha value) is a chance that the results happened by chance. So if the alpha 
value is 0.001, it means that there is 0.001% that the results happened by chance, meaning that the results 
are significantly different. An alpha level of 0.05 is a standard level for statistical analysis.  
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5.2.5.1 Vocabulary acquisition 

 The first research question was regarding whether participants show better vocabulary 

acquisition when given sense-specific lexical information while reading. In order to 

answer this question, an analysis was conducted to examine if there were statistically 

significant differences among the groups, each of which was provided with different 

lexical information (e.g., GS, SS, AS, and NS), in terms of the amount of vocabulary 

acquisition (e.g., pre-post gain). Accordingly, it is necessary to examine the participants’ 

performance on the pretest and the posttest (i.e., Post-3).  

 A repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) is applicable when the same 

participants are tested more than once. A RM ANOVA was therefore utilized because the 

data in this analysis were collected from the same participants at two different time 

periods (e.g. pretest, Post-3). A RM ANOVA for this analysis included all participants, 

with Time (pretest, Post-3) as the within-subject variable, and Group (GS, SS, AS, NS) as 

the between-subject variable. The within-subject variable (Time) was used to explore 

how an individual participant, their assignment in a group aside, differed by Time. The 

between-subject variable (Group) was used to explore how each group was different, 

time aside, in the pretest and the posttest (Post-3), respectively. In case significant results 

were found, post-hoc pairwise comparisons were accompanied to determine which 

groups differed from each other.  

 It was necessary to check if there were any potential intervening variables in the 

results above. One possible variable that might have affected the results would be 

learners’ prior vocabulary knowledge. For example, if some learners’ prior vocabulary 

knowledge is too high (e.g., if they already knew 18 of the 20 target words), they have a 
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limit to show their improvement (e.g., they have room for only two words to be learned) 

from the treatment. Thus, their gain scores may have suppressed the average gain scores 

for their group. In this sense, comparing the performance of the High and Low learners34 

from each group would address the variable of prior vocabulary knowledge. Accordingly, 

the data was analyzed with the variable of learners’ prior vocabulary knowledge.  

 Thus, the subjects in each group (i.e., GS, SS, AS, NS) were divided into a High group 

and a Low group based on their prior knowledge of the target words (i.e., their pretest 

scores). The subjects above the mean pretest score were assigned into the High group and 

the subjects below the mean pretest score were assigned into the Low group. Subjects in 

between +1 and -1 standard error of the mean (S.E.M.) were excluded from the group 

assignment, which gives us a 95% chance (i.e., confidence) that the true score of subjects 

in the Low group are below those subjects in the High group, and vice versa. After 

excluding subjects in between ±1 S.E.M., for the GS group, the High group had six 

subjects and the Low group had five; in the SS group, eight were in the High group and 

five in the Low group; in the AS group, eight were in the High group and six in the Low 

group; in the NS group, six were in the High group and six in the Low group.  

 Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was run for this analysis on pretest and posttest 

scores as a dependent variable; group (GS, SS, AS, NS) and prior vocabulary knowledge 

(High and Low) are two independent variables for this analysis. In case significant results 

were found, post-hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted to compare groups in pair.   

 Looking at the data in a more fine-grained way, there were the data of the pretest and 

the posttest in terms of only the target words that had been clicked by participants (GS, 

                                                
34 The High learners were those who knew more of the target words before the treatment, whereas the Low 
learners knew fewer words to start with.  
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SS, AS) while reading. A RM ANOVA was applied to analyze the pretest and posttest 

(pre-post gain) among clicked words.   

 In addition to the major analysis of participants’ vocabulary acquisition, a series of 

further analyses was performed on scores of additional vocabulary posttests (e.g., Post-1, 

Post-2, Post-4) to investigate if there were any statistically significant differences in 

different kinds of vocabulary knowledge development35 (i.e. Post-1, Post-2, Post-4) that 

participants demonstrated among groups. Since there was no comparable pretest 

corresponding to each of those posttests, a one-way ANOVA was performed on the 

scores of each of the Post-1, Post-2, and Post-4 as dependent variables, with group as an 

independent variable. Post-hoc comparisons were run if there were significant differences 

among groups on scores of the Post-1, Post-2, and Post-4, respectively.  

 

5.2.5.2 Reading comprehension 

 The second research question was regarding whether sense-specific lexical 

information provided in reading would facilitate participants’ reading comprehension. In 

an attempt to answer this question, the data was analyzed to investigate if there were 

statistically significant differences among groups in terms of their reading comprehension 

scores.  

 When the study examines three or more groups to see the effect of groups, ANOVA is 

used. When the experiment analyzes only one dependent variable and one independent 

variable, a one-way ANOVA is utilized. A one-way ANOVA was therefore performed 

with reading comprehension scores as a dependent variable and the four groups as an 

                                                
35 For example, some learners show more development in production knowledge while some show more in 
recognition knowledge. 
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independent variable in order to explore if there was any significant main effect of group 

on reading comprehension scores (i.e., differences in reading comprehension scores 

generated from the four groups). In case there were significant differences found, post-

hoc analyses were conducted to determine any significant differences by comparing 

groups in pairs.   

 Reading comprehension scores of the High group and the Low group were also 

compared to see if learning new words affects reading scores differently than already 

knowing the words. For this analysis, two-way ANOVA was run on reading 

comprehension scores as a dependent variable, with group (GS, SS, AS, NS) and prior 

vocabulary knowledge (High/Low) as two independent variables. Post-hoc comparisons 

were run if there were significant differences among groups on reading comprehension 

scores. 

 

5.2.5.3 Effects of the system errors 

 Among the four groups of participants in this study, there were two groups (e.g. the 

GS and SS groups) assigned as sense-specific groups, which was due to a computational 

reason in that the system built in this research did not perform completely correctly. 

Computational researchers have tried to implement a system as close as to the gold 

standard in performance; however, every system has some performance errors. The 

current system built in this research would also possibly provide sense-specific 

information that was not appropriate to its context in the reading text.  

 Thus, this study tried to investigate if system errors affect learners’ vocabulary 

acquisition by analyzing the performance of the SS group. Among the groups, the SS 
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group alone had the chance to see an inappropriate target-sense (; the GS group always 

received correct information, the AS group received information for all senses, and the 

NS group did not receive any information). Thus, only the SS group was related to this 

analysis. 

 The author first discovered all target words that were presented with inappropriate 

sense-specific information (= inappropriate target-sense words). Among the inappropriate 

target-sense words, the author located all words that participants in the SS group clicked 

from log files in the user database (=inappropriate target-sense words clicked). Among 

the inappropriate target-sense words clicked, participants who clicked these words and 

who were wrong in the pretest were separated from those who were correct in the pretest. 

Finally, among participants who were wrong in the pretest on inappropriate target words 

clicked, participants who were wrong in the posttest (Post-3) and who were correct in 

Post-3 were further divided. The complete division of the cases is shown in Table 5.2. All 

cases were tallied and the relative frequencies of all of the final eight cases (the right-

most column) were calculated. Vocabulary acquisition of the eight cases was finally 

analyzed.      
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Clicked while reading Pretest Post-3 

inappropriate  

target-sense words 

incorrect correct 

incorrect 

correct correct 

incorrect 

appropriate  

target-sense words 

incorrect correct 

incorrect 

correct correct 

incorrect 

 
Table 5.2.  All cases of participants’ performance in the SS group 

 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 

 This section presents the results of the data analyses and discusses the findings in 

detail. 

 

5.3.1 Vocabulary acquisition  

 As stated previously, it is necessary to test the participants’ homogeneity of variance 

prior to the experiment. Since the first research question is to examine the improvement 

between the pretest and the posttest (i.e., Post-3), the test of homogeneity of variance was 

carried out to ensure that the pretest/Post-3 scores of the participants across the four 

groups showed similar variances, indicating that all participants are homogeneous at the 

beginning of the experiment. Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance was used to check 

equal variances on the pretest/Post-3 of all participants across the four groups. As shown 

in Table 5.3, the four groups can be considered to have similar variances on both the 

pretest (F (3, 56) = 0.49, p = .69) and the Post-3 (F (3, 56) = 0.13, p = .94), meaning that 
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this assumption underlying the use of ANOVA was met (Larson-Hall, 2010). The error 

variances of all four groups were therefore considered equivalent before they were 

compared, and it can be said that any significant differences found in the analysis are 

attributable to the actual effect of the variables (e.g. Time, Group, Time*Group), and not 

to inherent differences in the error variances of the groups.  

 

Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variances 

Test F df1 df2 p-value 

Pretest 

Post-3 

.49 

.13 

3 

3 

56 

56 

0.69 

0.94 

 
Table 5.3. Test of Homogeneity on pretest/Post-3 for the four groups 

 

 The data collected from all four groups over two test sessions (pretest and posttest) 

were analyzed, and the descriptive statistics for the participants’ performance are shown 

in Table 5.4. The mean scores (converted to a percentage out of 100) of participants’ 

pretest/Post-3 and their gains from the pretest to the Post-3 are displayed graphically in 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respectively.  

 

 Pretest Post-3 Gain 

 M Min Max SD M Min Max SD M      % 

GS (n=15) 10.73 2 15 3.43 15.93 4 20 3.96 5.2    26 

SS (n=15) 10.93 3 14 2.82 15.47 4 19 3.80 4.54   23 

AS (n=15) 10.87 5 15 3.34 13.47 5 18 3.83 2.6    13 

NS (n=15) 10.87 3 15 3.25 11.27 4 16 3.39 0.4    2 

 
Table 5.4. Descriptive statistics of pretest and posttest (Post-3) scores  

across the four groups 
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Figure 5.7. Scores on the pretest and the post-3 (in percentage) 

 

 As shown in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.7, the difference among the pretest mean scores of 

the four groups was within less than 1 point (SS: 10.93, GS: 10.73), which is about a 1 

percent difference (SS: 54.65%, GS: 53.65%). This confirmed the results of the group 

homogeneity test, which suggested that the four groups were comparable. On the other 

hand, the four groups showed larger differences in their Post-3 results, as presented in 

Figure 5.7; the GS and SS groups showed the clearest gains, suggesting greater 

vocabulary acquisition than the AS and NS groups, which was expected (GS: 79.65%, 

SS: 77.35%, AS: 67.35%, NS: 54.35%). Vocabulary acquisition of each of the groups 

from the pretest to the Post-3 is presented in Figure 5.8, which shows that the GS group 

and the SS group gained 26% and 23%, respectively, while the AS group gained only 

13% and the NS group 2%. Based on their mean scores on the pretest and the Post-3, the 

trend of their performances demonstrates what this study expected for the first research 
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question: the GS and SS groups show more vocabulary acquisition than do the AS and 

the NS groups.  

 
Figure 5.8. Pre-post-3 gain in percentage 

 

 In order to examine if the above differences among the groups were statistically 

significant, a repeated-measures ANOVA was run on the pretest and Post-3 scores, with 

Group as the between-subject variable and Time as the within-subject variable. The 

results of the RM ANOVA are presented in Table 5.5. 

 
Source df1    df2 Mean 

Square 

F P-value Partial 

Eta2 

Obs. 

Power 

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 

Time 1     56 304.01 62.67 .00 .53 1.00 

Time*Group 3     56 34.94 7.20 .00 .28 .98 

Test of Between-Subjects Effects 

Group 3     56 33.36 1.71 .18 .08 .42 

 
Table 5.5. Results of RM ANOVA comparing vocabulary test scores  

across the four groups over time 
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 With respect to the within-subject variable (Time), the effect of Time showed a 

statistically significant difference (F (1, 56) = 62.67, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.53). In 

other words, not considering Group, there is evidence of improvement form the pretest to 

the Post-3.  

 Most crucially related to the first research question of whether the groups would have 

different amounts of vocabulary acquisition over time, the analysis manifested a 

statistically significant difference on the effect of Time by Group interaction 

(Time*Group; F (3, 56) = 7.20, p < 0.001, partial eta2= 0.28). The partial Eta2 (ηp
2) for 

Time (0.53) and Time*Group (0.28) in Table 5.5 represented a large and medium effect 

size, which thus provided relatively strong evidence for the differences36.  

 In order to locate where significant differences exist on the effect of Time*Group, two 

sets of post-hoc comparisons were conducted37. The first comparisons were run to find if 

there was a significant difference on the mean differences (= improvement from the 

pretest to the Post-3) of each group. As illustrated in Table 5.6, three groups (GS, SS, 

AS) showed significant mean differences between their the pretest and the Post-3 (p < 

0.05). Additionally, the GS group and the SS group had higher improvement than the AS 

group. No significant difference was observed on the mean difference of the NS group (p 

= .62). This was already pointed out in Figure 5.7, which displays very little difference in 

the trajectory of the NS group from the pretest to the Post-3. The results indicated that the 

                                                
36 According to Cohen (1992), the effect sizes of 0.10, 0.25, and 0.40 are considered small, medium, and 
large respectively F-Test (ANOVA). 
37 Instead of running six t-tests (GS-SS, GS-AS, GS-NS, SS-AS, SS-NS, AS-NS) to locate difference of 
Time*Group, people usually run multiple t-tests, but the study approached this differently, being more 
efficient in time/labor. Also less statistical tests are less error-prone on the results (Larson-Hall, 2010). 
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three groups who received lexical information showed improvement whereas the group 

who received no information did not. 

 

Group (I)Time (J)Time Mean 

Difference(I-J) 

Std. Error P-value 

GS pretest Post-3 -5.20* .80 .00 

SS pretest Post-3 -4.53* .80 .00 

AS pretest Post-3 -2.60* .80 .00 

NS pretest Post-3 -.40 .80 .62 

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level 
 

Table 5.6. Mean difference between pre-post3 for each group 
 

 A second set of post-hoc tests were then run to compare the groups in pair in terms of 

the amount of the mean pre-post gains. In Table 5.7, the Contrast Estimate looked at the 

differences in the mean pre-post gains. According to it, the GS group is significantly 

different from the AS group (p = 0.02) and from the NS group (p < 0.001), and the SS 

group is significantly different from the NS group (p = 0.001). All the other group 

comparisons in pair (i.e., GS-SS, SS-AS, AS-NS) showed non-significant differences in 

their mean gains. 

 In conclusion, these post-hoc comparisons on the Time*Group interaction effect found 

a significant difference between the GS and AS groups and between the GS and NS 

groups in their vocabulary learning over time, with the GS group showing greater pre-

post improvement.  
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Group Special Contrast Dependent Variable 
Mean Difference 

GS-AS Contrast Estimate 2.60 
 Sig. 0.02 
GS-SS Contrast Estimate 0.67 
 Sig. 0.56 
GS-NS Contrast Estimate 4.80 
 Sig. 0.00 
SS-AS Contrast Estimate 1.93 
 Sig. 0.09 
SS-NS Contrast Estimate 4.13 
 Sig. 0.001 
AS-NS Contrast Estimate 2.20 
 Sig. 0.06 

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level 
 

Table 5.7. Contrast Results for the amount of the mean pre-post gains   
 

 While the analysis showed significant effects for Time and Time*Group (=within-

subject effect), it revealed that there was no statistically significant Group effect (p = 

0.18). This means the effect of individual variation (i.e., within-subject) is more than the 

effect of what group they are in (i.e., between-subject). This was anticipated to answer 

the research question about if there are differences among groups with respect to time. 

 The data was further analyzed with a new variable of subjects’ prior vocabulary 

knowledge; the subjects of each group were divided into High (H) and Low (L) groups 

based on their pretest scores, and the performances of the High group and the Low group 

from each of four groups were compared.  

 At first, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance was run to make sure that the scores 

of the pretest and the Post-3 of all subjects across groups (i.e., H/L in GS, H/L in SS, H/L 

in AS, H/L in NS) showed equal variances. As shown in Table 5.8, all groups have 

similar variance on both the pretest (F (7, 42) = 2.17, p = .06) and the Post-3 (F (7, 42) = 
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1.15, p = .35), indicating that all subjects were homogeneous at the beginning of the 

experiment.  

 

Test F df1 df2 p-value 

Pretest 

Post-3 

2.17 

1.15 

7 

7 

42 

42 

0.06 

0.35 

 
Table 5.8. Test of Homogeneity of variances on pretest/Post-3 for all groups 
 

 The descriptive statistics on the pretest and the Post-3 for all eight groups are shown in 

Table 5.9, and the subjects’ gain scores (in percentage) from the pretest to the Post-3 are 

displayed in Figure 5.9.  

 

  Pretest Post-3 Gain 

  M Min Max SD  M Min Max SD M 

GS H (n=6) 13.67 12 15 1.37   17.83 14 20 2.14 4.17    

 L (n=5) 7.00 2 9 2.92   14.00 4 20 5.96 7.00    

SS H (n=8) 12.75 12 14 0.71   15.75 13 19 1.83 3.00  

 L (n=5) 8.00 3 10 3.08   14.80 4 19 6.26 6.80    

AS H (n=8) 13.50 12 15 0.93   14.50 7 18 3.51  1.00  

 L (n=6) 7.33 5 10 1.97   12.83 5 17 4.22 5.50  

NS H (n=6) 13.67 12 15 1.97   13.17 7 16 3.55 -0.50 

 L (n=6) 8.00 3 10 2.53   8.83    4 12 2.71 0.83  

Total H (n=28) 13.36 12 15 1.25   15.29 7 20 3.15 1.93 

 L (n=22) 7.59 2 10 2.46   12.45 4 20 5.09 4.86 

 
Table 5.9. Descriptive statistics of pretest and posttest (Post-3) scores 

across the eight groups 
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Figure 5.9. Pre-post gain scores for H and L across the four groups 

 

     As one can see in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.9, the Low group showed more improvement 

than did the High groups because they had more room for improvement. This indicates 

that the cut-off score (i.e., 16/20) from the first analysis (see Table 5.4 and Figure 5.7. for 

the average gain scores from the pretest to the Post-3 across the four groups) had a ceiling 

effect and the gain scores of the High group seemed to affect (suppress) the average gain 

scores for their respective group. At the same time, the Low group and the High group 

both showed the same pattern of average gain scores – i.e.,  GS>SS>AS>NS. Since the 

High and Low groups are a subset of their respective groups and therefore contributed to 

the average gain scores of each group, the similar patterns are as expected.  

     Two-way repeated-measure ANOVA was run to see if the results have statistically 

significant differences, and results from the test are in Table 5.10. 
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Source df1    df2 Mean 

Square 

F P-value Partial 

Eta2 

Obs. 

Power 

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 

Time 1     42 293.48 72.20 .00 .63 1.00 

Time*Group 3     42 34.24 8.42 .00 .38 .99 

Time*HL   1      42 59.02 14.52 .00 .26 .96 

Test of Between-Subjects Effects 

Group 3     42 22.83 1.57 .21 .10 .38 

HL   1      42 439.85 30.27 .00 .42 1.00 

 
Table 5.10. Results of two-way RM ANOVA comparing vocabulary test scores  

across the four groups and the H/L groups over time 
 

      As one can see in Table 5.10, the effect of Time showed a statistically significant 

difference (F (1, 42) = 72.20, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.63). More crucially, the effect of 

Time by Group interaction (Time*Group) showed a significant difference (F (3, 42) = 

8.42, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.38). As stated earlier, because H and L are subsets of their 

respective groups, the similar results (i.e., significant difference on the effect of 

Time*Group) are as expected. With a new variable, the High (H) and Low (L) groups, 

the effect of Time by HL interaction (Time*HL) also showed a significant difference (F 

(1, 42) = 14.52, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.26). This indicated that H and L showed 

significant difference in terms of their pre-post improvement. In addition, H and L also 

showed a significant difference (F (1, 42) = 30.27, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.42), 

regardless of Time, whereas Group did not show a significant difference (F (3, 42) = 

1.571, p = .21, observed power = 0.38). 

     In sum, the further analysis (with the new variable of prior vocabulary knowledge – H 

and L in each of four groups) confirmed the results of the first analysis (based on the four 
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groups) on vocabulary learning. That is, the High and the Low groups across the four 

groups respectively showed a ranked order as GS<SS<AS<NS in vocabulary learning, 

which is the same pattern as that of overall gain scores across the four groups. 

Additionally, the Low group showed more improvement than did the High group, 

because they have more room for improvement/learning.   

 In addition to the analysis of learners’ performance on the overall scores of their 

pretest and Post-3, a fine-grained analysis was conducted on their performance on the 

pretest and the Post-3, looking only at words they clicked while reading, as well as how 

much they clicked. That is, the focus of analysis was restricted to the words that 

participants clicked during reading. First, all words clicked and all target words clicked 

during reading were investigated, as presented in Figure 5.10. Since the participants 

(n=15) in NS group were not allowed to click on words and get lexical information, they 

were excluded in this analysis, which was pertinent only to clicked target words.   

 

 
          
Figure 5.10. All words clicked vs. all target words clicked 
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     As shown in Figure 5.10, the GS group clicked 28.27 words on average (7.00 target 

words), the SS group clicked 21.80 words (5.93), and the AS group clicked 20.87 words 

(5.60). The apparent trend may suggest that the GS group realized that they could get 

high-quality lexical information from clicking on words and thus clicked more often. 

Although the SS group was provided with the same kind of information (i.e. sense-

specific information appropriate for the context of the reading text) as the GS group’s, 

they showed a tendency of clicking words less frequently. They may have perceived that 

the current system presenting lexical information to the SS group could give 

inappropriate or empty information, which may have hindered them from clicking words. 

Meanwhile, the participants in the AS group demonstrated a descriptively lower trend of 

clicking than the GS and SS groups. They seemed to have realized that the lexical 

information yielded from clicking required them to do more work to receive helpful 

information for reading comprehension. That is, they had to determine which word sense 

was appropriate for the context of the reading text among multiple sense entries with 

which they were provided. Overall, the provision of convenient and helpful information 

seemed to induce participants to click more.  

 While the results descriptively showed the GS group clicked more than the SS and AS 

groups, the statistical analysis indicated that group differences were not statistically 

significant. A one-way ANOVA was run on all words clicked and all target words 

clicked, respectively, in order to examine group differences. The effect of Group on both 

all words clicked (F (2, 44) = .91, p = .41) and on all target words clicked (F (2, 44) = 

.60, p = .55) did not show a statistically significant difference.  
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 In particular, for the target words, each of the four groups was further divided into the 

H and the L groups, and their clicking patterns were analyzed. In general, the High group 

showed less clicking than did the Low group, as shown in Figure 5.11. On average, the 

Low group clicked nearly twice as many words as did the High group across the three 

groups. At the same time, the Low group showed a different pattern (GS>AS≅SS) from 

that of the average clicking pattern on target words across three groups (GS>SS≅AS, 

Figure 5.10), while the High group showed another pattern (GS≅SS>AS) that also 

differed from that of the average clicking pattern on target words.  

 

Figure	  5.11.	  Target words clicked for H and L across three groups	  
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significant difference (F (2, 32) = 0.998, p = .38, observed power = 0.21), H/L showed a 

statistically significant difference (F (1, 32) = 15.60, p < .001, partial eta2 = 0.33). This 

suggests that for the tendency of clicking target words, the Low group clearly clicked 

more target words than did the High group did.  

 Next, among the target words that the participants clicked during the reading, the 

percentage correct for the set of those words on the pretest and the Post-3 was computed 

and analyzed.  

 As shown in Table 5.11, Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances suggested that the 

three groups could be considered to have similar variances on both the pretest 

(%_correct_target_clicked; (F (2, 42) = 1.54, p = .23) and the posttest (Post3 

%_correct_target_clicked; (F (2, 42) = 2.23,  p = .12), confirming the error variance of all 

participants were equivalent at the outset of the study. 

 

Test F df1 df2 p-value 

Pretest %_correct_target_clicked 

Post3 %_correct_target_clicked 

1.54 

2.23 

2 

2 

42 

42 

.23 

.12 

 
Table 5.11. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Error Variances 

 

 In computing the percentage, the participants’ raw scores were first calculated and 

then converted to a percentage. For example, if the participant clicked on five target 

words while reading (e.g. resilient, trivial, obedience, trigger, indicate), and he/she was 

correct with three of them on the pretest (e.g. trivial, obedience, trigger) and with four of 

them on the Post-3 (e.g. resilient, trivial, obedience, trigger), the pretest percentage 

correct out of target words clicked would be 60% (=3/5), the Post-3 would be 80% 
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(=4/5), and the gain between the pretest and the Post-3 would be 20% (4/5-3/5=1/5). The 

percentage figures were computed for all three groups in this manner. The descriptive 

statistics of the percentage correct of the clicked words in the pretest and the Post-3 are 

presented in Table 5.12 and graphically displayed in Figure 5.12.  

 

 Pretest Post-3 

 Mean SD Mean SD 

GS (n=15) .40 .32 .85 .22 

SS (n=15) .25 .18 .81 .25 

AS (n=15) .23 .25 .68 .32 

 
Table 5.12. Descriptive statistics for vocabulary acquisition for clicked words 

(percentage correct) 
 

 
* percentage correct of the words that were clicked 

 
Figure 5.12. Percentage correct of the clicked target words over the tests 

 

 As one can see in Figure 5.12, the SS group showed the largest gain from the pretest to 
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and the AS group, which showed equal gains. This pattern (i.e., SS>GS=AS) is 

descriptively different from the average overall gain scores (i.e., GS>SS>AS).   

 

Figure 5.13. Pre-Post3 gain among target words clicked (percentage) 
 

 In order to examine if these results (i.e., group differences on pre-post gains on clicked 

target words) were statistically significant, the RM ANOVA was performed. In the RM 

ANOVA, the effect of Time showed a statistically significant difference (F (1, 42) = 

96.20, p < 0.001). However, the effect of Time*Group showed no significant difference 

in this case (F (2, 42) = 0.60, p = 0.55), indicating Group differences in terms of their 

gains from the pretest to the Post-3 were not statistically reliable. Although none of these 

differences were significant, two potentially interesting points emerged: descriptively 

speaking, 1) as shown in Figure 5.13, the SS group showed the largest gain between 

pretest and Post-3 (55%) and 2) the AS group showed as much improvement as the GS 

group (45%). These results may have come from the fact that the number of senses listed 

for many clicked words was small enough (e.g., 2-3) to find an appropriate sense, or the 
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task of determining the relevant sense given context among sense entries could possibly 

have attracted the learner’s attention enough to facilitate more acquisition. 

     Lastly, participants’ vocabulary acquisition through additional vocabulary posttests 

(i.e., Post-1, Post-2, Post-4) was analyzed to investigate if there were any statistically 

significant differences on various kinds of vocabulary knowledge development (e.g., 

some learners show more development on production and some show better recognition). 

The descriptive statistics for the participants’ performance on each of the three posttests 

are shown in Table 5.13.   

 

Test Mean (highest= 20) SD 

Post-1 GS (n=15) 13.87 3.94 

 SS (n=15) 14.80 2.76 

 AS (n=15) 13.73 3.99 

 NS (n=15) 10.53 4.49 

Post-2(target) GS (n=15) 10.00 3.02 

(target only) SS (n=15) 9.87 2.64 

 AS (n=15) 9.47 2.39 

 NS (n=15) 7.73 3.37 

Post-2 GS (n=15) 13.33 3.74 

(accept SS (n=15) 13.53 3.07 

other senses) AS (n=15) 13.33 3.22 

 NS (n=15) 10.87 4.17 

Post-4 GS (n=15) 16.93 3.41 

 SS (n=15) 16.60 3.56 

 AS (n=15) 15.73 3.92 

 NS (n=15) 13.87 3.82 

Table 5.13. Descriptive statistics of Post-1, Post-2, and Post-4 scores 
across the four groups 
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     As one can see in Table 5.13, though the differences were very small, participants 

generally showed a similar trend on the three posttests; the sense-specific groups (GS and 

SS) appear to outperform the AS and NS groups. As the most superficial level, the Post-1 

tested the participants on how much they could recognize target words, and descriptively, 

the sense-specific groups (GS and SS) showed more recognition than did the AS and NS 

groups. The Post-2 tested learners’ production knowledge, and this test also showed that 

the sense-specific groups outperformed the AS and NS groups. For describing words in 

the Post-2, learners’ scores were analyzed in two ways; one way that allowed only the 

sense of the word used in the reading text (target only), and another way that allowed any 

sense of the word (accepting other senses). Participants showed a better performance on 

the Post-2 when they were allowed to answer with other possible senses of the target 

words (accepting other senses), which may indicate that they know different meanings of 

target words than those used in the reading text. Comparing the participants’ performance 

on the Post-2 for target only with the Post-2 for accepting other senses, when they were 

required to answer with the sense of the words used in the reading text (target only), the 

sense-specific groups (GS and SS) showed better performance, which may suggest that 

sense-specific information helps participants’ learning. Since participants were provided 

with more cues to answer the questions in the Post-4, the average scores across the four 

groups were higher than the scores of the other posttests (i.e., Post-1 and Post-2). Again, 

the results showed a similar pattern to those of the other posttests; GS>SS>AS>NS.   

     These descriptive results need to be statistically tested to see if the differences of the 

groups for each test were significant. Prior to the experiment, the test of homogeneity of 

error variances confirmed that the error variances were equivalent (Post-1: F (3, 56) = 
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1.14, p = 0.34; Post-2 (target): F (3, 56) = 0.71, p = 0.55; Post-2 (others): F (3, 56) = 

0.79, p = 0.50; Post-4: F (3, 56) = 0.65, p = 0.59), indicating that the groups are 

homogeneous for each of the posttests.  

 

Test F df1 df2 p-value 

Post-1 1.14 3 56 0.34 

Post-2 (target) .71 3 56 0.55 

Post-2 (others) .79 3 56 0.50 

Post-4 .65 3 56 0.59 

 
Table 5.14. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variances 

 
 
     Since there was no comparable pretest corresponding to each of these tests, a one-way 

ANOVA was performed on the scores of each test to examine if the group differences for 

each test were statistically significant. As shown in Table 5.15, the effect of Group only 

in the Post-1 showed a statistically significant difference, which indicated that the groups 

were different in their vocabulary development on recognition (F (3, 56) = 3.51, p = 0.02).  

 

Test df1 df2 Mean Square F P-value 

Post-1 3 56 51.98 3.51 .02 

Post-2 (target) 3 56 16.44 1.98 .13 

Post-2 (others) 3 56 24.20 1.89 .14 

Post-4 3 56 28.33 2.10 .11 

 
Table 5.15.  Results of ANOVA analysis 

 
 

 Since there were significant differences among the groups on the scores of the Post-1, 

post-hoc comparisons were performed to locate where the groups differ. Tukey post-hoc 
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test compared all four groups in pair and found a significant difference between the SS 

group and the NS group (p = .02), as shown in Table 5.16. All other groups in pair did 

not show a significant difference. To some extent, this result also supported the argument 

that sense-specific lexical information helps learners’ vocabulary recognition.  

 

     95% confidence interval 
(I)Group (J)Group Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. 

Error 
Sig. Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

GS SS -.93 1.41 .91 -4.65 2.79 
 AS .13 1.41 1.00 -3.59 3.85 
 NS 3.33 1.41 .09 -.39 7.05 

SS GS .93 1.41 .91 -2.79 4.65 
 AS 1.07 1.41 .87 -2.65 4.79 
 NS 4.27* 1.41 .02 .55 7.99 

AS GS -.13 1.41 1.00 -3.85 3.59 
 SS -1.07 1.41 .87 -4.79 2.65 
 NS 3.20 1.41 .12 -.52 6.92 

NS GS -3.33 1.41 .09 -7.05 .39 
 SS -4.27* 1.41 .02 -7.99 -.55 
 AS -3.20 1.41 .12 -6.92 .52 

 
Table 5.16. Tukey post-hoc comparisons for Group differences 

 

 In conclusion, the overall results suggest a positive answer to the first research 

question about whether sense-specific lexical information leads to better vocabulary 

acquisition. The relatively consistent results from several different analyses suggested 

that 1) learners provided with sense-specific lexical information during reading have 

greater vocabulary gains from the pretest to the Post-3, 2) learners in the Low group 

generally showed more vocabulary learning than did learners in the High group, as the 

Low group had more room for improvement, 3) the Low group clicked on nearly twice as 
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many target words than did the High group, 4) learners provided with sense-specific 

information also showed better recognition of the target words.  

 

5.3.2 Reading comprehension 

 The second research question explored whether sense-specific lexical information 

facilitates learners’ reading comprehension. The data collected from all four groups on 

their reading comprehension task were analyzed and the descriptive statistics for reading 

comprehension mean scores of the four groups are summarized in Table 5.17 and 

displayed graphically in Figure 5.14.   

 

 Mean (highest=42) SD 

GS (n=15) 35.80 2.98 

SS (n=15) 37.07 2.46 

AS (n=15) 34.93 3.08 

NS (n=15) 33.27 3.69 

Table 5.17. Descriptive statistics for reading comprehension mean scores  
across the four groups  

 

 
 

Figure 5.14. Reading comprehension scores of the four groups (percentage) 
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 As shown in Table 5.17 and Figure 5.14, the difference among the reading 

comprehension mean scores of the four groups was within 4 points (SS, 37.07; NS, 

33.27), corresponding to a 9% difference (SS, 88%; NS, 79%). The GS and SS groups 

have the highest values, but only small differences.  

 In order to examine whether these differences among the groups were statistically 

significant, a one-way ANOVA was run on the reading comprehension scores to 

determine whether sense-specific lexical information had a significant effect on learners’ 

reading comprehension. The test of homogeneity of error variances confirmed that the 

error variances were equivalent (F (3, 56) = 0.96, p = 0.42) prior to the experiment.  

 

Test F df1 df2 p-value 

RC 0.96 3 56 .42 

Table 5.18. Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances 
 

 The results of the one-way ANOVA for learners’ reading comprehension scores are 

displayed in Table 5.19. As shown, the effect of Group showed a statistically significant 

difference, indicating that the groups were different in their reading comprehension (F (3, 

56) = 4.01, p = 0.01). Since the four groups were shown to be significantly different in 

their reading comprehension performance, it was necessary to locate where the 

differences existed among the groups.  

 

Source df1 df2 Mean Square F P-value Partial 

Eta2 

Group 3 56 38.18 4.01 .01 .18 

   
Table 5.19. Results of one-way ANOVA for reading comprehension scores  

of the four groups 
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 Tukey post-hoc tests (Table 5.20) compared all four groups in pair and revealed a 

significant difference between the SS group and the NS group (P = .01). On the other 

hand there were no significant differences between the GS group and the SS group (P = 

.67), the GS and the AS (P = .87), the GS and the NS (P = .12), the SS and the AS (P = 

.24), and the AS and the NS (P = .46). 

 

     95% confidence interval 
(I)Group (J)Group Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. 

Error 
Sig. Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

GS SS -1.27 1.12 .68 -4.25 1.72 
 AS .87 1.12 .87 -2.12 3.85 
 NS 2.53 1.12 .12 -.45 5.52 

SS GS 1.27 1.12 .68 -1.72 4.25 
 AS 2.13 1.12 .24 -.85 5.12 
 NS 3.80* 1.12 .01 .82 6.78 

AS GS -.87 1.13 .87 -3.85 2.12 
 SS -2.13 1.13 .24 -5.12 .85 
 NS 1.67 1.13 .46 -1.32 4.65 

NS GS -2.53 1.13 .12 -5.52 .45 
 SS -3.80* 1.13 .01 -6.78 -.82 
 AS -1.67 1.13 .46 -4.65 1.32 

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level 

Table 5.20. Tukey post-hoc comparisons for Group differences 

 

 The participants’ reading comprehension scores in the High and Low groups were also 

compared to see if learning new words (with different prior vocabulary knowledge) 

affects reading comprehension scores. Table 5.21 shows the descriptive statistics for the 

participants’ performance, which is also graphically displayed in Figure 5.15. Both the 

High group and the Low group showed a very similar pattern; the sense-specific groups 

showed a better performance (i.e., GS≅SS>AS>NS). At the same time, it appeared that 
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there was very little difference between the Low and High groups, which may indicate 

that learning new words seemed not to affect the reading comprehension scores. 

 

 
Group LowHigh Mean (highest=42) SD 

GS  H (n = 6) 37.83 1.722 

 L (n = 5) 35.20 3.194 

SS  H (n = 8) 37.38 2.875 

 L (n = 5) 35.80 1.483 

AS H (n = 8) 34.75 2.964 

 L (n = 6) 34.83 3.656 

NS  H (n = 6) 33.67 3.445 

 L (n = 6) 31.17 3.601 

 
Table 5.21. Descriptive statistics for reading comprehension mean scores  

for the High (H) and Low (L) groups across the four groups 
 

 
Figure 5.15. Total RC mean scores for the High/Low groups across the four groups  
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 Two-way ANOVA was run to see if the differences were statistically significant. As 

shown in Table 5.22, Group showed a statistically significant difference (F (3, 42) = 5.11, 

p = .004, partial eta2 = 0.27), whereas H/L did not show a statistically significant 

difference (F (1, 42) = 3.74, p = .06, observed power = 0.47). Since Group showed a 

statistically significant difference, all groups needed to be compared in pair to locate 

where the differences existed among the groups.  

 

Source df1 df2 Mean 

Square 

F P-value Partial 

Eta2 

Obs. 

Power 

Group 3 42 45.56 5.11 .004 .27 .90 

HL 1 42 33.34 3.74 .06 .08 .47 

 
Table 5.22. Results of two-way ANOVA for reading comprehension scores 

for the four groups and HL groups 
 

 Tukey post-hoc comparisons revealed a significant difference between the GS and NS 

groups (p = .01) and between the SS and NS groups (p < .001). All other groups in pair 

did not show a significant difference (i.e., GS-SS: p = 1.00, GS-AS: p = .43, SS-AS: p = 

.32, AS-NS: p = .20). This confirmed that the sense-specific groups (GS and SS) 

outperformed the NS group in terms of reading comprehension and to some extent, 

supported the argument that sense-specific lexical information facilitates learners’ 

reading comprehension. 
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     95% confidence interval 
(I)Group (J)Group Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. 

Error 
Sig. Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

GS SS -.13 1.22 1.00 -3.41 3.14 
 AS 1.85 1.20 .43 -1.37 5.07 
 NS 4.22* 1.25 .01 .88 7.56 

SS GS .13 1.22 1.00 -3.14 3.41 
 AS 1.98 1.15 .32 -1.09 5.06 
 NS 4.35* 1.20 .00 1.15 7.55 

AS GS -1.85 1.20 .43 -5.07 1.37 
 SS -1.98 1.15 .32 -5.06 1.09 
 NS 2.37 1.18 .20 -.77 5.51 

NS GS -4.22* 1.25 .01 -7.56 -.88 
 SS -4.35* 1.20 .00 -7.55 -1.15 
 AS -2.37 1.18 .20 -5.51 .77 

 
Table 5.23 Tukey post-hoc comparisons for Group differences 

 

 

     In sum, the results showed that the various kinds of lexical information (i.e., sense-

specific information) affected the learners’ reading comprehension scores, and the 

differences were statistically reliable. On the other hand, descriptively, the learners’ 

previous knowledge of target words (i.e., High and Low) seemed not to affect their 

reading comprehension scores, but this result did not show statistical significance. In 

addition, it is worth noting that the learners’ performance on reading comprehension 

showed a similar pattern to their performance on vocabulary acquisition; the groups were 

ranked similarly in terms of performance (i.e., the sense-specific groups (GS, SS) 

performed better than the AS/NS groups). 
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5.3.3 Effects of the system errors  

 In the present study, some differences between the Gold Senses (GS) condition and 

the System Senses (SS) condition were observed, but it has not been explored to what 

extent the learners in the SS group were impacted specifically by words that were 

incorrectly disambiguated.   

 Nine words revealed to be presented on the system with different sense-specific 

lexical information (because they were incorrectly disambiguated by the system, see 

section 4.5.3.4) from its context of the reading text (= inappropriate target-sense words). 

The nine words of this inappropriate target-sense words group were agitate, aspect, 

banish, resist, indicate, expenditure, sector, chain, and conscience.  

 After examining all words that learners in the SS group clicked, the author determined 

cases that learners got wrong in the pretest. Among the cases of the nine words for which 

the system provided lexical information that was different from the context of the reading 

text, a total of 18 cases clicked while reading were found to be incorrect in the pretest. 

Among the 18 cases, a total of nine cases were shown to be correct in the Post-3 (case B). 

The other nine cases showed to be incorrect in the Post-3 (case A). Likewise, 12 cases 

clicked while reading were found to be correct in the pretest. Among these 12 cases, two 

cases were incorrect in the Post-3 (case D). The other 10 cases were correct in the Post-3 

(case C). The same procedure was applied to the other 11 words presented on the system 

with appropriate sense-specific information in context of the reading text (=appropriate 

target-sense words). One can see the different performance for words that learners 

clicked on for these two types in Table 5.24. 
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 Based on the results in Table 5.24, when learners were wrong in the pretest and 

received appropriate sense information during reading, they showed 76% accuracy in the 

Post-3, whereas learners showed 50% improvement when provided with inappropriate 

sense information (comparing case a with case A). This, unsurprisingly, showed the value 

of correct sense information (case a = 76%).  

 

Clicked while reading Pretest Post-3   Accuracy   

inappropriate  

target-sense words  

= 9 (word types) 

Incorrect = 18 

(tokens) 

Correct    = 9 9/18  =0.50  A 

Incorrect  = 9 9/18  =0.50  B 

Correct = 12 Correct    = 10 10/12=0.83  C 

Incorrect  = 2 2/12  =0.17  D 

appropriate  

target-sense words  

= 11 

Incorrect = 42 Correct    = 32 32/42=0.76  a 

Incorrect  = 10 10/42=0.24  b 

Correct = 16 Correct     = 14 14/16=0.88  c 

Incorrect   = 2  2/16 =0.13  d    

 
Table 5.24. Pre to Post-3 gain on clicked words for learners in the SS group 

 

 On the other hand, when learners were correct in the pretest and received appropriate 

sense information during reading, they showed 88% improvement whereas they showed 

83% improvement when provided inappropriate sense information during the reading 

(comparing case c with case C). This is important, as it seems to indicate that wrong 

sense information was not leading learners astray.  
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5.3.4 Implications 

 This study intended to investigate if sense-specific lexical information would guide 

learners to better vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. The findings 

suggested the following important implications. First, the type of lexical information (GS, 

SS, AS, NS) impacts the amount of vocabulary learning and reading comprehension. One 

thing to note from the results was that the AS group demonstrated a high performance in 

vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension that was similar to the performance 

shown by the GS and SS groups. The current study speculated that it could be attributed 

to a small number of sense entries of the target words (average = 2.95). As such, it would 

be interesting for a further study to explore with target words that have more sense 

entries. Furthermore, with target words that more sense entries, it would be an interesting 

future study to investigate how the number of sense entries of words affects learners’ 

vocabulary learning (e.g., if words with more sense entries are harder for learners to 

acquire, or if more polysemous words are harder for learners to acquire, and so on.) 

 Second, learners demonstrated higher performance in vocabulary acquisition and, to 

some extent, reading comprehension when they received sense-specific information. This 

confirmed that the provision of sense-specific lexical information during reading is more 

helpful.  

 Third, learners with lower prior vocabulary knowledge showed more vocabulary 

learning (improvement) than learners who knew more target words before the task, as 

they knew fewer words at the beginning and thus had more room for learning 

(improvement). Also, on average, learners who knew fewer target words clicked nearly 

twice as many words while reading as did learners who knew more target words. This 
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indicates that learners with lower vocabulary knowledge seem to need more vocabulary 

assistance than do learners with higher vocabulary knowledge.  

 Lastly, for the effect of the automatic system errors, the results showed that learners 

demonstrated a similar amount of learning regardless of appropriateness of lexical 

information when they had already known the target word. However, they showed more 

learning provided with appropriate lexical information when they did not initially know 

the target word, which suggests that it is still worthwhile to provide sense-specific lexical 

information.  
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VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK  

 

 In the present study, an intelligent learning system was developed and its positive 

effects on vocabulary learning and reading comprehension of second language learners 

were investigated. After presenting the rationale of the present study and related research 

(Chapters 1 and 2), the architecture of the system was described and the process of 

building the system was shown, providing the algorithm newly established in the study as 

well as an evaluation of the system, showing the effectiveness of the algorithm (Chapters 

3 and 4). The present study then demonstrated the impact of the system on actual 

language learners of English, leading to improvement in their vocabulary learning and 

reading comprehension (Chapter 5). The following sections summarize the study results, 

discuss the implications and limitations of the study, and provide suggestions for future 

research.  

 

6.1 The system from a computational perspective 

 To support vocabulary learning and reading comprehension for language learners, the 

online system was developed, allowing learners to upload or choose texts and click on 

any content word in order to obtain sense-appropriate lexical information for unfamiliar 

or unknown words during reading. The system consists of three components: 1) the 

system manager, 2) the NLP server, and 3) the lexical database. The system manager 

controls the interaction among each learner, the NLP server, and the lexical database. The 

NLP server contains several NLP modules for tokenizing, lemmatizing, POS tagging, 

collocation identification, and word sense disambiguation. Those modules take part in 
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converting a raw input text to a linguistically analyzed text. The lexical database is used 

to provide a sense-appropriate definition and example sentences of an input word to the 

learner. To obtain sense-appropriate information, the system first performs word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) on the input text. The system used SenseRelate::AllWords 

(SR::AW) (Pedersen and Kolhatkar, 2009) to perform WSD on input texts, as this WSD 

system has broad coverage of content words.  

 Pointing to appropriate examples, however, is complicated by the fact that the 

database of examples is from one repository (COBUILD), while automatic WSD systems 

generally rely on senses from another (WordNet). The lexical database, then, is indexed 

by WordNet senses, each of which points to an appropriate corresponding COBUILD 

sense. To make it feasible for the lexical database to redirect an input WordNet sense to a 

corresponding COBUILD sense, a word sense alignment (WSA) algorithm was 

developed. The WSA of the study works by first running SR::AW WSD system on 

COBUILD examples in order to induce a basic/initial alignment structure between 

WordNet and COBUILD, adjusting this structure according to a heuristic which favors 

flatter alignment structures.  The best alignment structure generated from the WSA step 

is then sent to the lexical database for linking WSD output senses to corresponding 

COBUILD senses, allowing the system to finally present the appropriate COBUILD 

definition and examples.  

 There are several implications to this work: First, a new pair of inventories (WordNet 

and COBULD) was employed, thus increasing the scope of WSA work. Second, the 

purpose for alignment in the study is unique: instead of increasing the size of a 

knowledge base, where issues such as the redundancy of senses are important, the study 
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finds the areas of commonality between two resources. Third, while previous studies 

mostly used a lot of information (extracted from inventories) as an input for more 

sophisticated WSA methods, this research simply uses information extracted from a state-

of-the-art WSD classifier for the alignment work, which makes the present system fairly 

light but robust in performance.  Lastly, the new method in the present study opens up the 

possibility of exploring alignment structures as a whole, and this is the first which 

focuses specifically on trends in alignment structure between two inventories. 

 The study examined the system performance with respect to accuracy of alignment 

between WordNet and COBUILD on an evaluation set constructed by pooling the 

judgments of semi-experts. To obtain these judgments, an online survey was used in 

which a sense of a target word from WordNet (as a question) with senses from 

COBUILD (as choices) was presented, asking for judgments of relatedness between them. 

With different weights of related meaning in estimating accuracy of the WSA system, the 

precision got higher with higher counts of related meaning. Also, the study examined the 

alignment results with and without accounting for the flatness of alignment structures; the 

finding was that system performance was enhanced by applying the heuristic favoring 

flatness in alignment structures. This validates the heuristic of favoring flat alignments.  

 Throughout the discussion of this evaluation process, the study has noted that 1) it was 

difficult for semi-experts to agree upon correct alignments, showing that the task itself 

was difficult even for human and that 2) despite this, such data could be used to gauge the 

accuracy of WSA systems, depending upon how much related meaning one wishes to 

capture in the alignments.    
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 None of the previous systems developed for language learning, as discussed in section 

2.2, is well-suited enough to accomplish the task. The findings of this research thus have 

significant implications for those who are trying to integrate NLP technology into 

educational systems (e.g., ICALL). First, this research demonstrated a successful 

application of NLP technologies (e.g. WSD, WSA) to the educational system, especially 

involved in meaning processing, which has been regarded as challenging to implement. 

Second, considering that the most ICALL systems provide practice on grammatical forms 

and functions, this research can foster awareness of the usefulness of ICALL systems for 

meaning processing, specifically for vocabulary practice, which can also enhance a 

learners’ reading comprehension when combined with reading practice.  

 Despite the new insights on WSA that the present study suggests, there are still several 

directions to pursue. First, the study implemented a preference for flat alignments over 

skewed ones; however, this could be revised by using a sample of correct alignments or 

possibly from other resources, if available. The preliminary investigation into WSA 

between WordNet and Wiktionary, although they are entirely different resources, shows 

quite different behavior from the heuristic (i.e., favoring flat alignments) of the present 

study. Thus, this is an open question for future research. Also, other applications may 

require different assumptions. For further evaluation and development of the present 

system, more gold standard data needs to be collected; furthermore, the system needs to 

be tested with more words. Moreover, one may want to add human verification for the 

alignments in order to ensure quality mappings for a real-world vocabulary assistant 

system.  
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 Regarding the WSA algorithm developed in the present study, the study found that the 

portion of the algorithm relying on the sense probability distribution seems relatively 

conservative and biased not to change the WSA structures from the initial alignment 

based on WSD outputs to the adjusted alignment. This may be due to two factors: 1) the 

sense distribution probability may be weighted relatively strongly whereas the alignment 

structure probability (reflecting the flatness of the structure) is relatively weak; or, 2) the 

words used for testing the system have a small number of senses to validate the results. 

Investigating these factors merits future work.  

 

6.2 The system from a language learning perspective  

 Upon the completion of building the system, the study evaluated whether this set-up of 

providing sense-specific lexical information can lead learners to improve their vocabulary 

acquisition and reading comprehension; the system was examined with 60 intermediate 

Korean learners of English as a second language (ESL). Those 60 participants were 

randomly assigned to one of four groups: 1) Gold senses (GS) – reading with support of 

gold standard sense-specific lexical information, 2) System senses (SS) – reading with 

support of system-derived sense-specific lexical information, 3) All senses (AS) – 

reading with support of lexical information of all senses of the chosen word, and 4) No 

senses (NS) – reading without any support of lexical information. Since pre-determined 

input texts were used, in the study gold standard information was created, where each 

word in the text is manually given a link to the appropriate COBUILD information. This 

lets the present study gauge: 1) whether the gold-standard information is helpful to 
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learners, and 2) comparatively speaking, what the effects are of using the potentially 

noisy information provided by the authentic system.  

 To answer the question regarding if participants show better vocabulary acquisition 

with sense-specific lexical information, the study compared the performance of each of 

four groups and found that the GS group showed the most gain in vocabulary learning 

from the pretest to the posttest, whereas the NS group showed almost none. This 

demonstrated what the present study expected. The sense-specific groups (i.e., the GS 

and SS groups) showed more vocabulary acquisition than the AS and NS groups. To test 

if these results were statistically significant, a repeated-measures analysis of variance 

(RM ANOVA) was used. The analysis showed a statistically significant difference on the 

time by group interaction effect (Time*Group), which was most crucially related to the 

research question. This significant effect of time by group interaction was a reliable, 

positive answer to the question regarding if sense-specific information facilitates 

learners’ vocabulary learning. Post-hoc analyses found significant differences between 

the GS-AS groups, the GS-NS groups, and the SS-NS groups on the improvement over 

time (Time*Group). The vocabulary improvement over time (i.e., pre-post gain) between 

learners above the mean gain score (High) and learners below the mean gain score (Low) 

were also analyzed. The learners in the Low group showed much more improvement than 

the learners in the High groups, indicating the Lower group could show more 

improvement because they have more room for improvement. Also the Low group 

clicked almost twice as many target words as did the High group. The study also 

analyzed the pre-post gain only for the target words which were clicked (GS, SS, AS) and 

found that all three groups showed more improvement on clicked words.  
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 The overall results suggest a positive answer to the research question about whether 

sense-specific lexical information leads learners to better vocabulary learning. The results 

from several different analyses suggested that: 1) learners provided with lexical 

information during reading have more vocabulary learning, with sense-specific 

information having a descriptively greater increase; 2) learners in general appear to 

acquire more when they check the meaning during the task; and 3) they seem to check the 

meaning more when the meaning is disambiguated correctly. 

 To answer the question regarding whether learners improved in reading 

comprehension, the study compared reading comprehension test scores of the four groups 

and found a trend similar to that of vocabulary acquisition, though the differences 

between groups were relatively small (GS: 85%, SS: 88% > AS: 83%, NS: 79%). The 

analysis generated by a one-way ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference on 

the effect of Group. Post-hoc analyses located a significant difference between the SS 

group and the NS group. To some extent, the results support the idea that sense-specific 

lexical information facilitates learners’ reading comprehension. Curiously, the GS group, 

which received more accurate sense information than the SS group, did not show 

significant differences in post-hoc comparisons with the NS group, despite descriptively 

showing slightly higher reading comprehension scores (6%). This issue warrants 

investigation in the future.  

 In order to gauge the effect of automatic system errors on vocabulary acquisition, 

distinguishing the SS from the GS conditions, the study also examined the target words 

for which the system gave incorrect information. The results showed that when learners 

were wrong in the pretest and received correct sense information, they did show 76% 
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accuracy. However, they showed 50% accuracy even when provided with incorrect 

information, which suggests that any information helps to some extent, though it is clear 

that correct sense information helped learners learn more (76% > 50%). On the other 

hand, when they already knew the sense of the word, the incorrect sense information did 

not impact their learning: there was 88% accuracy with correct sense information during 

the reading and 83% accuracy with incorrect sense information. This indicates that 

learners are able to distinguish the appropriateness of newly provided sense information 

during reading when they already know the sense of the word.  

 The findings of the present study showed some important implications: First, the types 

of lexical information (GS, SS, AS, NS) influenced learners’ vocabulary acquisition and 

reading comprehension. In particular, learners demonstrated higher performance when 

they clicked words to get their sense information. Moreover, most results show a similar 

trend such that the GS and SS groups outperformed the AS and NS groups. These 

findings gave a reliably positive answer to the research questions about whether sense-

specific lexical information would support learners’ vocabulary acquisition and reading 

comprehension, which in turn justifies the rationale behind the design of the online 

system in the present study. Second, from the examination of the effect of automatic 

system errors, it can be concluded that although learners showed learning regardless of 

appropriateness of lexical information, they still showed relatively greater learning when 

given appropriate lexical information. Surprisingly, even at times inaccurate information 

was helpful, though how much degradation is allowed before it becomes harmful is an 

area to explore in the future. 
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 Although a few studies have shown actual learning outcomes for an ICALL system 

(e.g., Heift, 2001, Kulkarni et al., 2008; Petersen, 2006), it is still scant. There have been 

even fewer studies trying to build systems to support vocabulary learning and reading 

comprehension. Among the few, the REAP tutor (Heilman et al., 2006; Kulkarni et al., 

2008) is regarded as a good system, providing a various supports for language learners, 

but their system is limited in terms of vocabulary learning through reading (see 2.2.2 for 

more details). More importantly, the present study is the first to more seriously consider 

the sense inventory and examples that will be shown to learners, linking modern WSD 

with learner-appropriate examples. In that sense, the present study is the first to offer a 

tutoring system which more effectively utilizes the effectiveness of sense-specific 

information to support vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension.  

	   One of the interesting venues for future research would be developing a tutoring 

system which provides sense-specific information in a multimedia mode: such a system 

might extract corresponding multimedia sources of a word’s sense from the resources and 

present the lexical information with multimedia sources. This might lead learners to 

accomplish more successful vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. Also, it 

would be interesting to explore if there are any differences between learners who learn 

COBUILD senses and those who learn WordNet senses. Focusing more on the 

polysemous nature of words, it would be an interesting future work to investigate if there 

are any differences between highly polysemous words and less polysemous in vocabulary 

learning and reading comprehension. 
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Appendix A 

Code of computing a probability of alignment structure (=P(A)) 

probA.py 

#! /bin/env python 
 
import math 
import itertools 
 
####### change CB and WN 
 
#===================================== 
# function to generate type of WSA 
#===================================== 
def gen_atype(c,w): 
    type = [] 
    type_list= list(itertools.combinations_with_replacement(range(w+1),c)) 
     
    for i in type_list: 
        total = sum(i) 
 
        if total == w: 
            type.append(i) 
 
    return type 
#================================= 
c = 3   # number of CB senses 
w = 14  # number of WN senses 
 
dtpt = float(c) 
numrtr = float(w) 
 
### 1. generate average #### 
m = numrtr/dtpt 
print "Average = " 
print m 
 
### 2. generate alignment type given CB & WN senses #### 
type = gen_atype (c,w) 
print type 
#type = [(0,0,6), (0,1,5), (0,2,4), (0,3,3), (1,1,4), (1,2,3), (2,2,2)] 
 
### 3. generate standard deviation for each alignment type #### 
dic={} 
for each in type: 
    list=[] 
    for j in each: 
        x= j-m 
        t=pow(x, 2) 
        list.append(t) 
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    a=0 
    for k in list: 
        a = a+k 
    a= float(a) 
    sd = math.sqrt(a/dtpt) 
 
    dic[each]=sd 
 
### 4. find the highest score (bigest SD = most skewed) #### 
print "\n"+ "each_alignment_type & SD" 
 
higher=0 
for i in dic: 
    print i, dic[i] 
 
    if higher < dic[i]: 
        higher=dic[i] 
 
print "\n" +"highest SD" 
print higher 
 
 
### 5. reverse sd to have flattest highest, skewedest lowest #### 
###    and calculate sum of reversed scores               ####  
print "\n"+ "each_alignment_type & SD & higestSD-SD(=score)" 
  
dic2={}   # dic for each alingment type and its reversed score (higest SD-SD)  
sum=0   # sum of reversed score 
for i in dic:     
    rvrs= higher-dic[i] 
    sum=sum+rvrs 
 
    print i, dic[i], rvrs 
    dic2[i]=rvrs 
 
print "\n"+ "sum of score" 
print sum 
 
### 6. normalize : each score/sum ==> P(A)  #### 
print "\n"+ "each_alignment_type & score & normalized=score/sum=P(A)" 
 
dic_P_A = {}  # dic for P(A) for each alingment type 
for i in dic2: 
    P_A = dic2[i]/sum 
    
    print i, dic2[i], P_A 
    dic_P_A[i]=P_A 
 
print "\n"+ "dictionary of P(A) for each type of alignment = " 
print dic_P_A 
 
print "\n" 
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Appendix B 

Code of computing word sense alignment (=P(A)*P(WN|CB)) 

(1) main_WSA.py 

#! /bin/env python 
 
from defs_WSA_20 import * 
from copy import deepcopy 
import sys 
 
#============================================= 
# extract all info for WSA from every file (i.e. CB, WN, ST, Avrf, P_A) 
#============================================= 
 
file = open(sys.argv[1], 'r') 
 
line_list = file.readlines() 
 
item=line_list[0].split() 
 
cb = item[2] 
wn = item[3] 
 
CB = int(cb) 
WN = int(wn) 
 
word = line_list[1] 
 
ST_list = line_list[2].strip() 
SenseTable = ST_list.split('=') 
ST = eval(SenseTable[1]) 
 
AV = line_list[3].strip() 
Average = AV.split('=') 
avrg = float(Average[1]) 
 
PofA = line_list[4].strip() 
Prob_A = PofA.split('=') 
P_A = eval(Prob_A[1]) 
 
#===================================================================  
# Main 
#================================================================== 
items = ST.items() 
items.sort() 
 
#================================================================== 
# Step_1 
#================================================================== 
 
# determine the number of wn senses 
biggest=1 
for i in items: 
    
    if i[0][1] > biggest: 
        biggest = i[0][1] 
 
BEST=[] 
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LISTS=[] 
a=1 
 
while a <= biggest:    ##Ndics: 
    n=[a] 
    a=a+1 
 
    # call def bld_lists_wn 
    n=bld_lists_wn(n,items) 
 
    if len(n) ==1: 
        pass 
 
    else: 
        LISTS.append(n) 
 
        higher = 0 
 
        # call def best 
        higheritem=best(higher, n) 
        BEST.append(higheritem) 
 
print word 
print "Best Alignment = ", BEST 
 
 

(2) defs_WSA.py 

#! /bin/env python 
 
from copy import deepcopy 
 
#===================================================================  
# (step_1) build lists per wn sense 
#================================================================== 
def bld_lists_wn(n, items): 
   for i in items: 
       if i[0][1] == n[0]: 
           n.append(i) 
   return n #print n # (i.e.) [1, ((c1,w1), val), ((c2,w1), val), ((c3,w1),val)]   
 
#===================================================================  
# (step_1) build a list of best pairs 
#==================================================================  
def best(higher, n): 
   for i in n[1:]:   #becuase n[0]=wn sense no tag 
      if higher < i[1]: 
         higher = i[1] 
         higheritem = i 
      elif higher == i[1]: 
         pass          
      else: 
         pass 
   return higheritem 
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#==================================================================  
# (step_2) generate alternative alignments: list for each of WN with dis-selected WN_CB pairs in BEST 
#==================================================================  
def alt_algnmt(BEST, LISTS): 
    new_LISTS = [] 
    a=0 
    for wn_list in LISTS: 
        for j in wn_list[1:]: 
            if j[0] != BEST[a][0]: 
                another = deepcopy(BEST) 
                another[a] = j 
                new_LISTS.append(another) 
            another = [] 
        a=a+1           
    return new_LISTS 
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_3_1) build dictionary of CB senses as key and its branches as value  
#==================================================================  
def gen_cb_brnch(cnd_alignment, CB):       
    c_brnch = {} 
    for i in cnd_alignment: #BEST: 
        if c_brnch.has_key(i[0][0]): 
            c_brnch[i[0][0]]+=1 
        else: 
            c_brnch[i[0][0]]=1                    
     
    c_list =[]     
    a=1 
    while a <= CB: 
       c_list.append(a) 
       a = a+1 
 
    for key in c_brnch: 
       for i in c_list: 
          if key == i: 
             c_list.remove(i) 
 
    for i in c_list: 
       c_brnch[i]=0 
 
    return c_brnch     
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_3_2) generate alignment type for given candidate alingment  
#==================================================================  
def gen_alignmnt_type(c_brnch): 
    type=[] 
    for key in c_brnch: 
        type.append(c_brnch[key]) 
    type.sort()  
    return type 
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#==================================================================  
# (step_3_3) # find cb branches which meet the average of branches 
#==================================================================  
def bigger_cb_brnch (avrg, c_brnch): 
    fixed=[]  
    for key  in c_brnch: 
        if c_brnch[key] >= avrg: 
            fixed.append(key) 
    return fixed          
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_3_4) # find cb branches which is bigger than the average of branches 
# and from the BEST, find items which have the same cb sense as the above one 
#==================================================================  
def find_bigger_inBEST (c_brnch, avrg, BEST): 
    pairs = [] 
    for key in c_brnch: 
        if c_brnch[key] > avrg:   
            for i in BEST: 
                if i[0][0] == key:  #and key not in fixed: 
                    pairs.append(i[0]) 
    return pairs 
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_3_5)# from new_LISTS, find items which have the same WN sense and different CB sense from the BEST  
# But exclude wn-cb whose cb is in the fixed (already meets/beyond the average) 
#==================================================================  
def gen_cnd_algnmt(new_LISTS, pairs, fixed): 
    cnd_lists = []   
    for i in new_LISTS: 
        for j in i: 
            for k in pairs: 
                if j[0][1] ==k[1] and j[0][0] != k[0] and j[0][0] not in fixed: 
                    cnd_lists.append(i) 
    return cnd_lists 
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_4)  generate type of each candidate alignment 
#==================================================================  
def gen_type_cnd(cnd_lists, CB): 
    for i in cnd_lists: 
        c_brnch= gen_cb_brnch(i, CB) 
        type = gen_alignmnt_type(c_brnch) 
        i.append(type) 
    return cnd_lists 
 
#==================================================================  
# (step_4) find alignment type for given candidate alignment and its P(A) 
#==================================================================  
def gen_P_A(i, P_A): 
    for key in P_A: 
        if list(key) == i[-1]: 
            i[-1].append(P_A[key]) 
    return i 
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#==================================================================  
# (step_4) calculate P(ST|A_k)P(A_k)  ==> for NB, change prod to sume of log 
#==================================================================  
def gen_prob (BEST): 
    prod=1 
    for i in BEST[:-1]: 
        prod = prod * i[1]      ############# log 
 
    prod= prod*BEST[-1][-1]      ################# log 
    BEST.append(prod) 
 
    return BEST 
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Appendix C 

Definitions and examples of nine words from WordNet and COBUILD 

a. area.n 

CB = 6 WN = 6 
[NOUN] An area is a particular part of a town, a 
country, a region, or the world. 
the large number of community groups in the area 
60 years ago half the French population still lived in 
rural areas. 

(n) area, country (a particular geographical region 
of indefinite boundary (usually serving some special 
purpose or distinguished by its people or culture or 
geography)) "it was a mountainous area"; "Bible 
country" 

[NOUN] Your area is the part of a town, country, 
or region where you live. An organization's area is 
the part of a town, country, or region that it is 
responsible for. 
Local authorities have been responsible for the 
running of schools in their areas 
If there is an election in your area, you should go 
and vote. 

(n) area (a subject of study) "it was his area of 
specialization"; "areas of interest include..." 

[NOUN] A particular area is a piece of land or part 
of a building that is used for a particular activity. 
a picnic area. 
the main check-in area located in Terminal 1. 

(n) area, region (a part of an animal that has a  
special function or is supplied by a given artery or  
nerve) "in the abdominal region" 
 

[NOUN] An area is a particular place on a surface 
or object, for example on your body. 
You will notice that your baby has two soft areas on 
the top of his head. 

(n) sphere, domain, area, orbit, field, arena (a 
particular environment or walk of life) "his social 
sphere is limited"; "it was a closed area of 
employment"; "he's out of my orbit" 

[NOUN] The area of a surface such as a piece of 
land is the amount of flat space or ground that it 
covers, measured in square units. 
The islands cover a total area of 625.6 square 
kilometers 

(n) area (a part of a structure having some specific 
characteristic or function) "the spacious cooking 
area provided plenty of room for servants" 

[NOUN] You can use area to refer to a particular 
subject or topic, or to a particular part of a larger, 
more general situation or activity. 
the politically sensitive area of old age pensions. 

(n) area, expanse, surface area (the extent of a 2-
dimensional surface enclosed within a boundary) 
"the area of a rectangle"; "it was about 500 square 
feet in area" 

 

b. community.n    

CB = 3 WN = 6 
[NOUN] The community is all the people who live 
in a particular area or place. 
He's well liked by people in the community 
The growth of such vigilante gangs has worried 
community leaders, police and politicians. 

(n) community (a group of people living in a 
particular local area) "the team is drawn from all 
parts of the community" 
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[NOUN] A particular community is a group of 
people who are similar in some way. 
The police haven't really done anything for the 
black community in particular. 
the business community. 

(n) community (common ownership) "they shared 
a community of possessions" 

[NOUN] Community is friendship between 
different people or groups, and a sense of having 
something in common. 
Two of our greatest strengths are diversity and 
community. 

(n) community (a group of nations having common 
interests) "they hoped to join the NATO community" 

 (n) community, community of interests (agreement 
as to goals) "the preachers and the bootleggers 
found they had a community of interests" 

 (n) residential district, residential area, community 
(a district where people live; occupied primarily by 
private residences) 

 (n) community, biotic community ((ecology) a  
group of interdependent organisms inhabiting the  
same region and interacting with each other) 

 

c. indicate.v   

CB = 6 WN = 5 
[VERB] If one thing indicates another, the first 
thing shows that the second is true or exists. 
A survey of retired people has indicated that most 
are independent and enjoying life 
Our vote today indicates a change in United States 
policy 
This indicates whether remedies are suitable for 
children. 

(v) bespeak, betoken, indicate, point, signal (be a 
signal for or a symptom of) "These symptoms 
indicate a serious illness"; "Her behavior points to 
a severe neurosis"; "The economic indicators signal 
that the euro is undervalued" 

[VERB] If you indicate an opinion, an intention, or 
a fact, you mention it in an indirect way. 
Mr. Rivers has indicated that he may resign 
U.S. authorities have not yet indicated their 
monetary policy plans. 

(v) indicate, point, designate, show (indicate a 
place, direction, person, or thing; either spatially or 
figuratively) "I showed the customer the glove 
section"; "He pointed to the empty parking space"; 
"he indicated his opponents" 

[VERB] [FORMAL] If you indicate something to 
someone, you show them where it is, especially by 
pointing to it. 
He indicated a chair. 'Sit down.' 

(v) indicate (to state or express briefly) "indicated 
his wishes in a letter" 

[VERB] If one thing indicates something else, it is 
a sign of that thing. 
Dreams can help indicate your true feelings 

(v) argue, indicate (give evidence of) "The evidence  
argues for your claim"; "The results indicate the  
need for more work" 
 

[VERB] If a technical instrument indicates 
something, it shows a measurement or reading. 
The needles that indicate your height are at the top 
right-hand corner 

(v) indicate, suggest (suggest the necessity of an 
 intervention; in medicine) "Tetracycline is  
indicated in such cases" 
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The temperature gauge indicated that it was boiling. 
[VERB] [mainly BRIT] When drivers indicate, 
they make lights flash on one side of their vehicle to 
show that they are going to turn in that direction. 
in AM, use signal 
He told us when to indicate and when to change  
gear. 

 

 

d. involve.v  

CB = 5 WN = 7 
[VERB] If a situation or activity involves 
something, that thing is a necessary part or 
consequence of it. 
Running a kitchen involves a great deal of discipline 
and speed 
Nicky's job as a public relations director involves 
spending quite a lot of time with other people. 

(v) involve, affect, regard (connect closely and 
often incriminatingly) "This new ruling affects your 
business" 

[VERB] If a situation or activity involves someone, 
they are taking part in it. 
If there was a cover-up, it involved people at the 
very highest levels of government. 

(v) involve (engage as a participant) "Don't involve 
me in your family affairs!" 

[VERB] If you say that someone involves 
themselves in something, you mean that they take 
part in it, often in a way that is unnecessary or 
unwanted. 
I seem to have involved myself in something I don't 
understand. 

(v) imply, involve (have as a necessary feature) 
"This decision involves many changes" 

[VERB] If you involve someone else in something, 
you get them to take part in it. 
Noel and I do everything together, he involves me  
in everything 

(v) necessitate, ask, postulate, need, require, take, 
involve, call for, demand (require as useful, just, or 
proper) "It takes nerve to do what she did"; "success 
usually requires hard work"; "This job asks a lot of 
patience and skill"; "This position demands a lot of 
personal sacrifice"; "This dinner calls for a 
spectacular dessert"; "This intervention does not 
postulate a patient's consent" 

[VERB] If one thing involves you in another thing, 
especially something unpleasant or inconvenient, 
the first thing causes you to do or deal with the 
second. 
A late booking may involve you in extra cost 

(v) involve (contain as a part) "Dinner at Joe's 
always involves at least six courses" 

 (v) involve (occupy or engage the interest of) "His 
story completely involved me during the entire 
afternoon" 

 (v) involve (make complex or intricate or 
complicated) "The situation was rather involved" 
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e. job.n     

CB = 5 WN = 12 
[NOUN] A job is the work that someone does to 
earn money. 
Once I'm in America I can get a job 
Thousands have lost their jobs 
I felt the pressure of being the first woman in the 
job. 
overseas job vacancies. 

(n) occupation, business, job, line of work, line (the 
principal activity in your life that you do to earn 
money) "he's not in my line of business" 

[NOUN] A job is a particular task. 
He said he hoped that the job of putting together a 
coalition wouldn't take too much time 

(n) job, task, chore (a specific piece of work 
required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee) 
"estimates of the city's loss on that job ranged as 
high as a million dollars"; "the job of repairing the 
engine took several hours"; "the endless task of 
classifying the samples"; "the farmer's morning 
chores" 

[NOUN] The job of a particular person or thing is 
their duty or function. 
Their main job is to preserve health rather than treat 
illness 
Drinking a lot helps the kidneys do their job. 

 

(n) job (an object worked on; a result produced by 
working) "he held the job in his left hand and 
worked on it with his right" 

[NOUN] If you say that someone is doing a good 
job, you mean that they are doing something well. 
In British English, you can also say that they are 
making a good job of something. 
We could do a far better job of managing it than 
they have 

(n) job (the responsibility to do something) "it is 
their job to print the truth" 

[NOUN] If you say that you have a job doing 
something, you are emphasizing how difficult it is. 
He may have a hard job selling that argument to 
investors 

(n) job (the performance of a piece of work) "she 
did an outstanding job as Ophelia"; "he gave it up 
as a bad job" 

 (n) job (a damaging piece of work) "dry rot did the 
job of destroying the barn"; "the barber did a real 
job on my hair" 

 (n) problem, job (a state of difficulty that needs to  
be resolved) "she and her husband are having  
problems"; "it is always a job to contact him";  
"urban problems such as traffic congestion and  
smog" 

 
 (n) Job (a Jewish hero in the Old Testament who 

maintained his faith in God in spite of afflictions 
that tested him) 

 (n) Job (any long-suffering person who withstands  
affliction without despairing) 

 (n) job ((computer science) a program application  
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that may consist of several steps but is a single  
logical unit) 
 

 (n) Job, Book of Job (a book in the Old Testament 
containing Job's pleas to God about his afflictions 
and God's reply) 

 (n) caper, job (a crime (especially a robbery)) "the 
gang pulled off a bank job in St. Louis" 

 

f. policy.n     

CB = 3 WN = 3 
[NOUN] A policy is a set of ideas or plans that is 
used as a basis for making decisions, especially in 
politics, economics, or business. 
plans which include changes in foreign policy and 
economic reforms. 
the UN's policy-making body. 
 

(n) policy (a plan of action adopted by an individual 
or social group) "it was a policy of retribution"; "a 
politician keeps changing his policies" 

[NOUN] An official organization's policy on a 
particular issue or towards a country is their attitude 
and actions regarding that issue or country. 
the government's policy on repatriation. 
the corporation's policy of forbidding building on 
common land. 

(n) policy (a line of argument rationalizing the 
course of action of a government) "they debated the 
policy or impolicy of the proposed legislation" 

[NOUN] An insurance policy is a document which 
shows the agreement that you have made with an 
insurance company. 
You are advised to read the small print of household 
and motor insurance policies. 

(n) policy, insurance policy, insurance (written 
contract or certificate of insurance) "you should 
have read the small print on your policy" 

 

g. process.n    

CB = 2 WN = 6 
[NOUN] A process is a series of actions which are 
carried out in order to achieve a particular result. 
There was total agreement to start the peace process 
as soon as possible 
The best way to proceed is by a process of 
elimination. 
 

(n) procedure, process (a particular course of action  
intended to achieve a result) "the procedure of  
obtaining a driver's license"; "it was a process of 
 trial and error" 
 

[NOUN] A process is a series of things which 
happen naturally and result in a biological or 
chemical change. 
It occurs in elderly men, apparently as part of the 
aging process 

(n) process, cognitive process, mental process, 
operation, cognitive operation ((psychology) the 
performance of some composite cognitive activity; 
an operation that affects mental contents) "the 
process of thinking"; "the cognitive operation of 
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remembering" 
 (n) summons, process (a writ issued by authority of 

 law; usually compels the defendant's attendance in 
 a civil suit; failure to appear results in a default 
 judgment against the defendant) 
 

 (n) process, unconscious process (a mental process 
that you are not directly aware of) "the process of 
denial" 

 (n) process, outgrowth, appendage (a natural 
prolongation or projection from a part of an 
organism either animal or plant) "a bony process" 

 (n) process, physical process (a sustained  
phenomenon or one marked by gradual changes  
through a series of states) "events now in process";  
"the process of calcification begins later for boys  
than for girls" 

 

h. require.v    

CB = 2 WN = 4 
[VERB] If you require something or if something 
is required, you need it or it is necessary. 
If you require further information, you should 
consult the registrar 
This isn't the kind of crisis that requires us to drop 
everything else 
Some of the materials required for this technique 
may be difficult to obtain. 

(v) necessitate, ask, postulate, need, require, take,  
involve, call for, demand (require as useful, just, or  
proper) "It takes nerve to do what she did"; "success 
 usually requires hard work"; "This job asks a lot of 
 patience and skill"; "This position demands a lot of 
 personal sacrifice"; "This dinner calls for a 
 spectacular dessert"; "This intervention does not 
 postulate a patient's consent" 

[VERB] If a law or rule requires you to do 
something, you have to do it. 
The rules also require employers to provide safety 
training 
At least 35 manufacturers have flouted a law 
requiring prompt reporting of such malfunctions 
The law now requires that parents serve on the 
committees that plan and evaluate school programs 
Then he'll know exactly what's required of him. 

(v) ask, require, expect (consider obligatory; 
request and expect) "We require our secretary to be 
on time"; "Aren't we asking too much of these 
children?"; "I expect my students to arrive in time 
for their lessons" 

 (v) command, require (make someone do 
something) 

 (v) want, need, require (have need of) "This piano  
wants the attention of a competent tuner" 
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i. section.n    

CB = 3 WN = 14 
[NOUN] A section of something is one of the parts 
into which it is divided or from which it is formed. 
He said it was wrong to single out any section of 
society for Aids testing 
They moulded a complete new bow section for the 
boat. 
a large orchestra, with a vast percussion section. 
the Georgetown section of Washington, D.C. 

 

(n) section, subdivision (a self-contained part of a 
larger composition (written or musical)) "he always 
turns first to the business section"; "the history of 
this work is discussed in the next section" 

[NOUN] A section of an official document such as 
a report, law, or constitution is one of the parts into 
which it is divided. 
section 14 of the Trade Descriptions Act 1968. 

(n) section (a very thin slice (of tissue or mineral or 
 other substance) for examination under a 
 microscope) "sections from the left ventricle 
 showed diseased tissue" 

[NOUN] A section is a diagram of something such 
as a building or a part of the body. It shows how the 
object would appear to you if it were cut from top to 
bottom and looked at from the side. 
For some buildings a vertical section is more 
informative than a plan. 

(n) section (a distinct region or subdivision of a 
territorial or political area or community or group of 
people) "no section of the nation is more ardent 
than the South"; "there are three synagogues in the 
Jewish section" 

 (n) section, segment (one of several parts or pieces 
that fit with others to constitute a whole object) "a 
section of a fishing rod"; "metal sections were used 
below ground"; "finished the final segment of the 
road" 

 (n) section (a small team of policemen working as 
part of a police platoon) 

 (n) part, section, division (one of the portions into  
which something is regarded as divided and which  
together constitute a whole) "the written part of the  
exam"; "the finance section of the company"; "the  
BBC's engineering division" 

 (n) section (a land unit equal to 1 square mile) 
 (n) section, plane section ((geometry) the area 

created by a plane cutting through a solid) 
 (n) section, discussion section (a small class of  

students who are part of a larger course but are  
taught separately) "a graduate student taught  
sections for the professor's lecture course" 
 

 (n) section (a division of an orchestra containing all 
instruments of the same class) 

 (n) section (a small army unit usually having a  
special function) 
 

 (n) department, section (a specialized division of a  
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large organization) "you'll find it in the hardware  
department"; "she got a job in the historical section 
 of the Treasury" 
 

 (n) section (a segment of a citrus fruit) "he ate a  
section of the orange" 

 (n) incision, section, surgical incision (the cutting of 
or into body tissues or organs (especially by a 
surgeon as part of an operation)) 
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Appendix D 

Scores for nine words 

 

a. area.n 

area CB1 CB2 CB3 CB4 CB5 CB6 

WN1 0.82 0.54 0.54 0.14 0.04 -0.54 

WN2 -0.45 -0.50 -0.45 -0.45 -0.59 0.86 

WN3 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 0.71 -0.21 0.29 

WN4 -0.42 -0.17 0.00 -0.58 -0.83 0.08 

WN5 -0.25 -0.19 0.88 -0.06 -0.50 -0.50 

WN6 -0.36 -0.21 -0.36 -0.14 0.71 -0.50 

 

b. community.n 

community CB1 CB2 CB3 

WN1 0.94 0.22 -0.28 

WN2 -0.07 0.00 0.14 

WN3 -0.23 0.64 0.36 

WN4 -0.50 0.29 0.50 

WN5 0.67 -0.50 -0.50 

WN6 0.38 -0.06 -0.06 

 

c. indicate.v 

indicate CB1 CB2 CB3 CB4 CB5 CB6 

WN1 0.29 -0.07 -0.07 1.00 0.21 -0.07 

WN2 -0.22 -0.11 0.94 -0.33 -0.17 0.06 

WN3 -0.11 0.46 -0.11 -0.11 0.18 -0.04 

WN4 1.00 -0.18 0.09 0.45 0.50 -0.27 

WN5 -0.36 -0.36 -0.36 -0.57 -0.64 -0.43 
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d. involve.v 

involve CB1 CB2 CB3 CB4 CB5 

WN1 0.08 0.50 0.33 0.08 0.25 

WN2 -0.06 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.13 

WN3 1.00 -0.14 -0.29 -0.14 -0.43 

WN4 0.61 -0.11 -0.44 -0.06 -0.39 

WN5 0.89 0.68 0.25 0.36 -0.07 

WN6 -0.45 0.23 0.23 0.41 -0.32 

WN7 -0.57 -0.14 0.29 -0.21 0.00 

 

e. job.n 

job CB1 CB2 CB3 CB4 CB5 

WN1 1.00 -0.17 0.42 -0.83 -0.67 

WN2 0.19 0.56 0.75 -0.31 -0.31 

WN3 -0.14 0.00 -0.50 -0.36 -0.29 

WN4 0.11 0.22 0.72 -0.33 -0.44 

WN5 0.12 0.38 0.42 0.58 -0.08 

WN6 -0.32 -0.05 -0.36 0.05 0.05 

WN7 -0.36 0.36 -0.07 -0.14 0.93 

WN8 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.83 

WN9 -0.75 -1.00 -1.00 -0.88 -0.88 

WN10 -0.50 0.21 -0.36 -0.71 -0.86 

WN11 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 

WN12 -0.19 0.19 -0.73 -0.81 -0.65 

 

f. policy.n 

policy CB1 CB2 CB3 

WN1 0.95 0.64 0.09 

WN2 0.64 0.50 -0.64 

WN3 0.08 0.00 1.00 
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g. process.v 

process CB1 CB2 

WN1 1.00 0.19 

WN2 -0.14 0.50 

WN3 -0.50 -0.83 

WN4 -0.23 0.19 

WN5 -0.41 0.32 

WN6 0.57 0.57 

 

h. require.v 

require CB1 CB2 

WN1 0.67 0.08 

WN2 0.50 0.88 

WN3 -0.07 0.79 

WN4 1.00 0.11 

 

i. section.n 

section CB1 CB2 CB3 

WN1 0.65 0.77 -0.35 

WN2 0.23 -0.32 0.32 

WN3 0.64 -0.36 -0.64 

WN4 1.00 0.17 -0.25 

WN5 -0.06 -0.56 -0.56 

WN6 1.00 0.36 -0.14 

WN7 0.00 0.00 -0.78 

WN8 -0.15 -0.46 0.54 

WN9 0.59 -0.23 -0.32 

WN10 0.14 -0.36 -0.71 

WN11 0.25 -0.50 -0.50 

WN12 0.63 -0.25 -0.56 

WN13 0.14 -0.36 -0.43 

WN14 -0.11 -0.33 0.22 
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Appendix E 

 

Results of the initial alignment (based on SR::AW) and adjusted alignment 
over nine words (α=0.5, gold standard = all positive; improvements in bold) 

 

word Human alignment 

(all positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on SR::AW) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c6) 
(w3,c4), (w3,c6), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c2), (w6,c4) 

0.33 0.18   
(w1,c1),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c2), (w6,c3) 

0.33 0.18 

commu-
nity 

(w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 
(w2,c3), (w3,c2), (w3,c3) 
(w4,c2), (w4,c3), (w5,c1) 
(w6,c1) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c3), (w6,c1)  
 

0.67 0.44  
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c3), (w6,c1)         
 

0.83 
  

0.56 
  

indicate (w1,c1), (w1,c4), (w1,c5) 
(w2,c3), (w2,c6), (w3,c2) 
(w3,c5), (w4,c1), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c4), (w4,c5) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c6), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c6) 

0.20 0.09  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c6) 

0.40 
  

0.18 
  

involve (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c2)  
(w2,c3), (w2,c4), (w2,c5) 
(w3,c1), (w4,c1), (w5,c1) 
(w5,c2), (w5,c3), (w5,c4) 
(w6,c2), (w6,c3), (w6,c4) 
(w7,c3), (w7,c6) 

 
 (w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c5),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c2), (w7,c4) 

0.57 0.21  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c5),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c2), (w7,c4) 

0.57 0.21 

job (w1,c1),(w1,c3), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2), (w2,c3), (w3,c2) 
(w4,c1), (w4,c2), (w4,c3) 
(w5,c1), (w5,c2), (w5,c3) 
(w5,c4), (w6,c4), (w6,c5) 
(w7,c2),(w7,c5),(w10,c2) 
(w12, c2) 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c1),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c3), (w8,c5),(w9, c5) 
(w10,c5), (w11,c3), 
(w12, c4) 

0.33 0.22  
(w1,c5),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c1),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c3), (w8,c5),(w9, c1) 
(w10,c5), (w11,c3), 
(w12, c4) 

0.33 0.22 

policy (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3)  
(w2,c1), (w2,c2), (w3,c1) 
(w3,c2), (w3,c3) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3) 

1.00 0.43  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c3) 

1.00 0.43 

process (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

(w6,c2) 

(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1), (w5,c2), (w6,c2) 

0.50 0.43 (w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1), (w5,c2), (w6,c2) 

0.67

  

0.57 

  

require (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2),(w3,c2), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2) 

(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

1.00 0.57 (w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.75 
 

0.43 
 

section (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c3),(w3,c1), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2), (w6,c1), (w6,c2) 
(w7,c1), (w7,c2), (w8,c3) 
(w9,c1),(w10,c1)(w11c1)
(w12c1)(w13c1)(w14c3) 

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c2), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c1),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c2)(w11c2)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c1) 

0.64 0.56 (w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c2), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c1),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c2)(w11c2)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c1) 

0.57 
 

0.50 
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Appendix F 

 

a. Results of the initial alignment (based on SL) and adjusted alignment over nine 

words (α=0.5, gold standard = all positive; improvements in bold) 

 
word Human alignment 

(all positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on SR::AW) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c6) 
(w3,c4), (w3,c6), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c5),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

0.50 0.27  
(w1,c1),(w2,c5),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

0.50 0.27 

commu-
nity 

(w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 
(w2,c3), (w3,c2), (w3,c3) 
(w4,c2), (w4,c3), (w5,c1) 
(w6,c1) 

 
(w1,c3),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c1), (w6,c1)  
 

0.50 0.33  
(w1,c3),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c1), (w6,c1)         
 

0.50 
 

0.33 
 

indicate (w1,c1), (w1,c4), (w1,c5) 
(w2,c3), (w2,c6), (w3,c2) 
(w3,c5), (w4,c1), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c4), (w4,c5) 

 
(w1,c3),(w2,c5),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c2) 

0.40 0.18  
(w1,c3),(w2,c5),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c2) 

0.40 
 

0.18 
 

involve (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c2)  
(w2,c3), (w2,c4), (w2,c5) 
(w3,c1), (w4,c1), (w5,c1) 
(w5,c2), (w5,c3), (w5,c4) 
(w6,c2), (w6,c3), (w6,c4) 
(w7,c3), (w7,c6) 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c5),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1) 
 

1.00 0.26  
(w1,c5),(w2,c5),(w3,c4), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1) 
 

0.80 0.21 

job (w1,c1),(w1,c3), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2), (w2,c3), (w3,c2) 
(w4,c1), (w4,c2), (w4,c3) 
(w5,c1), (w5,c2), (w5,c3) 
(w5,c4), (w6,c4), (w6,c5) 
(w7,c2),(w7,c5),(w10,c2) 
(w12, c2) 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c1),(w6, c1) 
 

0.50 0.17  
(w1,c5),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c1),(w6, c1) 
 

0.50 0.17 

policy (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3)  
(w2,c1), (w2,c2), (w3,c1) 
(w3,c2), (w3,c3) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1) 

1.00 0.43  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1) 

1.00 0.43 

process (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

(w6,c2) 

  

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1) 

0.33 0.14  

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1)  

0.33 0.14 

 

require (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2),(w3,c2), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2) 

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.75 0.43 (w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.75 0.43 
 

section (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c3),(w3,c1), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2), (w6,c1), (w6,c2) 
(w7,c1), (w7,c2), (w8,c3) 
(w9,c1),(w10,c1)(w11c1)
(w12c1)(w13c1)(w14c3) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1) 
 

0.83 0.31  
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1) 
 

0.83 
 

0.31 
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b. Results of the initial alignment (based on SL) and adjusted alignment over nine 

words (α=0.5, gold standard = top positive; improvements in bold) 
word Human alignment 

(top positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on SL) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area  
(w1,c1),(w2,c6),(w3,c4), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 
 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c5),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

0.50 0.50  
(w1,c1),(w2,c5),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

0.50 0.50 

commu-
nity 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3), (w5,c1), (w6,c1) 
 

 
(w1,c3),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c1), (w6,c1)  

0.33 0.33  
(w1,c3),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2), (w5,c1), (w6,c1)        
 

0.33 
 

0.33 
 

indicate  
(w1,c4),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1), (w5,c1) 
 

 
(w1,c3),(w2,c5),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c2) 

0.20 0.25  
(w1,c3),(w2,c5),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c4), (w5,c2) 

0.20 
 

0.25 
 

involve  
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c4), (w7,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c5),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1) 
 

0.60 0.43  
(w1,c5),(w2,c5),(w3,c4), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1) 

0.40 0.29 

job  
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c4),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c5), (w8,c5),(w9, c1) 
(w10,c2), (w11,c1), 
(w12, c2) 
 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c1),(w6, c1) 
 

0.17 0.11   
(w1,c5),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c1),(w6, c1) 

0.17 0.11 

policy   
(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1) 

0.33 0.33  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1) 

0.33 0.33 

process  

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

 

  

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1) 

0.00 0.00  

(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1) 

0.00 0.00 

 

require  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.25 0.25  
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.50 0.50 
 

section  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c3),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c1)(w11c1)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1) 
 

0.67 0.33  
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1) 
 

0.67 
 

0.33 
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c. Results of the initial alignment (based on NB) and adjusted alignment over nine 

words (α=0.5, gold standard = all positive; improvements in bold) 

 
word Human alignment 

(all positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on SR::AW) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c6) 
(w3,c4), (w3,c6), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c4),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c5) 

0.40 0.18  
(w1,c5),(w2,c4),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c5) 

0.40 0.18 

commu-
nity 

(w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 
(w2,c3), (w3,c2), (w3,c3) 
(w4,c2), (w4,c3), (w5,c1) 
(w6,c1) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2)  
 

0.50 0.22  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2) 
 

0.75 
 

0.33 
 

indicate (w1,c1), (w1,c4), (w1,c5) 
(w2,c3), (w2,c6), (w3,c2) 
(w3,c5), (w4,c1), (w4,c3) 
(w4,c4), (w4,c5) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.25 0.09  
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c1) 

0.25 
 

0.09 
 

involve (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3) 
(w1,c4), (w1,c5), (w2,c2)  
(w2,c3), (w2,c4), (w2,c5) 
(w3,c1), (w4,c1), (w5,c1) 
(w5,c2), (w5,c3), (w5,c4) 
(w6,c2), (w6,c3), (w6,c4) 
(w7,c3), (w7,c6) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c3),  
(w6,c5) 

0.67 0.21  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c3),(w6,c5) 

0.67 0.21 

job (w1,c1),(w1,c3), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2), (w2,c3), (w3,c2) 
(w4,c1), (w4,c2), (w4,c3) 
(w5,c1), (w5,c2), (w5,c3) 
(w5,c4), (w6,c4), (w6,c5) 
(w7,c2),(w7,c5),(w10,c2) 
(w12, c2) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4),(w5, c5),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c4), (w8,c1) 
 

0.13 0.06  
(w1,c2),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4),(w5, c5),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c4), (w8,c1) 
 

0.13 0.06 

policy (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w1,c3)  
(w2,c1), (w2,c2), (w3,c1) 
(w3,c2), (w3,c3) 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c1) 

1.00 0.29  
(w1,c3),(w2,c1) 

1.00 0.29 

process (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c2) 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

(w6,c2) 

(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1) 

0.25 0.14 (w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 

(w4,c1) 

0.50 0.29 

 

require (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c2),(w3,c2), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2) 

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

1.00 0.57 (w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

1.00  0.57 
 

section (w1,c1), (w1,c2), (w2,c1) 
(w2,c3),(w3,c1), (w4,c1) 
(w4,c2), (w6,c1), (w6,c2) 
(w7,c1), (w7,c2), (w8,c3) 
(w9,c1),(w10,c1)(w11c1)
(w12c1)(w13c1)(w14c3) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1) 
 

0.71 0.31  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c3),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1) 
 

0.71 
 

0.31 
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d. Results of the initial alignment (based on NB) and adjusted alignment over nine 

words (α=0.5, gold standard = top positive; improvements in bold) 
word Human alignment 

(top positive, α=0.5) 

Initial alignment  

(based on NB) 

Adjusted alignment 

 P R  P R 

area  
(w1,c1),(w2,c6),(w3,c4), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c3), (w6,c5) 
 

 
(w1,c5),(w2,c4),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c5) 

0.20 0.17  
(w1,c5),(w2,c4),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c6), (w5,c5) 

0.20 0.17 

commu-
nity 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3), (w5,c1), (w6,c1) 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2)  
 

0.00 0.00  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2) 
 

0.25 
 

0.17 
 

Indicate  
(w1,c4),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1), (w5,c1) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1) 

0.25 0.25  
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c3), 
(w4,c1) 

0.25 
 

0.25 
 

involve  
(w1,c2),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5, c1),  
(w6,c4), (w7,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5, c3),  
(w6,c5) 

0.33 0.29  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c3),(w6,c5) 

0.33 0.29 

job  
(w1,c1),(w2,c3),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c3),(w5, c4),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c5), (w8,c5),(w9, c1) 
(w10,c2), (w11,c1), 
(w12, c2) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4),(w5, c5),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c4), (w8,c1) 
 

0.13 0.11   
(w1,c2),(w2,c4),(w3,c5), 
(w4,c4),(w5, c5),(w6, c4) 
(w7,c4), (w8,c1) 
 

0.13 0.11 

policy  
(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c1) 

1.00 0.67  
(w1,c3),(w2,c1) 

0.50 0.33 

process  

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c2), (w5,c2), (w6,c1) 

 

 

(w1,c1),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 

(w4,c1) 

0.25 0.17  

(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 

(w4,c1) 

0.50 0.33 

 

require  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 
 

 
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

1.00 1.00  
(w1,c1),(w2,c2),(w3,c2), 
(w4,c1) 

1.00  1.00 
 

section  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c1),(w5,c1),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1),(w8,c3),(w9,c1), 
(w10,c1)(w11c1)(w12c1) 
(w13,c1),(w14,c3) 
 

 
(w1,c2),(w2,c1),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c1),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1) 
 

0.43 0.25  
(w1,c2),(w2,c3),(w3,c1), 
(w4,c2),(w5,c3),(w6,c1), 
(w7,c1) 
 

0.57 
 

0.33 
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Appendix G 

Precision/Recall of WSA based on SenseLearner (SL) and Naïve Bayes (NB) 

 

a. Precision & recall of nine words processed by WSA based on SL 

WSA 

(SL)  

α =1 α =0.5 α =0 

AP TP AP TP AP TP 

Area P 0.67 0.50 0.500 0.500 0.50 0.50 

 R 0.21 0.50 0.273 0.500 0.43 0.60 

community P 0.67 0.33 0.500 0.333 0.50 0.33 

 R 0.31 0.33 0.333 0.333 0.43 0.40 

indicate P 0.80 0.20 0.400 0.200 0.40 0.20 

 R 0.21 0.25 0.182 0.250 0.29 0.25 

involve P 0.60 0.40 0.800 0.400 0.40 0.40 

 R 0.12 0.29 0.211 0.286 0.18 0.33 

job P 0.50 0.17 0.500 0.167 0.33 0.33 

 R 0.13 0.10 0.167 0.111 0.17 0.29 

policy P 1.00 0.33 1.000 0.333 0.67 0.33 

 R 0.38 0.33 0.429 0.333 0.40 0.33 

process P 0.33 0.00 0.333 0.000 0.00 0.00 

 R 0.14 0.00 0.143 0.000 0.00 0.00 

require P 1.00 0.75 0.750 0.500 0.50 0.50 

 R 0.50 0.75 0.429 0.500 0.40 0.50 

section P 1.00 0.83 0.833 0.667 0.67 0.50 

 R 0.29 0.36 0.313 0.333 0.36 0.38 
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b. Precision & recall of nine words processed by WSA based on NB 

WSA 

(NB) 

α =1 α =0.5 α =0 

AP TP AP TP AP TP 

area P 0.60 0.20 0.400 0.200 0.00 0.00 

 R 0.16 0.17 0.182 0.167 0.00 0.00 

community P 0.75 0.25 0.750 0.250 0.25 0.00 

 R 0.23 0.17 0.333 0.167 0.14 0.00 

indicate P 0.75 0.25 0.250 0.250 0.25 0.25 

 R 0.16 0.25 0.091 0.250 0.14 0.25 

involve P 0.83 0.50 0.667 0.333 0.50 0.50 

 R 0.20 0.43 0.211 0.286 0.27 0.50 

job P 0.38 0.13 0.125 0.125 0.00 0.00 

 R 0.13 0.10 0.056 0.111 0.00 0.00 

policy P 1.00 0.50 1.000 0.500 0.50 0.50 

 R 0.25 0.33 0.286 0.333 0.20 0.33 

process P 0.50 0.50 0.500 0.500 0.50 0.50 

 R 0.29 0.33 0.286 0.333 0.40 0.40 

require P 1.00 1.00 1.000 1.000 1.00 1.00 

 R 0.50 1.00 0.571 1.000 0.80 1.00 

section P 0.86 0.43 0.714 0.571 0.71 0.43 

 R 0.29 0.21 0.313 0.333 0.45 0.38 
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Appendix H 

Two reading texts for the empirical study 

a. Fashion Victim 

Fashion Victim or Environmental Victory? 
 

You are on your way home and you make a quick visit to the mall to see if there is anything novel 
or interesting in any of your favorite stores. There’s a chance that there will be new items if you shop at any 
of the retail chains that use the “fast fashion” model of business. There’s no longer any need to wait for a 
change a season (for example, from autumn to winter) to see a new collection of outfits, because fashion 
retailers are unveiling new lines of clothing monthly or even weekly.  

Fast fashion retailers offer reasonably priced clothes that follow the latest trends.  This allows 
shoppers who are conscious of fashion to stay current without going bankrupt. Over the past ten years, 
falling prices have led to exceptional growth in expenditures on clothing. In Britain, shoppers spend over 
$37 billion per year on clothes, and the fast fashion sector comprises one-fifth of this market.  

In fact, people in developed countries shop so much that they are now discarding clothes at higher 
rates than ever before. They don’t think of mending a hole or sewing on a new button when a new shirt can 
be bought for six or seven dollars. When a dress gets stained, why pay to dry clean it when they can buy a 
new one instead? According to the Environment Protection Agency, the average American disposes of 
more than 68 pounds of clothing and textiles per year. So what happens to all of the clothes we dump? 

Clothing and textiles are the fastest growing waste product in Britain. A full 63 percent of 
unwanted clothes end up in landfills, while only 16 percent are recycled. This has grave consequences for 
the environment because many of today’s clothes are made from synthetic fibers, which do not decompose 
naturally. This can create problems; for example, water cannot flow into the soil, and chemicals from the 
fabrics release poisons into the surrounding air and water.  

There are other options for our unwanted clothing. Many of us ease our conscience about all this 
waste by donating our surplus clothing to charities. However, even charities cannot keep up with the 
turnover of clothing. They often end up selling the excess for recycling or export. Since 1989, U.S. exports 
of used clothing and other worn textiles have more than tripled and now exceed 7 billion pounds per year. 
Many of these clothes end up in the flourishing markets for secondhand clothes in Africa and Eastern 
Europe. Clothing in good condition is highly sought after and provides consumers there with the 
opportunity to be smartly dressed.  

However, this cycle of developed countries providing clothes for those in poorer countries is only 
sustainable if the clothing is durable and resilient. Unfortunately, the primary reason that fast fashion 
clothes are so economical is because of a decline in the quality of materials and manufacturing. This 
presents less reason for developing countries to buy the poorly made clothing, and so it will eventually lead 
to a collapse in demand for Western castoffs.  
             So we need to take a closer look at the economic and ecological impact of fast fashion. Both 
government bodies and the fashion federations are demanding environmentally friendly approaches to 
fashion. For example, the British government used the occasion of London Fashion Week to launch its 
sustainable clothing action plan. The plan encourages everyone to consider the impact of a fashion item, 
from the cradle (its design) to the grave (its disposal).   
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b. Sleep Research 

Sleep Research 
 

To conduct some forms of sleep research, we have to find a way to track sleepiness 
during the day. Some people might believe that measuring sleepiness is a fairly trivial task. For 
instance, couldn’t you simply count the number of times a person yawns each hour or so? 

Yawning is a slow, exaggerated opening of the mouth with a long, deep inhalation of air, 
and then a brief exhalation. In most people’s minds, yawning is the most obvious sign of 
sleepiness. It is a common behavior among many animals, including dogs, cats, crocodiles, 
snakes, birds, and even some fish. It is certainly true that sleepy people tend to yawn more than 
people who are fully awake. It is also true that when people say that they are bored, they yawn 
more frequently. However, we do not know whether yawning is a sign that you are getting ready 
for sleep or that you are successfully resisting sleep. In fact, simply stretching your body will 
often trigger a yawn.  

Unfortunately, yawns don’t just indicate sleepiness. In some animals, yawning is a sign 
of stress. When a trainer sees a dog yawning in a dog obedience class, it is usually a sign that the 
animal is under pressure. Perhaps the handler is pushing too hard or moving too fast and the dog 
feels agitated. Playing for a moment and then turning to another activity is usually enough to 
banish yawning for a while.  

Yawning can also be a sign of stress in humans. For example, military officers report that 
soldiers often yawn before they jump out of an airplane with a parachute for the first time, even if 
they have recently drunk a lot of coffee. This is not because they are bored, obviously; it is 
probably because they are tense. 

There is also a social aspect to yawning. Psychologists have done experiments that 
involve asking actors to yawn deliberately in crowded rooms and auditoriums. Within moments, 
there is usually an increase in yawning by everyone else in the room. Similarly, when people 
watch films or videos that show other people yawning, they are more likely to yawn themselves. 
Even just reading about yawning tends to stimulate people to yawn.  

The truth of the matter is that we really don’t know what purpose yawning serves. 
Scientists originally thought that the purpose of yawning was to increase the amount of oxygen in 
the blood or to release some accumulated carbon dioxide (CO2). We now know that this is not 
true. If the concentration of CO2 in the air increases, it doesn’t make people more likely to yawn; 
it makes them breathe faster to try to get more oxygen.  

In conclusion, yawning seems to be associated with a lot more than the need for sleep. 
Therefore, we obviously have to find some other measure of sleepiness. Some researchers have 
simply tried to ask people how sleepy they feel at particular times. However, there are problems 
with getting people to make these types of judgments. Sometimes people simply lie to the 
researchers. This occurs because admitting fatigue is considered a sign of weakness or a lack of 
ambition. Other times, people do not realize how sleepy they are because drink so much coffee. 
That is why many researchers have developed an alternate method to determine how sleepy a 
person is. It is based upon a simple definition of sleep need: The sleepier you are, the faster you 
will fall asleep if you are given the opportunity to do so.     
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Appendix I 

Reading comprehension tests  

a. Fashion Victim 

Multiple Choice 

1. What does the phrase “fast fashion” refer to? (Circle only the best answer.) 

a. cheap and simple clothing that can be produced in factories very quickly 

b. new styles of clothing that appear in stores quickly so that people can buy the latest designs 

c. clothing that catches people’s attention quickly and makes them want to buy it right away 

d. styles of clothing that match each other so that outfits can be created quickly 

 

2. Which of the following are positive results of fast fashion? (Circle all of the benefits that were 
mentioned in the article.) 

a. More and more people are learning how to design and sew their own clothes. 

b. People can have the latest styles without spending a lot of money. 

c. The economy is growing because people are buying a lot of clothes. 

d. Fashion designers are becoming more and more famous around the world. 

e. Dry cleaners and other laundry services are making more money. 

 

3. Which of the following are negative results of fast fashion? (Circle all of the problems that were 
mentioned in the article.) 

a. People are throwing out their old clothes. 

b. People who enjoy shopping for clothes are almost going bankrupt.   

c. Clothing prices are falling too much. 

d. The quality of clothing is decreasing. 

e. Unwanted clothing is causing environmental pollution. 

 

4. According to the article, what might happen in the future in relation to fast fashion? (Circle all of the 
future possibilities that were mentioned in the article.) 

a. People in developing countries (e.g., in Africa) might not want to buy secondhand Western 
clothing anymore. 

b. The British government’s plan will make clothing companies pay for the environmental problems 
that they have caused. 

c. Charities in the U.S. will need more donations of clothing because people are exporting so much 
clothing to other countries. 

d. The British government’s plan will make people more aware of the consequences of their fashion 
choices. 
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True or false? 
 
According to the article… 
 

1.  _____ Fast fashion clothing is usually inexpensive. 

2.  _____ Fast fashion is for people who want shopping to be convenient and don’t care much 
about having the latest styles. 

3.  _____ Some old clothing is recycled, but most of it is thrown away. 

4.  _____ The U.S. has been exporting a lot of clothing to Africa and Europe.  

5.  _____ These days, more and more clothing is being made with natural materials. 

6.  _____ The main environmental problem with fast fashion is the fact that clothing factories 
are polluting the air.  
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b. Sleep Research 

 

Multiple Choice 

1. Based specifically on the information in the article, which of the following can you infer to be correct? 
(Circle only the best answer.) 

a. Some people feel even more tired after they yawn. 

b. Some people have difficulty falling asleep when they yawn a lot. 

c. Some people yawn on purpose to show other people that they are tired.  

d. Some people yawn whether they are tired or not. 

 

2. Which of the following feelings make a person more likely to yawn? (Circle all of the feelings that 
were mentioned in the article as being associated with yawning.) 

a. boredom 

b. sleepiness 

c. annoyance 

d. stress 

e. weakness 

 

3. Which of the following experiences make a person more likely to yawn? (Circle all of the experiences 
that were mentioned in the article as being associated with yawning.) 

a. not having enough O2 (oxygen) 

b. reading about yawning 

c. seeing another person yawn 

d. stretching his or her body 

e. breathing too much CO2 (carbon dioxide) 

 

4.  Why don’t scientists trust people’s reports of how sleepy they are? (Circle all of the reasons that were 
mentioned in the article.) 

a. People sometimes lie because they do not want to admit that they are addicted to coffee. 

b. People sometimes lie because they do not want to seem weak. 

c. People sometimes do not realize how sleepy they are because they drink a lot of coffee. 

a. People sometimes do not realize how sleepy they are because stress makes them feel awake. 
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True or false? 
 
According to the article… 
 

1.  _____ Scientists agree that yawning doesn’t mean that a person is getting ready for sleep; 
instead, it means that the person is trying not to fall asleep.  

2.  _____ Humans, dogs, and cats sometimes yawn, but other animals usually do not yawn. 

3.  _____ When a dog yawns in obedience class, the trainer will often push him a little bit harder 
in order to help him wake up. 

4.  _____ Scientists believe that the most reliable method of measuring sleepiness involves 
actually watching people’s behavior.  

5.  _____ To measure sleepiness accurately, scientists agree that one good method is counting 
the number of times a person yawns. 

6.  _____ In an experiment, psychologists asked actors to yawn in a crowded room to see if that 
would make other people more likely to fall asleep soon after.  
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Appendix J 

Pretest 

 

 

On each of the following pages, you will see a word bank at the top of the page. Below that, you 

will see several sentences with blanks in them. Use the words from the word bank to fill in the 

blanks in the sentences. You may use the same word more than once, and some of the words 

will not be used. In some cases, we have helped you by adding grammatical information to the 

blanks (e.g., [-d/-ed] for past tense). 

 

 

각 페이지마다 맨위에 word bank 가 주어지고, 각 word bank 아래 빈칸이 들어있는 문장이 

주어집니다. 여러분은 word bank에 주어진 단어들을 이용하여 각 문장의 빈칸을 채우면 됩니다. 

주어진 단어들 중 두번 사용되거나, 사용되지 않는 단어도 있으니 주의하십시요. 단어를 채울때 

문법이 변화될 경우(예: 동사의 시제 변화), 이미 문제에 변화된 문법의 형태가 주어져 있으니 

참고하세요. 
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[Word Bank] 

chain	  	  agitated	  unveil	  	  deed	  	  obscure	  	  	  sector	  alternate	  	  	  conscience	  	  cradle	  	  resilient	  	  delectable	  	  	  	  

expenditure	  	  	  mend	  	  outfit	  	  trigger	  	  

 

1. A lot of bad things have happened to that woman, but she is a very __________ person, so 

she is still strong, happy, and optimistic. 

 

2. The young couple had reached the limit on their credit card, so they decided that they couldn’t 

afford the __________ of money on a new TV set. 

 

3. When my grandmother was young, her mother taught her how to __________ old socks that 

had holes in them so that she could keep wearing them.  

 

4. In a TV interview last night, the owner of the sports team __________(-d/-ed) his plans to build 

a new stadium, and everyone was surprised to hear the unexpected news.  

 

5. There aren’t many factory jobs these days, but people can still find jobs in the financial 

__________. 

 

6. When people have been angry with each other many times in the past, sometimes even a 

small disagreement can suddenly __________ a large argument, and they start fighting. 

 

7. Some people who care about supporting small businesses refuse to eat at large __________ 

restaurants that are owned by huge companies. 

 

8. The small boy wondered what would happen if he kicked a frog, so he tried it, but then he had 

a guilty __________ because he was worried that he had hurt the frog. 

 

9. Many scientists consider oceans and lakes to be the __________ of life because that is where 

the first living things developed. 

 

10. Everyone was surprised by the man’s colorful __________ because no one had seen him 

wear such bright clothing before. 
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[Word Bank] 

mend	  	  	  deliberate	  	  	  resist	  	  	  trivial	  	  	  obedience	  	  intervention	  	  	  agitated	  	  	  	  fatigue	  	  	  	  	  consumerism	  	  	  

indicate	  	  	  banish	  	  	  	  inherit	  	  	  alternate	  	  	  discipline	  	  	  aspect	  

 

11. The woman was too __________ to think clearly because her son had just left home and 

joined the army. 

 

12. After running 30 miles without stopping, the man was hospitalized for extreme __________ 

and then had to rest for the next 2 weeks. 

 

13. In some cultures, it is important to show __________ and respect to older people, but in other 

cultures, independence is more valued. 

 

14. People shouldn’t worry about __________ things like missing their favorite TV show when 

there are more serious problems in the world. 

 

15. It may be easy to forgive people when they have hurt you by accident, but it is more difficult to 

forgive them when they have planned to hurt you __________(-ly). 

 

16. If traffic is really bad on the highway, it might be possible to save time by using (a/an) 

__________ road that takes you to the same place by a different route.  

 

17. When people found out that their leader had stolen their tax money and put innocent men in 

prison, they __________(-d/-ed) him to another country and said that he could never come back. 

 

18. Whenever the teenager saw a new video game advertised on TV, he couldn’t __________ 

buying it; he was addicted to playing! 

 

19. Unfortunately, the doctor told the man that his coughing and sneezing might  __________ 

that he was suffering from a serious illness. 

 

20. The professor thought about every __________ of the student’s question before giving an 

answer because it was a very complicated issue. 
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[Word Bank] 

facilitate	  	  	  unveil	  	  	  deliberate	  	  	  	  resist	  	  	  discipline	  	  	  	  sector	  	  	  correlation	  	  	  mend	  intervention	  	  	  delectable	  	  	  

fatigue	  indicate	  	  	  chain	  	  	  outfit	  	  	  alternate	  	  	  obscure	  	  

 

21. Sometimes when authors write in a very __________ and unclear way, readers get frustrated 

and bored because they can’t understand what is happening in the story. 

 

22. Most people know about the __________ between car accidents and talking on the phone 

while driving, but they talk on their phones while driving anyway. 

 

23. After the man ended up in jail for being drunk and yelling at people in public, his friends 

decided that they should organize (a/an) __________ to get him to stop drinking so much. 

 

24. Although the boss _________(-d/-ed) his employees for checking their personal email at 

work, they still often check their email while working. 

 

25. It can be very difficult for students to understand fast speech in a foreign language, so 

teachers sometimes speak slowly in order to __________ their understanding and learning.  

 

26. The old woman had broken her leg the previous year and didn’t want to hurt it again, so she 

walked down the icy street very slowly and __________(-ly). 

 

27. In the past before there were firefighters, if someone’s house caught on fire, the people in the 

town would line up in a long __________ and pass buckets of water from person to person until 

they could put out the flames. 

 

28. At night, the military __________ moved silently across the field under the cover of darkness. 

 

29. It’s easier for people to __________ their friendship after a serious disagreement if they have 

known each other for a long time and care a lot about each other. 

 

30. The mother __________(-d/-ed) her anger with a frown and a sharp look so that she wouldn’t 

attract attention by yelling at her daughter in public. 
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Appendix K 

Vocabulary posttest-3 (Post-3) 

 

 

3. We are going to show you the same words another time. You will see a word bank at the top of 

each page. Below each list of words, you will see a set of sentences with blanks in them. Some of 

the sentences are very similar to sentences that appeared in the reading passages, and some of 

them are not. For every sentence, please try to fill in the blank with a word from the list. 

(Sometimes you will see that the blank provides additional grammatical information—for example, 

to make a verb past tense so that it can fit.) Please try to make sure that the meaning of the word 

fits with the meaning of the sentence. Some of the words have more than one meaning, so they 

might fit in 2 different sentences. Some other words might not fit in any sentence, so you will not 

use them.  

 

 

 

이번에는 같은 단어들이 다른 방식으로 보여집니다. 각 페이지마다 맨위에 word bank가 주어지고, 

각 word bank 아래 빈칸이 들어있는 문장이 주어집니다.  어떤 단어들은 여러분이 독해시 보았던 

문장들과 매우 비슷하고, 어떤 단어들은 그렇지 않습니다. Word Bank 에 주어진 단어들을 

이용하여 각 문장에 있는 빈칸을 채우십시요. 빈칸에 들어갈 단어의 의미가 전체 문장 의미에 

맞아야 합니다. ( 또한, 가끔 여러분은 빈칸 옆에 추가적인 문법 변화를 볼수 있습니다- 예를들면, 

동사의 과거 형태가 들어가야 하는 경우, 그 문법 변화가 자동적으로 적용될수 있도록 문법 변화가 

이미 주어져 있습니다) 마지막으로, 주어진 단어들 중 두 번 사용되거나, 사용되지 않는 단어도 

있으니 주의하십시요.  
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[Word Bank] 
 

intervention   deliberate   resist   trivial   obedience   deed   agitated   fatigue    indicate    
commitment   banish   inherit   alternate    obscure   aspect 

 
1. Perhaps the dog trainer is pushing too hard or moving too fast and the dog feels nervous and 
__________. 

 
2. Sometimes people simply lie to the researchers about how sleepy they are. This occurs 
because admitting __________ is considered a sign of weakness or a lack of ambition. 

 
3. When a trainer sees a dog yawning in a dog __________ class, it is usually a sign that the 
animal is under pressure while he is learning to follow the rules of being a good dog. 

 
4. Some people might believe that measuring sleepiness is a fairly __________ or easy task. For 
instance, couldn’t you simply count the number of times a person yawns each hour or so? 
 
5. Usually, people don’t plan to yawn, but psychologists have done experiments that involve 
asking actors to yawn __________[-ly] in crowded rooms.  

 
6. Certainly, there are physical reasons for yawning, but there is also a social __________ of 
yawning. 

 
7. Playing for a moment and then turning to another more interesting or fun activity is usually 
enough to __________ yawning so that the feeling doesn’t come back for a while. 
  
8. We do not know whether yawning is a sign that you are getting ready for sleep or that you are 
successfully __________[-ing] sleep because you are trying not to go to sleep. 

 
9. Unfortunately, yawns don’t just __________ sleepiness. In some animals, yawning is a sign of 
stress.  
 
10. One commonly used method didn’t work. That is why many researchers have developed 
[a/an] __________ method to determine how sleepy a person is.  
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[Word Bank] 
 

commitment   facilitate   unveil   cradle   sector   correlation   conscience     resilient   

delectable    expenditure    mend   consumerism  chain  outfit  trigger  

 
11. This cycle of developed countries providing clothes for those in poorer countries is only 
sustainable if the clothing is durable and __________ . 

 
12. Over the past ten years, falling prices have led to exceptional growth in  
__________[-s] on clothing as people are buying more and more. 

 
13. They don’t think of __________[-ing] a hole or sewing on a new button when a new shirt can 
be bought for six or seven dollars. 
 
14. Fashion retailers are __________[-ing] new lines of clothing monthly or even weekly, and 
shoppers are excited to see the new fashions for the first time. 

 
15. In Britain, shoppers spend over $37 billion per year on clothes, and the fast fashion 
__________ comprises one-fifth of this market. 

 
16. It might seem surprising that your own actions can make you start to yawn, but it is true: In 
fact, simply stretching your body will often __________ a yawn.  

 
17. There’s a chance that there will be new items of clothing if you shop at any of the retail 
__________[-s] of stores that use the “fast fashion” model of business. 

 
18. Many of us ease our __________ about all this waste by donating our surplus clothing to 
charities so that we will feel less guilty. 

 
19. The plan encourages everyone to consider the impact of a fashion item, from the __________ 
(its design) to the grave (its disposal) 

 
20. There’s no longer any need to wait for a change a season (for example, from autumn to 
winter) to see a new collection of __________[-s] in clothing stores. 
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[Word Bank] 
 

banish    deliberate    resist    discipline    correlation    intervention    agitated     mend     

inherit    indicate    chain     trivial    outfit    obscure    facilitate     

 
21. Government documents are sometimes written in very __________ and confusing language 
that doesn’t make sense to people who are not politicians or lawyer 

 
22. There is a direct __________ between the best-known brands and the best-selling brands; 
the ones that most people know are also the ones that most people buy. 

 
23. The politicians were fighting over the idea of a government __________ to regulate prices; 
some of them argued that the government should make rules that companies would be required 
to follow, while others argued that companies should be free to set prices. 

 
24. The boy kept getting in trouble for yawning and sleeping at school until his teacher finally 
started to __________ him by lowering his grade every time he fell asleep. 

 
25. People are more likely to donate their old clothing when church organizations and other 
charities __________ the process by sending a truck to people’s homes and picking up the 
clothes directly. 

 
26. The scientist spoke about his research very carefully and __________[-ly] so that people in 
the audience would catch the importance of every word. 
 
27. The group of environmentalists wanted to protest peacefully, so they linked their arms 
together and tried to form a human __________ around the clothing factory instead of fighting the 
police. 

 
28. Surprisingly, the soldiers in a military __________ will sometimes yawn as a response to 
stress in dangerous situations. 

 
29. If you yawn while your wife is talking to you about something important, you may need to buy 
her flowers to __________ your relationship.  

 
30. When people don’t want to say directly how boring something is, they sometimes 
__________ it indirectly by yawning instead. 
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Appendix L 

Vocabulary posttests-1, -2, and -4 

a. Post-1 

 

1. We are going to show you a list of words. Some of the words appeared in the reading 

passages that you just completed (“Fashion Victim or Environmental Victory?” and “Sleep 

Research”), but some of the words did not appear in those reading passages. Please mark all of 

the words that you remember appearing in at least one of the reading passages. If a word did not 

appear in at least one of the reading passages, please do not mark it even if you know the word. 

 

아래에 단어가 주어졌습니다. 어떤 단어는 여러분이 방금 끝낸 독해 지문 (“Fas hion Vic tim or  

Environme nta l Vic tory?” 와 “Sle e p Re s e arch”)에 나왔던 단어이고 어떤 단어는 나오지 

않았던 단어입니다. 주어진 단어들 중 여러분이 이전에 독해시 보았던 단어들이 있으면 동그라미 

치세요. 비록 여러분이 아는 단어라도 독해시 나왔던 단어가 아니면 표시하지 마세요.  

 

 [Word Bank] 

commitment	  ,	  	  facilitate	  ,	  	  unveil	  ,	  	  cradle	  ,	  deliberate	  ,	  	  resist	  ,	  	  trivial	  ,	  	  obedience	  ,	  	  deed	  ,	  	  discipline	  ,	  	  

sector	  ,	  	  correlation	  ,	  conscience	  ,	  	  intervention,	  	  	  resilient	  ,	  	  delectable	  ,	  	  	  expenditure	  ,	  	  agitated	  ,	  	  	  	  

fatigue	  ,	  	  mend	  ,	  	  consumerism,	  indicate	  ,	  	  chain	  ,	  	  banish	  ,	  	  inherit	  ,	  	  outfit	  ,	  	  stimulate	  ,	  	  alternate	  ,	  	  

obscure	  ,	  	  aspect	  
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b. Post-2 

 

2. Now we are going to show you the same list of words. You might know the meanings of some 

of them, but you might not know the meanings of others. If you have any idea about the meaning 

of a word, please type a definition for it or describe its meaning as well as you can. 

 

이번 역시 같은 단어가 아래에 주어졌습니다.  어떤 단어는 여러분이 그 의미를 아는 단어일 

것이고, 어떤 단어는 모르는 단어일 것입니다. 여러분에 단어의 의미에 대해 조금이라도 알고 

있으면 여러분이 할수 있는 한 그 단어의 의미를 표현해 보세요. 

 

 

 [Word Bank] 

commitment	  ,	  	  facilitate	  ,	  	  unveil	  ,	  	  cradle	  ,	  deliberate	  ,	  	  resist	  ,	  	  trivial	  ,	  	  obedience	  ,	  	  deed	  ,	  	  discipline	  ,	  	  

sector	  ,	  	  correlation	  ,	  	  conscience	  ,	  	  intervention	  ,	  	  resilient	  ,	  	  delectable	  ,	  	  	  expenditure	  ,	  agitated,	  	  	  	  	  

fatigue	  ,	  	  mend	  ,	  	  consumerism	  ,	  	  indicate	  ,	  	  chain	  ,	  	  banish	  ,	  	  inherit	  ,	  	  outfit	  ,	  	  stimulate	  ,	  	  alternate	  ,	  	  

obscure	  ,	  	  aspect	  
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c. Post-4 

 

4. We are going to show you the same lists of words another time. Below each list, you will see a 

set of sentences with blanks in them. Some of the sentences appeared in the reading passages, 

and some of them did not. For every sentence, please try to fill in the blank with a word from the 

list. (Sometimes you will see that the blank provides additional grammatical information—for 

example, to make a verb past tense so that it can fit.) Please try to make sure that the meaning of 

the word fits with the meaning of the sentence. Some of the words have more than one meaning, 

so they might fit in 2 different sentences. Some other words might not fit in any sentence, so you 

will not use them.  

 

이번에도 같은 단어들이 다른 방식으로 보여집니다. 각 페이지마다 맨위에 word bank가 주어지고, 

각 word bank 아래 빈칸이 들어있는 문장이 주어집니다.  어떤 단어들은 여러분이 독해시 보았던 

문장들이거나 또 매우 비슷하고, 어떤 단어들은 그렇지 않습니다. Word Bank에 주어진 단어들을 

이용하여 각 문장에 있는 빈칸을 채우십시요, 빈칸에 들어갈 단어의 의미가 전체 문장 의미에 

맞아야 합니다. ( 또한, 가끔 여러분은 빈칸 옆에 추가적인 문법 변화를 볼수 있습니다- 예를들면, 

동사의 과거 형태가 들어가야 하는 경우, 그 문법 변화가 자동적으로 적용될수 있도록 문법 변화가 

이미 주어져 있습니다) 마지막으로, 주어진 단어들 중 두 번 사용되거나, 사용되지 않는 단어도 

있으니 주의하십시요.  
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[Word Bank] 

Intervention	  	  	  	  	  deliberate	  	  	  	  resist	  	  	  	  	  trivial	  	  	  	  obedience	  	  	  	  	  deed	  	  	  	  agitated	  	  	  	  fatigue	  	  	  	  indicate	  	  	  	  

commitment	  	  	  	  banish	  	  	  inherit	  	  	  	  alternate	  	  	  	  obscure	  	  	  	  aspect	  

 
1. Perhaps the dog trainer is pushing too hard or moving too fast and the dog feels nervous and 
__________. 
 
 (DEF) worried and unable to think clearly or calmly 

 
2. Sometimes people simply lie to the researchers about how sleepy they are. This occurs 
because admitting __________ is considered a sign of weakness or a lack of ambition. 
 
 (DEF) a feeling of extreme physical or mental tiredness 
 
3. When a trainer sees a dog yawning in a dog __________ class, it is usually a sign that the 
animal is under pressure while he is learning to follow the rules of being a good dog. 

 
 (DEF) the showing of respect for a person’s authority by following an order, request, or law 

 
4.Some people might believe that measuring sleepiness is a fairly __________ or easy task. For 
instance, couldn’t you simply count the number of times a person yawns each hour or so? 

 
 (DEF) unimportant and not serious 
 
5. Usually, people don’t plan to yawn, but psychologists have done experiments that involve 
asking actors to yawn __________[-ly] in crowded rooms.  

 
 (DEF) on purpose rather than by chance; planned or decided upon beforehand  

 
6. Certainly, there are physical reasons for yawning, but there is also a social __________ of 
yawning. 

 
 (DEF) one of the parts of something’s character or nature 
 
7. Playing for a moment and then turning to another more interesting or fun activity is usually 
enough to __________ yawning so that the feeling doesn’t come back for a while. 

 
 (DEF) to send something away and prevent it from returning 
 
8. We do not know whether yawning is a sign that you are getting ready for sleep or that you are 
successfully __________[-ing] sleep because you are trying not to go to sleep. 

 
 (DEF) to stop yourself from doing something even though you want to do it 
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9. Unfortunately, yawns don’t just __________ sleepiness. In some animals, yawning is a sign of 
stress.  

 
 (DEF) to be a sign of something 
 
10. One commonly used method didn’t work. That is why many researchers have developed 
[a/an] __________ method to determine how sleepy a person is.  

 
 (DEF) different from something that is already being used 
 
[Word Bank] 

commitment	  	  	  facilitate	  	  	  unveil	  	  	  cradle	  	  	  sector	  	  	  	  correlation	  	  	  	  conscience	  	  	  resilient	  	  	  	  delectable	  	  	  	  

expenditure	  	  	  mend	  	  	  	  consumerism	  	  	  chain	  	  	  outfit	  	  	  trigger	  

 
11. This cycle of developed countries providing clothes for those in poorer countries is only 
sustainable if the clothing is durable and __________. 

 
 (DEF) strong and not easily damaged by being hit, stretched, or squeezed 
 
12. Over the past ten years, falling prices have led to exceptional growth in __________[-s] on 
clothing as people are buying more and more. 

 
 (DEF) the spending of money on something, or the money that is spent on something 
 
13. They don’t think of __________[-ing] a hole or sewing on a new button when a new shirt can 
be bought for six or seven dollars. 

 
 (DEF) to repair something that is broken or not working, so that it works properly or can be 
used 
 
14. Fashion retailers are __________[-ing] new lines of clothing monthly or even weekly, and 
shoppers are excited to see the new fashions for the first time. 

 
 (DEF) to introduce a plan, new product, or some other thing that has been kept secret to the 
public 
 
15. In Britain, shoppers spend over $37 billion per year on clothes, and the fast fashion 
__________ comprises one-fifth of this market. 

 
 (DEF) a smaller group which is a part of a larger group 
 
16. It might seem surprising that your own actions can make you start to yawn, but it is true: In 
fact, simply stretching your body will often __________ a yawn. 
 
 (DEF) to cause an event to happen, or to cause a situation to exist 
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17. There’s a chance that there will be new items of clothing if you shop at any of the retail 
__________[-s] of stores that use the “fast fashion” model of business. 

 
 (DEF) a group of several shops, hotels, or other businesses which are owned by the same 
person or company 
 
18. Many of us ease our __________ about all this waste by donating our surplus clothing to 
charities so that we will feel less guilty. 

 
 (DEF) a feeling of guilt because you know you have done something that is wrong 
 
19. The plan encourages everyone to consider the impact of a fashion item, from the __________ 
(its design) to the grave (its disposal) 
 
 (DEF) the place where something began 
 
20. There’s no longer any need to wait for a change a season (for example, from autumn to 
winter) to see a new collection of __________[-s] in clothing stores. 

 
 (DEF) a set of clothes 
 
 
[Word Bank] 

banish	  	  	  	  deliberate	  	  	  	  resist	  	  	  	  discipline	  	  	  correlation	  	  	  intervention	  	  	  agitated	  	  mend	  	  	  	  	  inherit	  	  	  	  	  

indicate	  	  	  	  	  chain	  	  	  	  	  trivial	  	  	  	  	  outfit	  	  	  	  obscure	  	  	  	  facilitate	  

 
21. Government documents are sometimes written in very __________ and confusing language 
that doesn’t make sense to people who are not politicians or lawyers. 

 (DEF) difficult to understand or deal with, usually because it involves so many parts or details 
 
22. There is a direct __________ between the best-known brands and the best-selling brands; 
the ones that most people know are also the ones that most people buy. 

 
 (DEF) a connection or a link between things 
 
23. The politicians were fighting over the idea of a government __________ to regulate prices; 
some of them argued that the government should make rules that companies would be required 
to follow, while others argued that companies should be free to set prices. 
 

 (DEF) the act of becoming involved in an argument, fight, or other difficult situation in order to 
change what happens 
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24. The boy kept getting in trouble for yawning and sleeping at school until his teacher finally 
started to __________ him by lowering his grade every time he fell asleep. 

 
 (DEF) to punish someone for something that they have done wrong 
 
25. People are more likely to donate their old clothing when church organizations and other 
charities __________ the process by sending a truck to people’s homes and picking up the 
clothes directly. 

 
 (DEF) to make an action or process easier or more likely to happen 
 
26. The scientist spoke about his research very carefully and __________[-ly] so that people in 
the audience would catch the importance of every word. 

 (DEF) slowly and carefully 
 
27. The group of environmentalists wanted to protest peacefully, so they linked their arms 
together and tried to form a human __________around the clothing factory instead of fighting the 
police. 

 
 (DEF) a group of things arranged in a line 
 
28. Surprisingly, the soldiers in a military __________ will sometimes yawn as a response to 
stress in dangerous situations. 

 
 (DEF) an organization 
 
29. If you yawn while your wife is talking to you about something important, you may need to buy 
her flowers to __________ your relationship.  

 
 (DEF) to repair or resolve something, like a disagreement or quarrel between people  
 
30. When people don’t want to say directly how boring something is, they sometimes 
__________ it indirectly by yawning instead. 

 
 (DEF) to mention an opinion, an intention, or a fact in an indirect way 
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Appendix M 

Informed consent documents 

a. English version 
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b. Korean version 
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c. Anonymous survey  

INFORMED	  CONSENT	  SCRIPT	  
ANONYMOUS	  SURVEY	  

You	  are	  invited	  to	  participate	  in	  a	  research	  study	  titled	  “Automatic	  presentation	  of	  sense-‐specific	  
lexical	  information	  in	  intelligent	  computer	  assisted	  language	  learning”.	  This	  study	  is	  being	  conducted	  
by	  Soojeong	  Eom,	  a	  Ph.D.	  candidate	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Linguistics	  at	  Georgetown	  University,	  and	  
Markus	  Dickinson,	  an	  assistant	  professor	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Linguistics	  at	  Indiana	  University,	  for	  
building	  gold	  standard	  data	  to	  evaluate	  computational	  performance	  of	  a	  system	  which	  has	  been	  built	  
to	  match	  senses	  between	  dictionaries.	  

Participation	  in	  this	  study	  is	  entirely	  voluntary	  at	  all	  times.	  You	  can	  choose	  not	  to	  participate	  at	  all	  or	  
to	  leave	  the	  study	  at	  any	  time.	  Regardless	  of	  your	  decision,	  there	  will	  be	  no	  effect	  on	  your	  
relationship	  with	  the	  researchers	  or	  any	  other	  consequences.	  	  

You	  are	  being	  asked	  to	  take	  part	  in	  this	  study	  because	  you	  have	  some	  training	  in	  linguistics.	  

If	  you	  agree	  to	  participate,	  you	  will	  be	  asked	  to	  fill	  out	  3	  surveys	  about	  choosing	  the	  same	  meaning	  as	  
the	  given	  word/meaning.	  This	  survey	  should	  take	  around	  15	  minutes	  to	  complete	  (;	  each	  survey	  is	  to	  
take	  5	  minutes).	  The	  survey	  will	  be	  collected	  during	  May	  through	  August	  2011	  and	  via	  online	  
webpage;	  you	  are	  to	  follow	  the	  given	  links	  and	  answer	  the	  surveys.	  	  

All	  of	  your	  responses	  to	  this	  survey	  will	  remain	  anonymous	  and	  cannot	  be	  linked	  to	  you	  in	  any	  way.	  
No	  identifying	  information	  about	  you	  will	  be	  collected	  at	  any	  point	  during	  the	  study,	  and	  your	  survey	  
will	  be	  identified	  only	  with	  an	  arbitrarily	  assigned	  number.	  Once	  you	  submit	  your	  completed	  survey,	  
there	  will	  be	  no	  way	  to	  withdraw	  your	  responses	  from	  the	  study	  because	  the	  survey	  contains	  no	  
identifying	  information.	  

Study	  data	  will	  be	  kept	  in	  digital	  formats	  in	  the	  online	  webpage.	  	  Access	  to	  digital	  data	  will	  be	  
protected	  automatically	  set	  by	  Soojeong	  Eom	  when	  it	  is	  first	  made.	  Only	  Soojeong	  Eom	  will	  have	  
access	  to	  the	  data.	  

There	  are	  no	  risks	  associated	  with	  this	  study.	  While	  you	  will	  not	  experience	  any	  direct	  benefits	  from	  
participation,	  information	  collected	  in	  this	  study	  may	  benefit	  others	  in	  the	  future	  by	  helping	  to	  build	  
a	  comprehensive	  dictionary	  which	  has	  more	  lexical	  information	  than	  any	  other	  dictionaries.	  This	  
kind	  of	  comprehensive	  dictionary	  would	  provide	  much	  more	  help	  to	  users.	  

If	  you	  have	  any	  questions	  regarding	  the	  survey	  or	  this	  research	  project	  in	  general,	  please	  contact	  the	  
principal	  investigator,	  Soojeong	  Eom,	  at	  (301)	  646-‐9668	  or	  via	  email	  at	  se48@georgetown.edu	  or	  her	  
co-‐mentor,	  Markus	  Dickinson,	  at	  (812)	  856-‐2535	  or	  via	  email	  at	  md7@indiana.edu.	  If	  you	  have	  any	  
questions	  about	  your	  rights	  as	  a	  research	  participant,	  please	  contact	  the	  Georgetown	  University	  IRB	  
at	  (202)	  687-‐6553	  or	  irboard@georgetown.edu.	  

By	  completing	  and	  submitting	  this	  survey,	  you	  are	  indicating	  your	  consent	  to	  participate	  in	  this	  
study.	  	  

Soojeong	  Eom	  	  	  
Ph.D.	  candidate	  	  
Department	  of	  Linguistics	  	  
301-‐646-‐9668	  	  	  
se48@georgetown.edu	  
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